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ABSTRACT

For mobile communication systems in the low-GHz range, CMOS has increas
become the technology of choice, and the level of integration in mobile handset
risen. The use of off-chip components, which increases the handset assembly
and costs, is preferably avoided. However, integrating a complete transceiver
single chip leads to disturbances between building blocks. This imposes new
more stringent requirements on building block and transceiver performance, as
as impacts the choice of transceiver architecture.

In the general introduction, an overview is given of front-end receiver and tra
mitter aspects as well as RF CMOS technology. This includes the impact of m
communication system specifications on architectures and building blocks, tran
and monolithic inductor modeling, and disturbance issues. Special attention is
to power amplifiers, the most challenging building blocks in CMOS transceiv
Papers I, II and III address CMOS receiver front-end aspects and implementa
while in papers IV and V design and challenges of CMOS power amplifiers
described.
iii
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PREFACE

This thesis describes the work I have done in the field of RF CMOS design.
research was performed at several places: The Royal Institute of Technology, S
holm, the University of California, Los Angeles and the Department of Elec
science at Lund University.

Both transmitter and receiver front-end architectures and building blocks
described. In part I, the general introduction, a framework is given of architect
considerations, mobile communication specifications and RF CMOS integrated
cuit basics. These aspects were all used when performing the research that led
papers presented in part II. Some topics are covered more extensively in the g
introduction, such as the disturbance in a receiver caused by spurious signal
power amplifiers.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. MOTIVATION

The maturing of communication systems such as GSM, Bluetooth and UMTS, o
ating in the low-GHz range, together with technological advancements for CM
technologies, has resulted in increased research activities in so-called Radio
quency CMOS circuits, i.e. analog circuits in a CMOS technology for frequencie
to several GHz. CMOS circuits for frequencies as high as 60 GHz have b
reported. Most important for this development is the drive for highly-integrated, l
cost mobile handsets. If both the analog and digital part of a receiver/transm
(transceiver) can be implemented in CMOS, a complete system may be implem
on a single chip. This System-on-Chip (SoC) development brings about issu
disturbance between the different parts or building blocks of the system, caus
coupling, either on-chip, through the substrate, or off-chip, through adjacent b
wires. These subjects will be briefly touched upon in this thesis.

One of the most challenging analog parts to implement in CMOS is the po
amplifier (PA), for several reasons. Firstly, the transconductance to current ratiom/I
of a CMOS device is generally lower than that of a bipolar or III-V device, implyi
that for the same gain a higher current is needed. Secondly, with decreasing d
length (scaling) in current CMOS technologies the oxide thickness is decreasi
well, resulting in a lower breakdown voltage. On the other hand, the cut-off
quencyfT and the maximum frequency of oscillationfmax for CMOS devices are
approaching the values for Si bipolar devices. In the general introduction of this
sis, special attention is given to PA properties such as linearity and efficiency, as
as to CMOS device modeling and scaling.

Another issue stemming from an increased level of integration and a drive
low-cost handsets is off-chip filters. These filters are costly, they take up cons
able space and they complicate handset assembly. Therefore an important g
integrated transceiver design is the reduction of the number of these filters.
1
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work addresses receiver and transmitter analog front-end architectures, and an
sis is presented of the effects of removing these filters from the transceiver.

1.2. MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Before addressing transmitter and receiver properties in detail, some basic con
in mobile communication systems will be described. A mobile communication s
tem allows a user to communicate by means of a wireless link to a base station
Fig. 1.1). Traditionally this was based on speech transmission, where relatively
data rates can be used while still maintaining a reasonable sound quality. Nowa
higher data rates are pursued, so that besides speech transmission high da
transmission becomes a viable option as well. Third-generation (3G) wireless
tems, capable of higher data rates, are now operated in many countries
improved data rates of 3G (e.g., HSDPA [5]) are soon to be deployed. Other sys
aiming at high data rates are for instance WiMax [3] and Ultra Wide Band (UW
based systems [4].

As depicted in Fig. 1.1, a mobile communication system can consist of sev
cells with one or more base stations serving a number of users. The uplink is de
as the communication from the user to the base station, while the downlink en
the communication from the base station to the user. From a user’s point of view
uplink is equivalent to transmission while the downlink is equivalent to reception

For most modern communication systems different frequency bands are use
the uplink and downlink. This permits transmission and reception simultaneo
and is calledfrequency division duplexing(FDD) [6]. A disadvantage of FDD com-
pared totime division duplexing(TDD), is that users cannot communicate with ea
other directly but have to communicate via the base station. A second disadva
is that when both transmit and receive modes are on at the same time, the trans

downlink

uplink

cells
base station

user

Fig. 1.1.  A mobile communication system.
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signal will leak to the receive path since the duplex filter located between the tr
ceiver and the antenna has a finite transmitter-to-receiver isolation.

System Specifications

All mobile communication standards have more or less similar specifications,
as requiredbit error rate (BER), minimum detectable signal (sensitivity), blockin
and interference performance, channel bandwidth, modulation scheme, output
range, frequency bands, et cetera. For each system the value of these require
may differ. The maximum output power from the antenna for a mobile handset i
instance 30 dBm for GSM or DCS class 1 [7], 0 dBm for Bluetooth class 2 [8]
24 dBm for UMTS (WCDMA) class 3 [9]. System level simulations must be p
formed to translate system specifications to building block specifications.

Multiple access methods

In order to accommodate several users simultaneously, different so-called mu
access schemes are in use. GSM and DCS use time division multiple a
(TDMA), i.e. consecutive time slots are assigned to different users [6]. In this
eight users may use the same frequency band. Bluetooth uses a special kind
quency division multiple access (FDMA), namely frequency hopping, i.e. each
is assigned a certain frequency band, but the assigned frequency band change
the hopping rate. Finally, UMTS is a code division multiple access system (CDM
where a pseudorandom code is used to spread the data over a wider frequency
before transmission. Many users may then send in the same frequency band si
neously; at reception, each user’s data can be extracted by using the code assig
that user.

Transceiver architecture

In Fig. 1.2 a typical handset transmitter/receiver (or transceiver) architectu
shown. In the receive (RX) path the signal is generally amplified and downconve
from theradio frequency(RF) to the baseband frequency in one or several steps.
baseband signal is then digitized in theanalog to digital converter(ADC) and
demodulated in thedigital signal processing(DSP) part. On a system level a dec
sion must be taken regarding the amount of signal processing to be performed
analog domain. A range of solutions is being or has been investigated, from dir
sampling the RF signal with an AD converter, to full channel selection in the an
domain. This is a trade-off between complexity, performance and power cons
tion in the analog and digital part, respectively.
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In the transmit (TX) part a baseband signal is modulated in the DSP, conve
to an analog signal in thedigital to analog converter(DAC) and then filtered and
upconverted to RF in one or several steps. A power amplifier is used to give th
signal the desired power. Similar trade-offs exist in the transmitter part as in
receiver part. In this thesis the focus will be on the front-end, which may roughly
defined as the part between the antenna and the baseband. Hereafter ’receive
end’ is meant when ’receiver’ is used, and similarly for ’transmitter’.

1.3. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

The thesis is divided in two parts: a general introduction in part I and a selectio
relevant papers in part II.

Part I: General Introduction

In part I, basic aspects of communication systems are revised, divided in rece
transmitters, and CMOS technology. In chapter 2 general receiver aspect
described, such as architectures, noise and linearity, system specifications and
ing block requirements, and frequency planning. Chapter 3 describes transm
including architectures, system specifications and building block requirements
quency planning and power amplifiers including considerations on efficiency
linearity. Also, disturbance issues in highly integrated RF CMOS transceivers
addressed. In chapter 4 CMOS technology aspects are investigated, extended
operation, deep-submicron scaling issues, and noise. Inductors are also des
since they are key elements in several RF building blocks. Both MOSFET and in
tor modeling are discussed briefly. Conclusions are presented in Chapter 5.

Much of the contents in chapter 2 and 4 has already been presented in [1].
ever, the author has chosen to incorporate these parts since they compleme
other chapters and cover many issues that come into play in integrated trans
design.

DSPADC

RF

baseband

Duplexer

DAC

RX

TX DSPbaseband

=

Fig. 1.2.  A general transceiver architecture.
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Part II: Included Papers

The papers included in part II cover many of the aspects described in part I. Pap
II and III focus on receiver front-ends. Paper I describes the design of a DCS rec
with a low-noise amplifier(LNA), a mixer and avoltage controlled oscillator(VCO)
integrated on the same chip. Paper II describes the design, implementation and
surements of a low-IF GSM receiver front-end. In paper III an analysis is prese
of spurious signals in a receiver and the effects on the choice of intermediate
quency (IF).

Papers IV and V both describe issues related to fully integrated CMOS trans
ters. In paper IV the design of a class AB power amplifier with power control is p
sented, and in paper V the design and measurements of a class C power am
with internal frequency doubling and on-chip VCO is described.
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CHAPTER 2

RECEIVERS FOR MOBILE HANDSETS

2.1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter an overview is given of the most common receiver architectures,
as the direct-conversion receiver and the heterodyne receiver. Moreover, som
common receivers are described, such as image-reject receivers and subsa
receivers. Thereafter system specifications and parameters such as noise figu
intercept point are presented, as well as frequency planning in a receiver to avo
impact of spurious signals.

2.2. RECEIVER ARCHITECTURES

As shown in Fig. 1.2, the function of the receiver front-end is to convert the inc
ing RF signal to a lower frequency so that the AD converter (ADC) may digitize
signal. The front-end must ensure a sufficient Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR).
receiver therefore typically consists of a Low-Noise Amplifier (LNA) to amplify th
incoming signal without adding too much noise, one or more mixers to conver
RF signal to a lower frequency, and one or more filters to select the desired sign
frequency band and to block disturbing signals. Several methods of downconve
will be described here, such as direct conversion, heterodyne, and subsam
Moreover, image reject receivers will be discussed briefly.

2.2.1. HETERODYNE RECEIVERS

One of the most common architectures is the heterodyne receiver1 (see Fig. 2.1).
The radio frequency (RF) signal passes through aband pass filter(BPF) which is

1. Historically the heterodyne receiver was a single downconversion receiver for whichωIF was rela-
tively low (in the audible frequency region). The superheterodyne receiver as patented by Arm-
strong had a higherωIF, but still used a single downconversion. Nowadays, generally no
distinction is made between the ‘superheterodyne’ and ‘heterodyne’ receiver. This convention wil
be followed in this thesis as well.
7
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used to suppress some of the undesired signals outside the receive band. Then
signal is amplified by alow noise amplifier(LNA) and sent through a second ban
pass filter, which is sometimes calledimage reject filter(IRF). The two filters
together can provide an attenuation in the order of 100 dB for signals lying sev
hundreds of MHz away from the passband. In many - though not all - mobile c
munication receivers these two filters are used. Due to the high frequency an
steepness required, these filters typically are off-chip elements [10], [6], [11], [
[13], [14].

The RF signal is downconverted in the mixer, which is also provided wit
local oscillator (LO) signal. The intermediate frequency, or IF, is given by

[rad/s] where . For the case of - butωIF low
enough to be considered a baseband signal - the term ‘low-IF downconversion’
be used [15].

Often fLO andfRF are so far apart that the signal is not downconverted to ba
band but to a relatively high IF. Therefore it is common to have a second down
version stage, resulting in a double-conversion heterodyne architecture (see Fig

If then the IF signal will be at negative frequencies. If no spec
measures such as complex mixing are taken, the output signal will be indisting
able from one having the same IF at positive frequencies.

LNA

BPF IRF

LO

Mixer

RF
IF

f [Hz]

fLO

fRF
0

a. b.
Fig. 2.1.  A heterodyne receiver architecture, a). architecture, b).

downconversion in the frequency domain.

ωIF ωRF ωLO–= ω 2πf= ωIF 0>

LNA

BPF IRF

LO1

Mixer

RF
IF1

f [Hz]

fLO1

fRF
0

a. b.

LO2

Mixer

IF2

IF1

IF2

Fig. 2.2.  A double-conversion heterodyne receiver architecture, a).
architecture, b). downconversion in the frequency domain.

ωRF ωLO<
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An advantage of double-conversion heterodyne receivers is that the total ga
the receive path can be distributed over several blocks, possibly accompanied
ters. The issue of gain distribution is related to receiver noise figure versus line
and will be covered more extensively in paragraph 2.3.1. Having the gain distrib
over different frequencies also reduces the risk for self-oscillation.

The main disadvantage of the double-conversion heterodyne receiver is its
plexity, including the fact that two LO signals are necessary, and the need for se
filters which generally cannot be integrated on-chip.

Image Frequency

One of the main problems of the heterodyne receiver is the presence of an und
signal at the so-called image frequency. This is explained first before metho
address this problem are discussed.

A downconversion block converts the desired signal atωRF to
. For convenience it is assumed that . Undesired sign

that reach the downconverter input are downconverted as well. A signal situat
will be downconverted to -ωIF, as shown in Fig. 2.3, and can thus disto

the desired signal at +ωIF if positive and negative frequencies are not separated.
Two possible solutions for this problem exist: Firstly, the undesired signals

be prevented from reaching the downconverter input by means of filtering, and
ondly, the positive and negative frequencies can be separated after downconv
by so-called image-reject mixing.

The former is highly dependent on filter characteristics, e.g. selectivity, in c
bination with the allowed blocking signal strengths in a communication syst
while the latter is based on accurate complex mixing to separate the negativ
positive frequency component. In paragraph 2.2.3 some image reject receiver
tectures are described.

In order to get substantial image suppression from filtering, two conditions m
be fulfilled (see Fig. 2.4):

ωIF ωRF ωLO–= ωRF ωLO>

ωRF 2ωIF–

ffLO fRF

IF

f-fIF +fIF

IF

0

un
de

si
re

d 
si

gn
al

P P

Fig. 2.3.  The problem of the image frequency.
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• ωIF must be relatively large, so that the distance between the desired signal an

image located at  is substantial,

• the attenuation characteristic of the filter must be relatively sharp.

The filter requirements generally lead to the use of higher-order (> 4th) band pas
ters. A discrete (off-chip), passive band pass filter (BPF) is commonly used [15
typical discrete filter characteristic (see [16]) gives a suppression of 20 dB a
MHz from the center frequency, increasing to maximum 60 dB at 200 MHz
more from the passband. So, if 110 dB of image rejection must be achieved, as
GSM handset receiver, two discrete filters may be necessary, e.g. the BPF and
Fig. 2.1.

Using a discrete filter between the LNA and the mixer has severe disadvant
Both the output of the LNA and the input of the mixer have to be matched to
characteristic impedance of the filter, which may be 50Ω or 300Ω, in order for the fil-
ter to work properly. In the LNA generally an extra stage is added to achieve
LNA output matching, so that the power consumption will most likely increa
Moreover, because the filters generally are single-ended, either the building b
need to be single-ended as well or differential-to-single-ended converters (ba
must be used. Also, the filters suffer from losses in the passband, amounting to
dB for a typical BPF and 3 - 6 dB for a typical IRF.

2.2.2. DIRECT CONVERSION RECEIVERS

A direct conversion receiver has a single downconversion stage, as depicted in
2.5. In order to convert the desired channel to baseband, the LO frequency mu
equal or close to the RF carrier frequency, the exact location of which is determ
by the channel that is used. The receiver is called ‘homodyne’ if the input signal
quencyωRF and LO frequencyωLO are related such that . In this case th
IF is given by .

The baseband signal can be filtered with alow pass filter(LPF). Depending on
the amount of adjacent channel interference this LPF may need to have a sharp

ωRF 2ωIF–

f [Hz]fLO fRF

IF

BPF characteristic

in
te

rf
er

er

Fig. 2.4.  A band pass filter utilized to provide image rejection.

ωRF ωLO=

ωIF ωRF ωLO– 0= =
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[6], corresponding to a high-order filter. However, due to the relatively low opera
frequency this filter may be integrated.

The main advantage of direct conversion is the simple structure, since it ha
image frequency problem, and the possibility of utilizing a low pass filter for chan
selection. Thus, this architecture offers a high level of integration and a poten
low power consumption. However, complex mixing (I and Q, orin-phase and quad-

rature,having 90° LO phase difference [6]) is typically required, since in most co
munication systems information is also contained in the phase of the signal. Us
single mixer, this information is lost and cannot be recovered in the baseband.

Some serious drawbacks exist for this architecture [6], [17]. If t
desired signal will be corrupted by any DC offset occurring in the circuitry. This o
set can be minimized using careful design of the front-end, and can then to a
extent be cancelled in the baseband by further digital signal processing. The pe
is an increase in complexity. Another problem is the so-called1/f noise (see also
paragraph 4.4), a low-frequency noise that can be very large at frequencies nea
where the received signal will reside after downconversion. Thesignal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) at baseband will be deteriorated if the designer does not take measu
reduce the effect of1/f noise. This problem is particularly prominent in CMOS tra
sistors. Moreover, the LO signal may leak to either the antenna and thus becom
in-band interferer for other users, or to the RF mixer input where this leaked sign
self-mixed with the LO signal, causing a large DC component at the mixer outp

2.2.3. IMAGE REJECTION RECEIVERS

As explained in section 2.2.1, the image constitutes a severe problem in hetero
receivers. Besides filtering, image reject mixing may be used to reduce this prob
Several solutions exist:

• a Hartley or Weaver architecture

• the use of a polyphase filter

• keeping the I and Q paths separate throughout the front-end, performing the i

rejection in the baseband.

LNA

BPF

LO

LPF

baseband
RF

f [Hz]

fLO

fRF
0

a. b.

Fig. 2.5.  A direct conversion receiver, a). architecture, b). direct
downconversion in the frequency domain.

ωIF 0=
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In any image reject architecture, mismatch in the I and Q signal paths is a cr
issue. Generally the achievable image rejection using this strategy is in the ran
30 to 40 dB. If the I and Q paths are relatively long, reasonable image rejection
be difficult to achieve. Several highly integrated receivers achieving high im
rejection have been reported [15], [18], [19].

Hartley and Weaver Image Reject Architectures

A Hartley downconversion architecture is depicted in Fig. 2.6. The RF input sig
after passing the BPF and LNA, is fed into two mixers driven by quadrature LO
nals. The LO signal for each mixer generally is differential, implying that for a se
two quadrature mixers as in Fig. 2.6 four phases of the LO signal are needed.

After the RF signal has passed the mixer, the desired frequency compone
selected by means of a low-pass filter (LPF). Thanks to the separation of the IF
nal in two branches, an undesired component originating from the image frequ
can be cancelled, so it is not seen at the output. This is done by means of a 90° phase
shift network and an adder.

Assuming ideal components and an ideal phase shift network, the imag
rejected completely. The 90° phase shift network can be split in two phase shift n
works of +45° and -45°, one in each branch. If simpleRC networks are used to
implement this phase shift, the amplitude in the two paths is only equal

. Therefore, this is a very narrowband solution sensitive to mismatche
R andC. Non-idealities typically limit the image rejection to 30 to 40 dB.

For a Weaver architecture, the phase shifting block in the Hartley architectu
replaced by a second set of mixers, withωLO2 much lower thanωLO1 (see Fig. 2.7).
This architecture suffers less from gain mismatch in the phase shifting blocks
the secondary image frequency may cause problems. This image component
suppressed whenωLO2 is small (see [6]). A Weaver architecture is used in [20].

A special case of image reject receivers, the ‘double-quadrature downconve
was presented in [15]. Here both the RF and LO signals are in quadrature. A h

LNA

BPF

LOQ

LOI

LPF

LPF

90°

+RF out

IF

Fig. 2.6.  The Hartley image reject receiver architecture.

ω 1 RC⁄=
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image rejection is thus achieved at the expense of an increased complexit
higher power consumption.

Polyphase Filters

The low pass filters, phase shifters and adder of the Hartley architecture ca
replaced by a single block, a polyphase filter, which may suppress the unde
component. The effective image rejection is dependent on the number of stage
is related to the bandwidth of the polyphase network [21]. The most convenient
of making a polyphase network is to use 4 x 90° phase shifts, because they ca
readily be implemented as anRC combination. Therefore, each polyphase netwo
consists of one or several stages, which in their turn consist of fourRCcombinations,
as shown in Fig. 2.8. At a certain frequency and a certain phase difference bet
the four input ports, positive frequencies will be passed while negative frequen
will be suppressed, since they have a different phase relation. The negative freq
component suppression is at its maximum for . By cascading sev
stages, each with a slightly differentωi, a relatively broadband band stop filter fo
negative frequencies is created, with a bandwidthBWand a rejectionL, as shown in

LNA

BPF

LO1,Q

LO1,I

LPF

LPF +

LO2,Q

LO2,I

Fig. 2.7.  The Weaver image reject receiver architecture.

C1

R1

Stage 1 Stage 2

R2

C2

Fig. 2.8.  An unloaded two-stage polyphase filter.

ωi 1 RiCi⁄=
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Fig. 2.9b. One of the problems of polyphase filters is component accuracy relat
processing spread; another problem is loading by subsequent building blocks [

2.2.4. SUBSAMPLING RECEIVER

Since most of the receive bands in communication systems are narrowband, the
ciple of subsampling can be used [22], [23], i.e., an RF signal, with a carrier
quencyfc, is sampled with a much lower frequencyfs. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.10.

In the case of ideal sampling, the bandlimited RF signal at the carrier frequ
fc is multiplied with an impulse train in the frequency domain. The result of id
sampling is shown in Fig. 2.10c, where both positive and negative frequency com
nents are shown on the same frequency axis. The term subsampling is used wh
sampling frequencyfs is substantially lower than the highest frequency componen
the sampled signal. If the sampling rate is higher than twice thebandwidth, BW,of
the RF signal, the Nyquist criterion may still be met. More precise requirements
dependent on the bandwidth of the RF signal and its exact frequency location
[25].

After sampling the RF signal, filtering can be used to select the desired
quency component, which generally is the baseband component. In Fig. 2.11 a

Positive frequencies

Negative frequencies

f

1
Av

a.

Positive frequencies

Negative frequencies

f

1
Av

b.

BW

L

Fig. 2.9.  Schematic polyphase characteristic, a). one stage, b). two
stages.

f

A

fs

Ao

A

1/2 1

downconverted to first
Nyquist band

F=f*Ts3/2

a. b. c.

fc fc f

Psample

fs

Fig. 2.10. Principle of subsampling: a). The RF input signal, where fc

>> fs, b). Ideal sampling pulse train, c). Discrete-time signal after

ideal sampling.

A0/Ts
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sampling receiver architecture is shown. Asample-and-hold(SH) downconversion
circuit can perform both the sampling and selection of the baseband componen
[23], which is otherwise done inside the A/D converter. The sampled signa
directly converted by the ADC. The receiver architecture is quite simple in comp
son to for instance a heterodyne receiver.

An advantage of the subsampling downconverter, compared to for instanc
heterodyne downconverter, is that the LO operates at a lower frequency, which
equal power consumption would allow for a better phase noise performance. H
ever, it can be shown [26] that the single side-band noise power density to ca
ratio, L(∆f), of the sampled signal and the LO (or clock) signal are related by:

 (2.1)

where∆f is the frequency offset from the RF carrier frequencyfc. It is then obvious
that for large subsampling ratiosfc/fs, the clock must have a very good phase no
performance. Since the thermal phase noise is dependent on the square of the o
tion frequencyfLO [27], a similar VCO power consumption will be needed for a sim
ilar overall phase noise performance. This advantage of the lowerfLO is thus nulled.
Note that at larger frequency offsets the phase noise is determined by the relat
the oscillator output power and its noise floor and by the noise of any additiona
cuitry between the oscillator and the sampling switch, such as a clock driver [2
can therefore be expected that for applications which require good phase nois
formance at larger frequency offsets, e.g receivers with stringent blocking req
ments, the subsampling ratiofc/fs must be kept low.

The major disadvantage of the subsampling mixer is that noise and interfe
signals that reach the mixer input, will be aliased to the baseband as well [24].
results in a fundamentally higher noise figure for the subsampling mixer compar
for instance a Gilbert-cell based mixer, unless the sampling frequency is in the
order of magnitude as the designed analog bandwidth. To reduce the effect o
noise, a pre-select filter can be used [17].

LNA

BPF IRF

LO

RF

DSPADC

LPF

Fig. 2.11.  A subsampling receiver architecture.
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2.3. RECEIVER REQUIREMENTS

The system parameters used in the various communication system specific
(e.g. [7], [8] and [9]) influence the requirements on the front-end building bloc
Before describing these relations the total receiver noise figure and linearity is li
to the noise figure and linearity of the individual blocks in the signal path.

2.3.1. TOTAL RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE AND IIP 3

The description of noise and linearity performance in terms of the total noise fi
(NF) andi-th order input related intercept point, orIIPi, of a receiver is general and
widely used. Fig. 2.12 shows a system consisting of a chain ofm building blocks,
each with a certain available power gainApi, a voltage gainAvi, a noise factorFi and
an input related 3rd order intercept pointIIP3,i.

According to Friis’ equation [29] the total noise figure of this chain can
expressed as:

 [dB]  (2.2)

with the noise factorFtot as

 (2.3)

If the input- and output impedance of each block are matched, thenAv [dB] is
equal toAp [dB], taking and .
From the above equation it can be seen that when looking at the noise at the
the noise of each building block is divided by the gain of preceding blocks. Th
fore, it is crucial to have an amplifier contributing little noise, i.e. a low noise am
fier (LNA), as a first building block. Generally in CMOS integrated circuits the inp
and output impedances of building blocks are not matched, so that an error is
in the total noise figure calculation if Friis’ equation is used. This error can be
large as several dB. Therefore, it is preferred to consider the integrated part o

Av1 Av2 Av3 Avm

Ap1 Ap2 Ap3 Apm

IIP3,1 IIP3,2 IIP3,3 IIP3,m
F1 F2 F3 Fm

in out

Fig. 2.12.  Representation of a system as consisting ofm building
blocks.

NFtot 10 Ftotlog=

Ftot 1 F1 1–( )
F2 1–

Ap1
---------------- …

Fm 1–

Ap1…Ap m 1–( )
-------------------------------------------+ + + +=

Av dB[ ] 20 Vout Vin⁄log= Ap dB[ ] 10 Pout Pin⁄log=
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receiver as a single unit, where the noise sources can be transferred to the in
calculate the equivalent voltage and current noise spectral density based on
analysis [29]. In chapter 4 the physical mechanisms of noise in a MOSFET wi
described. For noise in receiver building blocks such as LNAs and mixers see
[30], [1].

The input-related 3rd order intercept pointIIP3 is defined as the input amplitude
A0 of two input tones∆ω apart, for which the output third order intermodulatio
product has the same magnitude as the fundamental output tones. Using simple
bra it can be shown that the third order intermodulation product increases withA0

3,
which in dB is shown in Fig. 2.13. Thus, the slope for the fundamental is equal
while the slope for the 3rd order intermodulation product is equal to 3. However, on
at low amplitudes the slopes of the fundamental and intermodulation product ma
in accordance with the theory. In real circuits this approximation will not hold si
the gain will be compressed and thus the slope of the fundamental will be less t
before the intercept point is reached. Moreover, the slope of the 3rd order intermodu-
lation curve may deviate from 3 due to the influence of higher-order harmonics
a more detailed analysis see [6].

From the plot one can find two ways to extract theIIP3:
• Plotting the fundamental and the third-order intermodulation product at

amplitudes and extrapolate to the point where the two lines cross.

• A ‘short-cut’ method based on the slopes of 1 and 3: applying one two-tone i

signal and using . Of course this input signal must be chose

with care.

If the IIP3 of each block in the receiver chain is known, the totalIIP3 can be cal-
culated as:

Pi [dB]

Pout

IIP3Pin

[dB]

∆P

Fig. 2.13.  The fundamental and 3rd order output signal for a non-lin-
ear block.

IIP3
∆P
2

------- Pin+=
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whereAvi is the voltage gain of blocki (not in dB). For a receiver with a BPF, LNA,
IRF, a mixer and some IF blocks (see Fig. 2.14), this leads to:

 (2.5)

where it is assumed that the filters are perfectly linear. Under the assumption thAvi

andApi behave similarly, it can be seen from Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4 that in order to o
mize both the noise performance and the linearity performance of a receiver, a t
off must be sought for the distribution of the gain. In other words, if most of the g
is designed to be in the first few blocks of the chain, the noise performanc
improved while the linearity performance lags. If most of the gain is put in the
few stages, the linearity performance is improved while the noise performanc
degraded.

2.3.2. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS VS . RECEIVER REQUIREMENTS

In this section the GSM system is used as an example to illustrate the rel
between system specifications and receiver requirements such as noise figu
IIPi. Other standards such as Bluetooth [8] and UMTS [9], [31], [32] have sim
specifications but different values.

A GSM mobile receiver must, under various specified test conditions such a
presence of blocking signals, maintain a maximum BER of 10-4 [7] 1. In Fig. 2.15
and Fig. 2.16, the GSM blocking requirements are visualized. For the in-band b
ing signals the offset relative to the carrier frequencyfc of the desired signal is given
while for the out-of-band blocking signals the absolute frequencies are used.
blocking requirements provide the worst-case test conditions under which the G

1. For Bluetooth and UMTS this is 10-3 [8], [9].

1

IIP3 tot,( )2
-------------------------- 1

IIP3 1,( )2
----------------------

Av1

2

IIP3 2,( )2
----------------------

Av1

2
A⋅ v2

2

IIP3 3,( )2
---------------------------- …+ + +=

1

IIP3 tot,( )2
-------------------------- ABPF

2 1

IIP3 LNA,( )2
-----------------------------

AvLNA
2

AvIRF
2⋅

IIP3 mixer,( )2
--------------------------------------

AvLNA
2

AvIRF
2

A⋅ ⋅ vmixer
2

IIP3 IFblock,( )2
--------------------------------------------------------------- …+ + +

 
 
 

⋅=

IFblockLNA

BPF

LO

Mixer

RF IF

ABPF Avmixer

IRF

AvIRFAvLNA

Fig. 2.14.  A possible receiver front-end architecture.
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receiver has to operate properly. The blocking signals are compared to a
desired signal of -99 dBm, while the co-channel and adjacent-channel interfere
compared to a desired signal of -82 dBm, according to the GSM test specifica
[7].

The blocking signals can disturb the desired signal in a number of ways, su
through intermodulation, de-sensitization and reciprocal mixing. In-band bloc
signals mainly determine the performance requirements of the frequency synth
and the channel-select filter, while out-of-band blocking levels mainly determine
band pass filter (BPF, or pre-select-filter) requirements at the input (see Fig. 2.1

Desensitizing

One of the problems in existing circuits is gain compression, i.e. a reduction o
gain for large input signals. Due to non-linearities, higher order harmonic com
nents exist which become more prominent for large signals (see Fig. 2.17).

For RF circuits a 1-dB compression point is usually characterized, i.e., the i
power for which the gain is reduced by 1 dB. From algebraic analysis it follows
a fundamental relation exists between the 1-dB compression point and theIIP3 (in
dBm) [6]:
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Fig. 2.15.  In-band and out-of-band blocking levels for GSM.
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so that if the compression point is known, theIIP3 can be estimated. Deviation from
this relation is due to the influence of higher-order odd harmonics.

If a small desired signal is accompanied by a large blocking signal, the bloc
signal can cause gain compression for the desired signal, due to the non-linearit
building block or element. This is called desensitization of the circuit. The noise
ure will deteriorate and small signals can no longer be detected, and thus the
tivity is reduced.

Harmonics and Intermodulation

Another effect of non-linearities in building blocks is the generation of spurio
components. If a single input signal is fed into a non-linear system, higher order
rious signals (harmonics) will be seen at the output besides the fundamental co
nent (see Fig. 2.20). The spurious signals can corrupt the desired signal at any
in the receiver. This is highly dependent on receiver architecture and building b
specifications, as will be shown in par. 2.4.

In Paper III an analysis is made of internal spurious signals, applied to a G
receiver.

IIP3 P 1dB– 10dB+≈
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gain
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Fig. 2.17.  Gain compression for large input signals.
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Fig. 2.18.  Desensitizing due to a large blocking signal, a). input, b).
gain compression for the desired signal due to the blocking signal.
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Intermodulation is defined as the generation of spurious components when
or more signals are fed into a non-linear building block or element (see Fig. 2
The principle of intermodulation is valid both for a complete receiver and for a bu
ing block such as an LNA or a mixer.

The third-order intermodulation is generally considered to be the most harm
because the resulting spurious components of two large blocking signals atf1 andf2
can fall directly on the desired signal, e.g. if . This situation occurs
all odd higher-order intermodulation, but the third-order non-linearity of an elem
is generally the most troublesome. Even-order non-linearity on the other hand re
in intermodulation products at DC or low frequencies. These products may be
blesome in a low-IF or direct conversion receiver.

Only one intermodulation test is specified in the GSM specifications [7]:
intermodulation product of a sinusoidal signal of -49 dBm at± 800 kHz and a modu-
lated -49 dBm signal at± 1600 kHz from the desired signal1, is compared to a
desired signal of -99 dBm. In order for the receiver to meet the BER requiremen
intermodulation product must be at least 9 to 12 dB below the desired signal2. If for
simplicity it is assumed that the two interfering signals are sinusoidal, the G
intermodulation specification leads to a total receiverIIP3,tot of:

1. so that |f1-f2| = 800 kHz and 2f1 - f2 = fc
2. The minimum necessary carrier-to-noise and interference ratioC/(N+I)min is dependent on the

type of GMSK detector that is used [33]. Therefore, various numbers can be found forC/(N+I)min,
ranging from 9 to 12 dB.
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in out

Two-tone input signals

f1 f2

∆f

f1 f2
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2f
2-

f 1

Output signals (for 3rd. order non-linearity):

3f23f1
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f 1

2f
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f 2

∆P

Fig. 2.19.  Intermodulation in a non-linear element.
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Fig. 2.20.  Non-linear system with a single tone input signal.
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where∆P is the difference in power [dBm] between the fundamental component
the intermodulation component at the output, as indicated in Fig. 2.19. In this c
Pin is the power of the interfering signals.

The single intermodulation test may appear to be somewhat superficial, s
larger blocking signals can degrade the performance, while not mentioned in
GSM intermodulation test requirements. As an example, the GSM blocking s
trum could be applied to the intermodulation test for any two interfering signals
isfying . This would increase theIIP3,tot requirement dramatically. For
instance, two interferers of -23 dBm - the largest in-band blocking signals - wo
give a minimumIIP3,tot of +21 dBm. If this situation occurs and the desired sign
can not be detected, another channel must be chosen.

For third order intermodulation the difference∆P between the fundamenta
component and the intermodulation product at the output can be calculated usin
IIP3, as was shown in Fig. 2.13:

 (2.8)

wherePin is the input power andPfund,outandP3,out are the fundamental and third
order output component, respectively. All signal powers are in dBm. More gener
for kth order intermodulation the following relation is valid:

 (2.9)

For single-tone interferers a definition analog toIIPk may be deduced, namely
the input-related harmonic intercept pointPk,oi:

.  (2.10)

The relationship betweenIIPk andPk,oi is given by

.  (2.11)

Since it is more customary to characterize a building block’s linearity throughIIPk,
this will be used hereafter, even when only single-tone interferers are considere

Receiver Noise Figure

The noise figure of a receiver determines how much noise it contributes, and is
ified at the input of the receiver. Depending on system specifications such as
ence sensitivity and the minimum necessary carrier- to-noise and interference
C/(N+I)min, the maximum receiver noise figure may be expressed as

IIP3 tot,
∆P
2

------- Pin+ 49 99 12+ +–( )
2

-------------------------------------- 49– 18–= = =

f c 2 f 1 f 2–=

∆P 2 IIP3 Pin–( ) Pfund out, P3 out,–==

∆P k 1–( ) IIPk Pin–( ) Pfund out, Pk out,–==

∆Ph k 1–( ) Pk oi, Pin–( ) Pfund out, Pk out,–==

Pk oi, IIPk 10 klog+=
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HerePdesis the power of the desired signal in dBm,C/(N+I)min is the minimum nec-
essary carrier-to-noise+interference ratio in dB,Lbpf is the insertion loss of the band
pass filter in dB andBW is the bandwidth of the signal in Hz. Note that this is th
noise figure for the receiver excluding the BPF at the input. Using

C/(N+I)min = 9 - 12 dB

BW = 200 kHz

Lbpf = 2 dB

Pdes= reference sensitivity (-102 dBm)

Eq. 2.12 gives

[dB].  (2.13)

Phase Noise Requirements

The mechanism that causes in-channel interference due to phase noise is
reciprocal mixing. The blocking signal is mixed with the LO signal including pha
noise, and the tail of the resulting unwanted signal corrupts the desired signal
(see Fig. 2.21).

From the blocking and adjacent channel specifications the phase noise re
ments for the LO signal of the receiver can be deduced as

[dBc/Hz]  (2.14)

whereL(∆f) is given in [dBc/Hz] and is defined relative to the power of the carri
i.e. the LO signal power. Furthermore,∆f is the offset frequency from the carrier an
Pint is the power (in dBm) of the blocker which is located at∆f from the desired sig-
nal. In the derivation of the above equation it was assumed that the phase noise
constant power spectral density over the bandwidthBW.

NFRX Pdes Lbpf C N I+( )min⁄ 174dBm 10 BWlog–+––<

NFRX 5<

L ∆f( ) Pdes P– int ∆f( ) C N I+( )min 10 BW( )log–⁄–=
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Fig. 2.21.  Reciprocal mixing due to phase noise in the LO signal.

phase noise
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The blocking specifications as a function of the offset frequency as show
Fig. 2.15, and the minimum desired signalPdesbeing -99 dBm, result in the follow-
ing table of phase noise requirements.

The requirements for∆f > 3 MHz and out-of-band are considered to be the most c
ical for a fully integrated CMOS VCO/frequency synthesizer [34].

Image Rejection

Image rejection can be seen as a special case of blocking signals, since the st
of the image signal is given by the blocking requirements. As was presented in
graph 2.2.1, the image is located at 2ωIF from the desired signal atωRF (see Fig.
2.3).

From the GSM specifications it follows that an image rejection of 110 dB is n
essary, assuming that the image frequency falls out of band, i.e. an IF of more
10 MHz. Several measures can be taken to achieve this, besides using a highly
tive band pass filter (BPF) preceding the LNA. Some alternatives, such as im
reject mixing, were discussed in chapter 2. Another alternative strategy is to us
so-called ‘spurious response frequencies’ [7]. These are defined in the GSM sp
cations as exceptions for the blocking signals, with a non-predefined frequenc
that the blocking requirement decreases from 110 dB to approximately 80 dB. T
exceptions can also be used as a solution for problems with the internal spu
response (see section 2.4). However, since the number of exceptions is limited
lizing them for the aforementioned two problem areas may conflict.

Cross Modulation

If two signals are fed into a non-linear system, amplitude variations of one signa
appear in the other signal. The effect of this cross-modulation is similar to the e
of desensitization. The amplitude of the desired signal is modulated, possibly
ing to this signal being blocked. Again, this is determined by the system non-lin
ity in combination with the blocking specifications.

TABLE 1. GSM RECEIVERPHASE NOISEREQUIREMENTS

∆f [MHz] 0.2 0.4 0.6 - 0.8 0.8 - 1.6 1.6 - 3 > 3 out-of-band

L [dBc/Hz] -74 -106 -121 -121 -131 -141 -164a

a. Assuming no filter is present at the receiver input
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The influence of system specifications on design parameters is summariz
table 2.

2.4. FREQUENCY PLANNING

Receiver frequency planning related to intermodulation problems [20], [12], [
[35], [36], [37] is analyzed in this section, taking into account the GSM in-band
out-of-band blocking specifications as shown in Fig. 2.15. The analysis is focuse
the front-end of a heterodyne receiver, and a relatively highfIF > 10 MHz is
assumed. The analysis relates building block design parameters to both comm
tion system specifications and predefined or predictable receiver parameters
impact of the use of filters in a receiver and the consequences for the frequency
ning of the receiver are clearly demonstrated.

2.4.1. A FRONT-END MODEL

A typical receiver front-end was depicted in Fig. 2.14. The IF block may consist
programmable gain amplifier (PGA), an IF filter and a second downconver
mixer, followed by a channel select filter and an ADC, but is not specified furthe
this point. Three main harmonics problem areas can be defined in the front-end

• Non-linearity in the LNA. This causes different frequency components to occu

the output of the LNA, atfin, 2fin, 3fin etc. wherefin can be an interfering signal or

a desired signal.

TABLE 2. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS VS. RECEIVER DESIGN ISSUES
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Blocking characteristics X X X X X

Adjacent channel signals X

Intermodulation characteristics X

Reference sensitivity level X X X X X X X

Bit Error Rate X X X X X X X
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• Non-idealities in the frequency synthesizer (such as harmonics offLO or of the ref-

erence frequency). Harmonics offLO appear at 2fLO, 3fLO, 4fLO etc. The even-

order LO harmonics are assumed to be 40 dB below the fundamental du

imperfections in the differential LO path. A square-wave differential LO has o

order harmonic components with amplitudes of 1/3, 1/5, etc. (i.e. 10 dB, 14

lower harmonic output signal). The reference frequency from a crystal oscillat

ignored at this time.

• Non-linearity in the IF block. Mixer output signals atfmix can generate harmonics

at 2fmix, 3fmix, etc. The non-linearity of the mixer has been incorporated in the

block’, i.e., it is assumed that a signal is first downconverted after which non-

earity occurs. This is a simplification and an issue to be investigated further.

The above described sources of non-linearity are illustrated in Fig. 2.22. If the
lowing equation is satisfied, the interferer falls on the desired signal [13]:

  or  (2.15)

wherefinterf is the frequency of an interfering signal, andk, m andn are integers rep-
resenting the non-linearity of the LNA, the IF block and the LO signal, respectiv

In Fig. 2.23 a more extended model of the basic front-end is shown. The L
input matching network, causing attenuation, has been incorporated in the term

f interf n f LO f IF m⁄±( ) k⁄= kf interf n f LO f IF m⁄±=

nfLO

nfLO±fIF/m ±fIF/m

LNA
finterf =(nfLO±fIF/m)/k

(kth order) (mth order)

IFblock

Fig. 2.22.  Generation and mixing of harmonics in a receiver front-
end.

LNA
BPF

IF blockIRF

Attbpf(∆f) Attlna(∆f)

LBPF
GLNA Gmixer

LO (Ln)

IIPk,LNA

Mixer
IIPm,IF

Fig. 2.23. Block schematic of a receiver front-end incorporating gain,
attenuation and non-linearity of the building blocks.
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Attbpf(∆f), while the attenuation caused by the output tuning network is include
the termAttlna(∆f). The amount of LNA input attenuation is dependent on the type
LNA; for a Common-Source amplifier the attenuation may be a few dB, while fo
Common-Gate amplifier with its broadband input matching no significant atten
tion will be seen. The loss of the IRF is incorporated in the mixer gain,Gmixer,dB. Ln

represents the relative loss of thenth LO harmonic compared to the LO fundamenta
For each combination ofn, k andm the parameters indicated in this block schema
will be weighted differently, as will be shown in the next section.

2.4.2. MAIN MECHANISMS FOR DISTURBANCE FROM SPURIOUS SIGNALS

Different mechanisms can be distinguished for different combinations ofn, k andm

as defined in the previous section.
• Mechanism 1:n>1, k>1, m=1 or

A harmonic of the interferer is downconverted with a harmonic of the LO sign

This mechanism depends on the linearity of the LNA, the suppression by var

filters and the non-ideality of the frequency synthesizer.

• Mechanism 2:n>1, k=1, m=1 or

An interferer is downconverted with a harmonic of the LO signal. This mechan

is dependent on the frequency synthesizer non-ideality and the suppression

filters before the mixer.

• Mechanism 3:k=n=1, m>1 or

The non-linearity of the blocks after the mixer causes the downconverted in

ferer to fall onfIF. This mechanism depends on the suppression by the filters

the linearity of the IFblock.

• Mechanism 4:k>1 (n, m arbitrary) or

An interferer located at a subharmonic offRF produces a component atfRF before

mixing. This mechanism is only dependent on the non-linearity of the LNA a

suppression by the filter before the LNA.

Various combinations of mechanisms can occur as well. However, the effect of
combinations will be negligible in practically every case, since with every mec
nism the magnitude of the disturbing signal component is reduced. Therefor
analysis is limited to the aforementioned cases.

If n=k=m=1 in Eq. 2.15, it follows that and the interferer i
either a co-channel interferer or an image signal. These issues were discussed
previous paragraph. Another special case is the so-calledhalf-IF problem [6]. An
interfering signal in betweenfRF andfLO, i.e. (see Fig. 2.24)

kf interf n f LO f IF±=

f interf n f LO f IF±=

f interf f LO f IF± m⁄=

kf interf f RF=

f interf f LO f IF±=

f interf f LO f RF+( ) 2⁄=
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may fall on fIF, by means of mechanism 1 (n=k=2, m=1) or mechanism 3 (n=k=1,
m=2).

Mechanism 1: Mixing of LO Harmonics with Interferer Harmonics

For mechanism 1 the intermodulation products originating from the LNA non-line
ity are multiplied with LO harmonics. The products of this multiplication can f
directly on fIF. Eq. 2.15 becomes (m=1). In order not to
degrade the performance these terms must have less power than the desired si
a margin ofC/(N+I)min, the carrier-to-noise and interference ratio:

 (2.16)

The desired signal at the output of the mixer is given by:

 (2.17)

whereGLNA and Gmixer are the power gain of LNA and mixer, respectively. Th
interfering signal, downconverted with mechanism 1 fork=3, is then given by:

 (2.18)

where
Pinterf = power of interfering signal

Lbpf = insertion loss of the band pass filter in the GSM receive band

Attbpf(∆f) = attenuation of the BPF (frequency dependent), including the attenuatio

the LNA input matching network

fRFfLO

fIFin
te

rf
er

er

P

f

Fig. 2.24.  Illustration of the ‘half-IF’ problem.

kf interf n f LO f IF±=

Pinter f IF, Pdes IF, C N I+( )min⁄–<

Pdes IF, Pdes LBPF– GLNA Gmixer+ +=

fLO

finterf

5fLO3fLO

kfinterf

fIF
fIF

P

f

Fig. 2.25.  Illustration of mechanism 1.

Pinterf IF( ) 3Pinterf 3LBPF 3Attbpf ∆f( )– G aln 2IIP3 LNA,
Att aln ∆ f 3( )– Ln Gmixer 10dB–+–

–+–=
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∆f = distance of interferer to the GSM receive band (935 - 960 MHz)

Attlna(∆f3) = attenuation of the LNA output + image reject filter between LNA and

mixer (frequency dependent)

∆f3 = distance of 3rd order harmonic at LNA output to the GSM receive band

Ln = relative loss of thenth harmonic of the frequency synthesizer relative to the fund

mental

Pdes= smallest desired signal (-99 dBm)

More generally, forkth order intermodulation the interfering signal at the mixer ou
put is

 (2.19)

An expression can now be derived for mechanism 1 giving a criterion forIIPk of
the LNA:

 (2.20)

whereC/(N+I)min is 9-12 dB for GSM. For a single-ended LNA,IIP2 and IIP3 are
generally considered to be the most critical.

If the circuit parameters such asIIPk are known, Eq. 2.20 can be used to dete
mine the required BPF attenuation by rearranging it as:

 (2.21)

If all circuit parameters including the BPF attenuation are known, the distance in
quency∆f can be considered to be the unknown variable. The desired signal
interferer are compared after downconversion, and both the attenuation of diff
building blocks and the interferer specifications are frequency dependent. Th
depends on the choice of IF whether the above requirements will be met. This
be seen from Fig. 2.25; iffIF is smaller, 5fLO will lie at a higher frequency, and more
over, the frequency of a possibly disturbing harmonic 3finterf will lie closer to the
new 5fLO sincefIF is smaller, resulting in a higher frequency for 3finterf. Thus,finterf

will be higher as well, and this interfering signal will most likely have undergon
larger attenuation from the band pass filter.

Pinter f IF, k Pinterf Lbpf– Attbpf ∆f( )–( ) Glna k 1–( ) IIPk 10 klog+( )–+=

Attlna ∆f k( )– Ln– Gmixer+

IIPk LNA,
k

k 1–
-----------Pinterf Lbpf–

k
k 1–
-----------Attbpf ∆f( )–

1
k 1–
----------- Attlna ∆ f k( ) Ln+( )–>
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C
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This is elaborated further in Paper III.

Mechanism 2: Mixing of an Interferer with an LO Harmonic

An interferer, located at a relatively high frequency, may be downconverted wi
harmonic of the LO, and appear atfIF, according to . This mech-
anism is independent of LNA or mixer non-linearity, because the fundamental o
interfering signal is involved. Therefore, a slightly different expression follows:

 (2.22)

or

.  (2.23)

The ability to deal with these interferers is dependent on the ideality of the
quency synthesizer and the attenuation of different parts (such as filters). With
mechanism∆f will be large, resulting in a large attenuation.

Mechanism 3: Harmonics of Downconverted Interferers

An interferer that is downconverted tofIF/m, suffers frommth-order non-linearity
after the mixer and produces a component atfIF. Thus,k=n=1, m>1. The most criti-
cal interferer is situated in betweenfLO andfRF, closest tofLO. An interferer located
at the other side offLO could downconvert to the same , but this interfer

f interf n f LO f IF±=

Pinterf Attbpf ∆f( ) Attlna ∆f( )– Ln–– Pdes
C

N I+( )
------------------

min
–<

Ln Pinterf Attbpf ∆f( ) Attlna ∆f( )–– Pdes– C
N I+( )

------------------
min

+>

fRFfLO

fIF

f
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er

fIF

3fLOP

Fig. 2.26.  Mechanism 2 illustrated.
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Fig. 2.27.  Schematic representation of mechanism 3.
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will be subject to more suppression from the filters since the distance in frequen
the RF passband is larger.

For this mechanism a similar expression as for mechanism 1 has been de
expressing the requiredIIPm,IF of the IF block in other front-end parameters:

 (2.24)

The IF blocks generally are fully differential (see for example [10]) so that ev
order non-linearities are cancelled to the first order. Therefore,IIP2,IF will presum-
ably be 20 dB higher thanIIP3,IF and thus the case form=2 will have considerably
less impact.

Mechanism 4: An Interferer Located at a Subharmonic of the Desired Signal

This mechanism describes the case when the interferer is located at a subharm
the desired signal, and a harmonic appears atfRF before the mixer (see Fig. 2.28). N
downconversion is involved, and only the non-linearity of the LNA is of importan

For this mechanism it has been derived that:

 (2.25)

∆f will be larger for this mechanism than for mechanism 1 or 3, resulting in a la
attenuation. Since in most cases a BPF is used after the antenna, this mechani
very limited impact.

Practical calculation examples including representative BPF and IRF and bui
block characteristics were presented in [1] and in Paper III.
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Fig. 2.28.  Mechanism 4 depicted.
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Summary

The mechanisms discussed above lead to distortion of the desired signal at dif
points in the receiver. In some cases, such as mechanism 1 and 3, this can be
ated by the choice of intermediate frequency, IF. This determines the LO frequ
as well as the operating frequency of the IF blocks. The filter attenuation charac
tics have a large impact on the resulting IF frequency ranges, as have the bu
block non-linearities. Mechanism 2 may be the most critical one, since it is o
dependent on filter attenuation and LO harmonics. The choice of a specific IF
not have any significant effect on this mechanism, although it is slightly bette
choosefLO > fRF than vice versa.

If an image-reject filter is used, then mechanism 1 and 2 will hardly play
role and mechanism 4 will not be that severe. However, due to other considera
such as reduction of the number of external components, this is not the most d
able solution. For GSM, a possible solution may be to use the blocking excep
(‘spurious response frequencies’ with an input level of -43 dBm [7]), where
exceptions can be redefined for each GSM channel.

In Paper III the above theory is described and applied to a GSM receiver, supp
by measurement results.
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CHAPTER 3

TRANSMITTERS FOR MOBILE HANDSETS

3.1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter an overview is given of the most common transmitter architectur
well as some more unusual ones. It is followed by a brief discussion on the impa
communication system specifications on transmitter requirements, as well as
ceiver disturbance issues and frequency planning. Special attention is given to p
amplifiers, the most challenging building block of an integrated CMOS transmit

3.2. TRANSMITTER ARCHITECTURES

The main task of a transmitter is to submit a signal to the antenna at a certain
quency, with a certain power and a certain modulation. Moreover, the signal sh
not disturb communication in other bands or channels too much. These requirem
are set in the communication system specifications. As in receiver design, a ba
must be found between performance and issues such as complexity, number of
nal components and power consumption.

3.2.1. DIRECT CONVERSION TRANSMITTERS

A direct conversion transmitter has a single upconversion stage (see Fig. 3.1 an
The baseband (BB) signal is first modulated, then upconverted to the desired R
quency by means of a mixer stage driven by an LO signal. The RF signal is
amplified in the PA to get sufficient output power. A band-pass filter may be u
between the mixer and the PA in order to prevent the LO harmonics from reac
the antenna. The matching network (MN) between the PA and antenna, which
be either integrated or off-chip, transforms the impedance of the antenna to an
mum load impedance for the PA. Also, a band-pass filter or duplex filter may be
between the matching network and the antenna. A duplex filter provides band
33
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filtering for both receiver and transmitter, and moreover, it provides isola
between the two parts.

In most communication systems the baseband signal is double side ban
asymmetrical around 0 Hz, and is therefore modulated to consist of anI- andQ- part,
so-called quadrature modulation. In that case the upconverter generally consi
two parallel mixers, driven by LO signals with 90° phase difference (quadrature mix
ers), and an adder, as depicted in Fig. 3.2.

The main advantage of a direct conversion transmitter is its simple struc
which makes it suitable for integration. A disadvantage of this architecture is tha
PA output has the same frequency as the VCO (LO). Especially in cases whe
two building blocks are parts of a single-chip transmitter and if the isolation betw
the VCO and PA is not perfect, the PA signal may disturb the VCO signal, a me
nism called injection pulling or injection locking (see par. 3.6, [6], [38] and [39
This problem is more severe the closer the two signals are in frequency. Strateg
alleviate this problem are discussed in sections 3.2.2 and 3.6.

3.2.2. TWO-STEP TRANSMITTERS

In analogy to heterodyne receivers, also in transmitters an architecture with
mixer stages may be used (see Fig. 3.3), called a two-step transmitter [6]. The m
lated baseband signal is first upconverted to a frequencyωIF, where

PA

BPF/

LO

modulator
BB

RF

f [Hz]

fLO

fRF
0

a. b.

duplexMN

VCO

Fig. 3.1.  A direct conversion transmitter, a). architecture, b). direct
upconversion in the frequency domain.

PA

BPF/LOI

mod.
BB RF

duplexMNVCO

Fig. 3.2.  A direct conversion transmitter with quadrature modulation.

LOQ

BBI

BBQ
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. A band-pass filter is then typically used to suppress IF harm
ics. The second mixer stage upconverts the IF signal to the RF freque

. However, a similar signal is created at the image freque
. This signal must be filtered out by the band-pass filter between the

ond mixer and the power amplifier. IfωLO1 is low, these two signals are close to ea
other in frequency, and thus a high-quality off-chip BPF may be necessary. Alte
tively image-reject mixing may be used in analogy to image rejection in the rece
Another problem is LO leakage; the LO signal must be suppressed by filterin
other means.

An advantage of this architecture is that the PA output is not operating a
same frequency as any of the VCOs. Moreover, quadrature upconversion and
tion occur at a lower frequency (ωIF instead ofωRF), thus with possibly better I- and
Q matching. Disadvantages are its complexity, the necessity for two LO signals
the large number of filters.

3.2.3. DIRECT -MODULATION TRANSMITTERS

In some communication systems such as GSM [40], [41] and Bluetooth [42],
stant-envelope modulation schemes are used. This allows for so-called direct m
lation, i.e., the baseband signal operates on the control voltage of the VCO.
VCO then generates a modulated RF signal directly, without any need for upco
sion mixers. The number of filters may be reduced as well (see Fig. 3.4).

If a frequency synthesizer (FS) is used to stabilize the VCO output freque
the direct modulation may be compromised by the feedback loop. Thus, in tran

ωIF ωBB ωLO1+=

ωRF ωLO2 ωIF+=

ωLO2 ωIF–

PA

BPF/BPF
BB

RF
duplexMN

BPF

LO2

Fig. 3.3.  A two-step transmitter architecture.

LO1I

mod. VCO1

LO1Q

BBI

BBQ

PA

BPF/BB RF
duplexMN

VCO

mod.

Fig. 3.4.  A direct modulation transmitter architecture.
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mode the FS loop must be open. Alternatively the baseband signal can be a
either to the reference signal or in the feedback path, thus employing the feed
loop to modulate the output signal [40], [43]. In this way the wide-band noise at
reference input may be suppressed by the FS loop, reducing the need for a dup
ter so that a simple RF switch may be used instead [40].

3.2.4. HARMONIC TRANSMITTERS

Instead of using the fundamental LO signal and amplifying the resulting fundam
tal RF signal, higher-order harmonic signals may be used as the main LO signa
called harmonic mixing has been applied mainly in receivers, where a harmon
the LO signal was used to drive the downconversion mixer. This harmonic was
erated by a non-linear circuit, such as an anti-parallel diode pair [44], [45], [
[47], or an amplifier [48]. In this architecture the VCO and PA will operate at a d
ferent frequency.

Another strategy is to use frequency multiplication in the PA. Since the multi
cation occurs in the signal path, this may have a severe impact on the signal co
If frequency doubling is used in a narrowband FM system, i.e., ,
input signal is given by , wherem is the
modulation index,xBB(t) is the baseband signal andωc is the (angular) frequency of
the carrier signal. The second order output signal may then be written as:

 (3.1)

Thus, for a narrow-band system the 2nd order harmonic carries the same signal info
mation as the fundamental. Frequency doubling in the signal path is possible for
like modulation systems such as frequency shift keying (FSK) and Gaussian m
mum shift keying (GMSK, used in GSM [7], DECT and Bluetooth [8]).

If an amplifier is used to generate the higher-order harmonic, then direct m
lation may be used as shown in Fig. 3.5; also in this way the PA and VCO opera
different frequencies. One of the disadvantages is that a harmonic usually is sm
than the fundamental. A power amplifier with a strong 2nd order component was
described in [49].

m xBB t( ) td∫ 1«

x t( ) A ωctcos Am ωct( ) xBB t( ) td∫sin–=

x
2

t( ) A
2

DC
1
2
--- 2ωct( )cos m 2ωct( ) xBB t( ) td∫sin–+≈

mod.
BB

VCO

fin
fout=kfin

Fig. 3.5.  A direct modulation transmitter with frequency multiplica-
tion.
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In Paper V a CMOS power amplifier with internal frequency doubling is describ

3.3. TRANSMITTER REQUIREMENTS

Important communication system specifications for the transmitter, such as adj
channel leakage power ratio (ACLR), spectral mask requirements, receive band
age and spurious emissions, determine transmitter properties such as noise a
earity, and thus building block parameters such as VCO phase noise and PA
and linearity.

3.3.1. TRANSMITTER NOISE AND NON-LINEARITY

Linearity Requirements

Power amplifier (PA) non-linearity largely determines the out-of-band emissio
the transmitter, while non-linearity in other building blocks such as mixers may c
tribute as well. Like for the total receiverIIP3 presented in par. 2.3.1, the same equ
tion is valid for the transmitter chain:

 (3.2)

In case of the transmitter the output related intercept point is of more interest:

 (3.3)

whereAvi is the voltage gain andIIPi the input-related 3rd order intercept point o
block i. From this equation it can be seen that the non-linearity of the last block
power amplifier - will dominate the transmitter non-linearity. It must be noted t
for highly non-linear amplifiers there is no generally valid relationship betweenIIP3

and adjacent channel leakage power ratio (ACLR) - the main UMTS transm
specification related to linearity [9]. Generally, the PA is characterized by its AC
which should be a few dB below the total required ACLR in order to allow for so
non-linearity in other building blocks.

Output Noise

Transmitter output noise can be described as a composition of thermal nois
phase noise, where thermal noise determines the noise floor and phase noise

1

IIP3 tot,( )2
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IIP3 1,( )2
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Av1
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IIP3 2,( )2
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Av2

2
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additional noise around the output signal carrier frequency (see Fig. 3.6). The
noise is constant in the frequency domain (so-called ’white noise’), while ph
noise originates from the VCO and forms ’skirts’ around the carrier frequency h
ing a certain frequency dependency [29], [27].

The transmitter output noise requirements are mainly bound by emis
requirements, but also by the receiver noise floor, in case of a non-TDD system
as UMTS, where transmitting and receiving occur simultaneously. Taking UMTS
an example [9], assuming that no duplex filter is present and that no other noi
distortion is seen at the receiver input, the output noise power requirement fo
transmitter becomes -167 dBm/Hz. With a duplex TX-to-RX isolation of 50 dB t
will be -117 dBm/Hz. Using the out-of-band spurious emission specifications,
toughest requirement (from the frequency range 935-960 MHz) becomes -129
Hz without duplex filter. A duplex filter attenuation of 40 dB in this frequency ba
eases this requirement to -89 dBm/Hz. From the above figures it can be seen
duplex filter is hard to avoid for UMTS. In paragraph 3.3.3 more calculations
presented.

3.3.2. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS VS . TRANSMITTER REQUIREMENTS

Adjacent channel / spectral mask requirements

In constant-envelope systems such as GSM the transmitter power emission is g
ally limited by the spectral emission mask requirements (see for instance [7], [
while in variable-envelope systems such as UMTS theadjacent channel leakage

power ratio (ACLR, see [9]) is given as well.
The ACLR is simply defined as

 (3.4)

Fig. 3.6.  Transmitter, a). common architecture, b). the output signal
spectrum including noise.

fc f

TX signal

thermal noise
phase
noise

PA

VCO

BB

duplex

a. b.

ACLR
Padj

Pchannel
-------------------=
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wherePchannel is the power in a channel of a certain bandwidth according to
communication system specifications, andPadj is the power in one of the adjacen
channels, as indicated in Fig. 3.7a. It is a measure that comprehends all dist
appearing in the adjacent channel. Intermodulation contributes heavily to AC
Thus, when increasing the signal power, the power in the two adjacent cha
(AC1 and AC2) will increase faster than that in the desired channel, in accord
with Fig. 2.13, and the ACLR decreases for increasing output power. This is
called ’spectral regrowth’. In system specifications, ACLR is therefore specified f
certain output power.

Spectral mask requirements limit the transmitter output signal spectrum clo
the desired signal, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.7b. Both the ACLR and the spectral e
sion mask have an impact on the transmitter noise and linearity requirements. C
lation examples will be presented in section 3.3.3.

Out-of-band emissions

Besides limited disturbance to adjacent channels, the disturbance from the tran
ter to other communication systems must be limited as well. This is ensure
means of the out-of-band emission requirements. For instance, UMTS has em
requirements for the GSM and DCS bands [9].

A mobile user may be disturbed by a neighboring handset, for instance w
handset 1 is transmitting with high power, and handset 2 tries to receive a sma
nal at the same time. Since in some systems the two handsets may operate in
dently, the “send” time slot of handset 1 may coincide with the “receive” time slo
handset 2, even for a TDD system. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.8.

Because of the separation in frequency between the transmit and receive
for GSM, this mechanism is determining the far-out phase noise requirement. I
Bluetooth system, communication does not pass through a base station. Instea

output
signal

AC1
AC2

3rd order

5th order

P

f

[dBm]

Fig. 3.7.  a). Adjacent Channel Leakage Power Ratio illustration, b).
spectral emission mask illustration.

ACLR

TX output signal

spectral
emission
mask

f

a. b.
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device can be a master or a slave in a point-to-point network. Transmitting
receiving occur in the same frequency band, and thus it is a non-FDD system.

In analogy to the receiver phase noise requirements, which are largely d
mined by blocking specifications, these out-of-band emission specifications p
large role for transmitter phase noise specifications.

Transmitter Feedthrough

Another problem of transceiver design is transmitter feedthrough: a high-powe
signal leaks through the duplexer and disturbs the signal to be received by the
(see Fig. 3.9). This phenomenon is only problematic for systems where the tran
ter and receiver are operating simultaneously, i.e. non-TDD systems such as U
FDD [9], CDMA-I and CDMA-II [50]. Communication systems such as GSM a
Bluetooth use TDD and will thus not be affected by this problem. Since
feedthrough is disturbing the received signal, receiver specifications such as se
ity level and maximum BER come into play.

The influence of system specifications on transmitter design parameters is
marized in Table 3. Moreover, system properties such as duplexing scheme (

LNA
PA

handset 1

handset 2

Pout

Duplexer

fTX f

∆f

TX signal

fRX

a. b.

Fig. 3.8.  a). The transmitted signal of handset 1 is disturbing the
received signal of handset 2, b). Frequency domain illustration.

Duplexer

LNA

PA

VCO

Fig. 3.9.  Feedthrough of the transmitter signal into the receiver.
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FDD) have an impact on the required transmitter phase noise and linearity, as w
shown in the examples below.

3.3.3. TRANSCEIVER CALCULATION EXAMPLES

Noise and Distortion Related to Receiver Noise Floor

The effect of all noise and distortion related to the receiver noise floor will be sh
by means of a UMTS example. The total noise and distortion in a 3.84 MHz chan
PN,tot, at the receiver input must be lower than
where the duplexer insertion lossIL is estimated to be 2 dB, and the followin
parameters have been used [9]:

TABLE 3. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS VS. TRANSMITTER DESIGN ASPECTS

T
X

 p
ha
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se

T
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T
X
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ity

Adjacent channel leakage power ratio X X

Spectral emission mask X X

Out of band emission requirements X X

RX reference sensitivity level X X

Output power levels X X X

TABLE 4. KEY UMTS RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER SPECIFICATIONS

parameter description value

Pdes RX minimum desired signala

a. In the so-called Dedicated Physical Channel, DPCH.

-117 dBm

Pout TX output powerb

b. The maximum transmitter Class 3 output power.

24 dBm

Eb/Nt RX combined received energy per infor-
mation bit to effective noise psd ratio nec-
essary to meet BER specification

6 - 7 dB
[51], [51]

PG processing gain (chip rate/bit rate) 25 dB

BW channel bandwidth 3.84 MHz

Pdes Eb Nt⁄ PG IL–+– 101dB–=
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Taking into account receiver noise, leakage of transmitter output noise to
receiver input and distortion reaching the input,PN,tot can be expressed as (see Fi
3.10):

 (3.5)

whereFRX is the noise factor of the receiver,NTX-RX is the noise leaked from the
transmitter to the receiver input normalized to 4kTRs, andD is the normalized total
distortion reaching the receiver output.k is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38x10-23 J/K)
andT is the temperature of operation, assumed to be 300K. Thus, for the noise
distortion at the receiver input, i.e. , 7 dB is left [51], [52]

NTX-RX is dependent on the isolation of the duplex filter,ISOdupl, and may be
expressed as

 (3.6)

where (in V2/Hz) is the noise at the transmitter output in the receiver freque
band. If it is assumed that the transmitter noise and distortion contribute equally
may each contribute 5% to the total noise at the receiver input, the transmitter
mal noise should be -180 dBm/Hz, or -130 dBm/Hz with a duplex filter isolation
105 (50 dB). Moreover, the receiver noise figure should be less than 6.5 dB.

The transmitter to receiver leakage is problematic for systems where tran
ting and receiving occur simultaneously, such as UMTS.

Transmitter Phase Noise Requirements to meet the Spectral Emission Mask

The spectral emission mask limits the emission close to the desired signal, and
limits the allowed close-in phase noise. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.11. The ph
noise requirements may be expressed as follows:

PN tot, 10 1000kT( )log 10 BW( )log 10 FRX NTX RX– D+ +( )log+ +
101dBm–<

=

Duplexer

Pdes
NTX-RX

TX

RXNRX

D

Nth

Fig. 3.10.  The noise and distortion signals seen at the receiver input.

Pdes = desired signal
NRX = RX noise (at input)
Nth = thermal noise
NTX-RX = noise from TX to RX
D = distortion

10 FRX NTX RX– D+ +( )log

NTX RX–

vtx
2

ISOdupl 4kT RS⋅
----------------------------------------=

vtx
2
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wherePrel is the relative power to the desired signal power at a certain distanc∆f

from the carrier frequency, andBW is the measurement bandwidth as used in t
specifications. For the GSM system, the phase noise requirements of the trans
VCO are given in the table below.

The spectrum mask and spurious requirements for Bluetooth result in the follo
close-in phase noise requirements:

However, it must be noted that spectral emissions are mainly due to non-linearit
the PA. The VCO phase noise should therefore be well below these limits.

Transmitter Phase Noise Requirements to meet the Out-of-Band Emission Lim

As explained before, the transmitter out-of-band emissions are limited especia
the receive band and in frequency bands where other systems operate. For GS

TABLE 5. GSM TXPHASE NOISE REQUIREMENTS TO MEET THE SPECTRAL EMISSION MASK

SPECIFICATIONS[7].

∆f [MHz] 0.2 0.4 1.8 3 6

L [dBc/Hz] -75 -105 -113 -115 -121

TABLE 6. BLUETOOTH TX CLOSE-IN PHASE NOISE REQUIREMENTS TO MEET THE SPECTRAL

EMISSION MASK SPECIFICATIONS[8].

∆f [MHz] 0.5 1.5 ≥ 2.5

L [dBc/Hz] -80 -100 -120

L ∆f( ) Prel ∆f( ) 10 BW( )log–=

PA

VCO

BB

f

TX output signal:

spectral
emission
mask

Fig. 3.11.  Spectral emission specifications determining the phase
noise requirements.

Prel
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most stringent requirements are in the GSM receive band. They result in certai
out transmitter phase noise requirements, which are given in the table below:

If a duplex filter is present, the VCO phase noise requirements are eased accord
the attenuation from the duplex filter. For a typical GSM duplexer this would amo
to more than 30 dB [16].

For UMTS the out-of-band emissions are even specified in the GSM and D
bands. Both the resulting phase noise and output noise requirements are prese
the table below.1

Once again, other noise and distortion are not taken into account.
The out-of-band emissions are related to the problem of neighboring hand

Taking GSM as an example, if one handset transmits the maximum allowable o
power and a close-by handset wants to receive the smallest signal, the follo
equation may be used to determine the phase noise requirements:

.  (3.8)

Because of the separation in frequency between the transmit band and re
band for GSM and UMTS, this mechanism determines the far-out phase n
requirement. Relevant parameters are given in Table 9 [7].

TABLE 7. GSM TXPHASE NOISE REQUIREMENTS TO MEET OUT-OF-BAND EMISSION

SPECIFICATIONS[7].

∆f [MHz] 10 a

a. Emission specified for the frequency
range 925-935 MHz.

20 b

b. Emission specified for the frequency
range 935-960 MHz.

L [dBc/Hz] -122 -139

TABLE 8. UMTS TX FAR-OUT PHASE NOISE AND OUTPUT NOISE REQUIREMENTS TO MEET

OUT-OF-BAND SPURIOUS EMISSION SPECIFICATIONS[9].

f [MHz]
925-935 935-960 1805-1880

(∆f=40)

L [dBc/Hz] -101 -113 -105

noise power PN [dBm/Hz] -77 -89 -81

1. A typical UMTS duplex filter is assumed, having an attenuation of 40 dB [16].

L ∆f( ) Pdes Pout Attdupl+ ∆f( )– C N I+( )min 10 BW( )log–⁄–=
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This results in a transmitter phase noise requirement of -160 dBc/Hz at 20 M
Without a duplex filter this decreases to -200 dBc/Hz.

Arguably the TX output power used in the equation above may be chosen
dBm, since according to the GSM specifications the receiver has to function w
maximum blocking signal of 0 dBm. For that case the minimum desired signal
must be received increases to -99 dBm. Thus, the phase noise requirement w
duplexer becomes -164 dBc/Hz at 20 MHz [40]. From these examples it can be
that the spurious emission requirements do not include the worst-case situ
described above.

Transmitter Phase Noise Requirements due to TX-RX feedthrough

Besides the output thermal noise, also the transmitter phase noise may dis
small received signal, depending on the isolation from transmitter to receiver. F
CDMA system, the phase noise requirements may be expressed as:

 (3.9)

whereIsodupl is the isolation from transmitter to receiver at receive band frequenc
For UMTS, the same parameters as in Table 4 were used. Additional parameters

TABLE 9. GSM RX/TXSPECIFICATIONS

parameter description value

Pdes RX minimum desired signal -102 dBm

Pout TX maximum output power 33 dBm

C/(N+I)min RX required carrier to noise and interference ratio 9 - 12 dB

BW Channel bandwidth 200 kHz

∆f TX/RX band separation 20 MHz

Attdupl(∆f) Duplexer attenuation in RX frequency range 40 dB [16]

TABLE 10. ADDITIONAL UMTS PARAMETERS

parameter description value

∆f Minimum TX/RX band separation 135 MHz

IL Insertion loss of duplexer to RX input 2 dB

Isodupl(∆f) Duplexer isolation from TX to RX 50 dB [52]

L ∆f( ) Pdes IL Pout Iso+–– dupl ∆f( ) Eb Nt⁄( )min 10 PG( )log 10 BW( )log–+–=
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These parameters result in a transmitter far-out phase noise requirement of -141
Hz at 135 MHz. Without a duplexer this would decrease to -191 dBc/Hz. This n
ber is very unrealistic, both for a VCO and for a transmitter as a whole.

3.4. POWER AMPLIFIERS

The power amplifier is one of the most crucial building blocks in a transmitter.
linearity determines spectral regrowth and spurious emissions while its efficie
determines much of the efficiency of the transmitter. For medium or high ou
powers it is a large contributor to the transceiver power consumption, and thus
large impact on the battery lifetime.

In this section a brief overview will be given of basic PA parameters, start
with the PA classes, efficiency and linearity. For a more thorough description
[53], [54], [55], [56].

3.4.1. PA CLASSES

The number of classes for power amplifiers and their properties may seem
exhaustive, with names such as A, B, C, AB, D, E, F, and S. However, these cl
can be divided in three groups, starting with A, AB, B and C, then D, E and F,
treating class S individually.

Class A, AB, B and C

For the classes A through C the PA structure is the same (see Fig. 3.12), the on
ference being the biasing point [55]. The DC current is supplied through the
Choke inductor (RFC), while capacitorCDC functions as a DC block, making sur
no DC current reaches the output. The input voltageVin will lie above the threshold
voltageVth for a limited time, depending on the biasing level at the gate of the MO
FET, as illustrated in Fig. 3.13. For class A, the input voltage exceedsVth at all times,
giving a conduction angleα of 2π. For class B, the conduction angle is exact

+

-
Vin

CDC

RFC

L1 C1
RL

Fig. 3.12.  A general class A through C power amplifier.
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d-

en-

than
de-
halved toπ. A class AB amplifier has a conduction angle between these values
, and a class C has a conduction angle less thanπ.

Equations for the DC currentIDC, the fundamental output currentI1 and second
harmonicI2 may be derived as a function ofα, assuming the transistor can be mo
eled as an ideal transconductance [53]:

 (3.10)

 (3.11)

and

 (3.12)

HereImaxis the maximum current drawn by the MOSFET. The ideal DC, fundam
tal and second-order components, normalized toImax, are plotted in Fig. 3.14. It can
be seen that the fundamental output component is lower for class C (α < π) than for
class A (α = 2π). The second-order component, however, is larger for class C
for class A. This is logical as the former is a non-linear amplifier while the latter i

2π α π< <

0

Vth

t

Vin

α [rad]

class A

class B

class C

Class A: α = 2π [rad]

Class B: α = π [rad]

Class C: α < π [rad]

Class AB: 2π<α<π [rad]

Fig. 3.13. PA input voltage waveforms indicating conduction angleα.
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ally is perfectly linear. The parallelLC circuit (L1 andC1 in Fig. 3.12) passes the
desired output component while attenuating other tones. Ideally these tones d
reach the antenna.

Class D, E and F

A class D power amplifier (see Fig. 3.15) is based on the use of transisto
switches. The amplifier basically works as an inverter, with the PMOSFET sup
ing current for a lowVin and the NMOSFET supplying current for a highVin. The
signal at the drains of the two MOSFETs is a square wave. The seriesLCRnetwork
stops undesired harmonics from reaching the antenna. The theoretical max
drain efficiency (see section 3.4.2) is 100%; non-zero ON-resistance of the swi
and finite switching speed will, however, reduce the efficiency [53], [55]. Out
power control or amplitude modulation is not possible without changing the su
voltage.

In a class E amplifier, a single MOSFET is used as a switch. The output netw
as shown in Fig. 3.16 gives the drain voltage a specific shape in the time domain
the component values must be chosen with care [57]. The voltage over the MOS

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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alfa
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/Im

ax

I1

Idc

I2

Fig. 3.14.  Ideal normalized DC, fundamental and second order out-
put current as a function of the conduction angleα.

+

-
Vin

C1

Fig. 3.15.  A class D power amplifier.
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is shaped so that it has both a value of 0 and a slope of 0 when the switch turn
thus reducing the power loss of the switch. The theoretical efficiency is 10
depending on the switch ideality. The power handling capability is limited since
peak voltage is high, increasing the risk for breakdown in the MOSFET. Also, po
control or amplitude modulation is in principle not possible at a constant supply v
age.

The principle behind a class F power amplifier is a boosting of the higher-o
harmonics in order to decrease the peak voltage over the MOSFET when the c
is maximum, thus decreasing the power consumption [58]. A simplified schem
and ideal waveforms are shown in Fig. 3.17.

Also for this PA the MOSFET operates as a switch. The theoretical maxim
efficiency is 100%. Note that the only difference from a standard class A throug
PA (see Fig. 3.12) is the section formed byL2 and C2, apart from the MOSFET
behaving as a switch in this PA. In classical microwave class F amplifier desi
transmission line is used instead of this section [30].

Class S

A class S PA basically is a class D PA with inputpulse width modulation(PWM),
where a sigma-delta modulator may be used for the modulation [59]. However

+

-
Vin

C1

RFC
L1

C2 RL

t

VDS

Fig. 3.16.  A class E power amplifier and voltage waveform for one
period T.

T

+

-
Vin

CDC

RFC

L1 C1
RLL2

C2

Fig. 3.17.  A class F power amplifier with ideal voltage over and cur-
rent through the MOSFET.
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desired modulation puts higher speed requirements on the switches, which m
this class unsuitable for GHz range PAs. Technology advancements may allo
these switching speeds, but this will come with increased power consump
decreasing the overall efficiency.

3.4.2. OTHER PA ISSUES

The knee voltage

The knee voltage,Vknee, is the drain-source voltage at which the MOSFET starts
operate as an amplifier. Assuming the PA consists of one single MOSFET (as in
3.12),Vkneeis the same for the PA as for the MOSFET. If a cascode stage is use
PA knee voltage will be increased.

Traditionally the knee voltage is taken to be the voltage where the PA
reached 90% of its drain current in a typical I-V characteristic (see also chapte
However, if this is applied to a MOSFET, the knee voltage will be impairingly hig
A typical MOSFET definition would be the drain-source voltage where the F
enters the saturation region.

One of the consequences ofVkneeis a reduction of the maximum voltage swin
at the drain, from 2VDD to 2(VDD-Vknee). This will have a negative impact on the effi
ciency.

Efficiency

A key performance measure for power amplifiers is efficiency. Several definit
exist. First, the drain efficiency is defined as

 (3.13)

i.e. the ratio of the output power to the DC power. Another definition ispower added

efficiency (PAE):

 (3.14)

Here the input power is taken into account as well. For a PA with a high power g
the drain efficiency and PAE will be almost equal.

For a class A amplifier the maximum fundamental output powerPout,maxis given
by

 (3.15)

η
Pout

PDC
----------=

PAE
Pout Pin–

PDC
-----------------------=

Pout max,
îmaxv̂max

2
---------------------

I maxVDD

4
----------------------= =
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where and are the maximum amplitude of the current and voltage swin
the drain. It is assumed that the PA has an optimum load impedance, that the
voltage is 0 and that the MOSFET acts as a current source drawing a maximum
rent ofImax. The DC power is given by

 (3.16)

so that the efficiencyη = 0.5 = 50%.
Similar derivations can be made for all classes. In the table below the theore

maximum efficiency is given for each class [55].

If the input power of the PA is lower than the input power associated with
maximum output power, maximum efficiency is not reached. Assuming an am
tude ofA at the drain, which sees a load resistanceRopt, the output power of the PA is

 (3.17)

Here the knee voltage is ignored, and thus 1. For class A amplifiers the DC
power is given by Eq. 3.16, resulting in an amplitude-dependent efficiency of

.  (3.18)

For class B, the DC power is

TABLE 11. THEORETICAL MAXIMUM DRAIN EFFICIENCY FOR PA CLASSES

PA class max. drain efficiencyη [%]

A 50

AB 50-78.5

B 78.5

C 78.5-100

D 100

E 100

F 100

S 100

1. Assuming the output signal is voltage limited, not current limited.

îmax v̂max

PDC

I maxVDD

2
----------------------=

Pout A( ) A
2

2Ropt
-------------=

A VDD≤

η A( )A

Pout A( )
PDC A,

------------------- A
2

RoptI maxVDD
--------------------------------= =
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resulting in an efficiency of

.  (3.20)

In Fig. 3.18 the amplitude-dependent efficiencies for class A and B are sh
Assuming the PA is backed off with 3 dB, the amplitude of the output voltage
reduced by a factor of  [53]. The efficiencies for class A and B are then:

% and %.  (3.21)

Linearity

As was described previously, PA non-linearity is an important issue in transm
design, especially for systems with variable envelope modulation. The non-line
causes various problems, such as gain compression, intermodulation distortion
AM-to-PM (amplitude modulation to phase modulation) conversion. Both gain co
pression and intermodulation distortion were already discussed in chapter 2;
affect a power amplifier in a similar way, with some significant differences. The
is operated with large signals, implying that it is very likely operating in the g
compression region. Thus, amplitude distortion will occur. Moreover, intermod
tion behavior is quite complicated in this region and will most likely not follow a
dB slope for 3rd order intermodulation. Thus, the intercept point is of limited use
a PA.

PDC B,
2
π
--- A

Ropt
----------VDD=

η A( )B

Pout A( )
PDC B,

------------------- πA
4VDD
--------------= =

Fig. 3.18.  The amplitude-dependent maximum efficiency for class A
and B.
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AM-to-PM conversion can be defined as an amplitude-dependent phase shi
It is caused by signal-dependent device elements or non-linear resistances, s
the MOSFET input capacitance and resistances in the depletion layer and jun
(see also chapter 4). It is difficult to model these effects accurately, especially
the device is operated at large signals. AM-to-PM conversion results in distortio
the same frequencies as intermodulation distortion.

The ACLR for a transmitter was already discussed in section 3.3. Also for po
amplifiers the ACLR is often characterized, since it is a measure of the PA line
for which realistic signals are used.

3.5. TRANSMITTER LINEARIZATION

Depending on the communication system, the linearity of the transmitter may
crucial issue. In a system such as UMTS, where a variable envelope modulat
used, a non-linear transmitter would cause a loss of signal information. In sys
using a constant-envelope modulation (e.g. GSM, Bluetooth), however, no info
tion is contained in the signal amplitude and linearity is not a critical issue [6], [5
One way of achieving a better linearity is to back-off the power amplifier [53], i.e
reduce the input signal. This gives a severe reduction in efficiency, and thus othe
earization techniques are preferred. In this paragraph a brief overview is give
such techniques.

Predistortion

If the non-linear characteristic of the PA is known in advance, a ’reverse distort
may be added before the PA, as shown in Fig. 3.19. It must be noted that the no
earity of a PA may be difficult to predict and is dependent on many factors suc
process variations, temperature, impedances, etc. To have a fixed predistortio
cuit may thus not yield sufficient improvement in linearity. However, in some ap
cations even a few dB increase in linearity may be significant. More elabo

PA

LO

mod.
BB

pre-distortion
circuit

Fig. 3.19.  Predistortion linearization technique.
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predistortion techniques may be used, incorporating for instance feedback loop
look-up tables [53].

Feedforward

In a feedforward system, the difference between the undistorted input signal a
fraction of the output of the main PA is fed to an auxiliary PA, as shown in Fig. 3
[6]. This auxiliary amplifier thus only sees small input signals. Assuming equal g
in both amplifiers as well as ideal adders and connections, the output vo

. However, phase and gain mismatches in the amplifiers, interconn
and adders (or power combiners) limit the performance of the feedforward arch
ture. Also amplifier delay may cause problems [53].

Feedback

PA linearization feedback loops generally incorporate a downconversion mixe
that the output signal can be compared to the baseband signal (see Fig. 3.21), a
loop bandwidth may be kept low. In this figure,θ is the excess phase used to ensu
stability in the loop. It is dependent on PA output power, process variations and
perature, implying that it is undesirable to use a fixed value.

For quadrature modulated baseband signals the feedback loop must be exp
into I- and Q paths; the feedback is then called “Cartesian feedback” [6].

Vout AvVin=

Vin VoutAv

Av

-1/Av

Fig. 3.20.  Feedforward linearization technique.

+

+

VBB VRF
Av PA

LO

LO+θ

Fig. 3.21.  Feedback linearization technique.
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Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EER)

With EER the RF signal is first split into a phase- and envelope signal. The p
signal drives a switching PA and the envelope signal controls the PA supply vol
Thus, the two components are combined again in the output signal (see Fig.
[60], [61].

This technique does not require a linear PA. However, the performance is lim
by non-ideality of the limiter, non-linearity in the envelope detector, unequal dela
the branches and supply-to-input isolation of the PA. Also, the PA may suffer f
AM-to-PM and AM-to-AM conversion, which causes distortion. One of the ch
lenges in this architecture is that the signals in the two branches are of a diff
nature; the envelope signal is low-frequency, while the phase signal is high
quency.

Linear Amplification with Non-Linear Components (LINC)

LINC is based on the notion that an amplitude- and/or phase modulated ban
signal may be decomposed in two constant-amplitude phase modulated signa

Vin

Vout

Av

PA

Envelope
Detector

Limiter

(phase information)

(envelope information)

Fig. 3.22. Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EER) linearization
technique.

Vin
Vout

PA

Signal
Separator

PA
v1 (const. env.)

v2 (const. env.)

Fig. 3.23.  LINC linearization technique, a). architecture, b). signal
component vector diagram.

+

a. b.
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Fig. 3.23) [62], [63]. The most complex part is the signal separator. LINC per
mance is dependent on mismatch in the two signal paths as well as the iso
between the inputs of the adder. The latter is necessary due to the different pha
the signals in the two branches.

Combined Analog Locked Loop Universal Modulator (CALLUM)

A feedback variety of LINC is called CALLUM [64]. Like the Cartesian feedba
architecture it incorporates downconversion. A signal separator is operating at
band frequency, the two signals are upconverted, amplified, added and fed to th
put. The output signal is then downconverted and fed back to the signal sepa
(see Fig. 3.24).

Advantages of CALLUM compared to LINC are that the signal separato
operating at a lower frequency. Moreover, negative feedback suppresses all dist
independent of origin, depending on the loop gain. Disadvantages are its incre
complexity (e.g., several VCOs are necessary) and potential loop stability prob

Cancellation

Besides transmitter linearization architectures, some work has been done o
building block level, i.e. amplifier linearization. One strategy is to have para
devices with different bias and dimensions, so that intermodulation products ma
nulled when summing the signals at the output [65]. Another strategy is to inject
nals at the PA input that cancel the intermodulation products of the original sign
the output [66]. A disadvantage of such techniques is that nulling of intermodula
generally occurs only for a certain bias point or input level. Moreover, reliable si
lation of these designs is highly dependent on the quality of the device model.

The PA described in Paper IV has a similar structure as the PA described in [65
is more focused on efficiency improvement than linearity improvement.

Vin
VoutSignal

Separator

PA

PA

I,Q mixerI,Q

Fig. 3.24.  CALLUM linearization technique.
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3.6. DISTURBANCE ISSUES INTRANSCEIVERS

One of the main issues in integrated transmitter or receiver design is the isol
between different signal nodes, since large signals are active on the same chip a
sitive desired signals. In a mixed-signal chip, large digital switching circuits m
cause a large switching current, which creates transient voltages on the supply
(ground andVDD). In the RF part, high-power PA or VCO signals may leak to oth
parts of the chip.

The isolation on a chip is limited since there are many paths for disturbance
example through bondwire coupling or due to finite substrate resistivity. This sec
will give an introduction to some important disturbance mechanisms in RF circ
Some consequences of this disturbance are described, as well as solutions, s
which are on the architectural level.

3.6.1. DISTURBANCE MECHANISMS

Substrate Coupling

An important source of disturbance in silicon technologies is coupling through
substrate [74]. Through capacitive coupling of the device to the substrate, d
bance is injected into the latter, which then may reach other circuit elements.
disturbance on supply nodes may be transferred through the substrate. This is
cially problematic for standard CMOS; if other technologies are used such as
or silicon-on-isolator, the substrate is highly resistive or isolating, and disturba
will not propagate as easily through the substrate.

Bondwire Coupling

Mutual coupling exists between bondwires, depending on the distance and
between them, their length and the surrounding medium. If high-power and sen
signals use adjacent bondwires, the mutual coupling can cause disturbance s
LO-to-RF feedthrough (see [6]) in case of an off-chip VCO, or power amplifier-
LNA feedthrough.

3.6.2. EFFECTS OF DISTURBANCE

Influence on Devices

Firstly, MOSFETs may pick up disturbances directly from the substrate through
capacitances to substrate. A second mechanism is due to the body effect, des
in paragraph 4.2.2, where the body (substrate) can be regarded as a second
back-gate, of the transistor. This generates a drain current depending on the
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(body)-to-source voltagevBS. If the source and bulk are connected on-chip, they w
see the same disturbance, andvBS will be 0.

Inductors and other passive devices are mainly exposed to disturbances th
capacitive coupling to the substrate. While most passive structures will act
medium to pass disturbance to other parts of the circuit, elements such as jun
capacitors are voltage dependent (see paragraph 4.3.1) and can thus suffe
altered characteristics or component values due to the disturbance.

Influence on LNA and VCO

A transceiver as depicted in Fig. 3.25, with a power amplifier (PA), a duplexer
frequency domain duplexing (FDD), and an LNA at the receiver end, will su
from feedthrough from the PA output to the LNA input. This is mainly due to t
non-ideal filtering characteristic of the duplexer, which allows a small portion of
transmitted power through the duplexer to reach the LNA. This small portion ma
large enough to desensitize the LNA, since the maximum output power of the P
on the order of several tens of dBm [22]. Other leakage paths can be the packa
the duplexer, bondwires or the printed circuit board on which the components
mounted [19].

Two sources can be pointed out for high power signals reaching the oscill
namely a signal originating from the power amplifier, and a large interferer in
receive path, both indicated in Fig. 3.25. If the interfering signal frequency is r
tively far away from the oscillation frequencyfLO, this frequency will not change,
but the interfering signal will merely add to the oscillator phase noise.

If the interferer has a frequency close tofLO, thenfLO will move towards the fre-
quency of the interfering signal. This is called oscillator pulling and is describe
[38]. The issue of oscillator pulling should be taken into account when conside
the frequency planning of the transceiver.

DSPADC

RF

baseband

Duplexer

DAC DSPbaseband

LNA

PA

VCO

Fig. 3.25.  A transceiver with disturbance paths indicated.
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3.6.3. METHODS TO REDUCE THE EFFECT OF DISTURBANCE

Layout

On a physical layout level, the placement of sensitive parts is crucial, as is the u
guarding techniques. For a lightly doped silicon substrate (as is used for bipola
BiCMOS technologies) so-called guard rings can largely reduce the disturba
since they may act as a current sink for lateral currents. It is important to use a
rate ground pin for the guard rings [74]. Physical separation of the circuits or bu
ing blocks plays a large role in reducing the effect of disturbances.

A heavily doped substrate behaves more as a single grounded node. The d
bance is much less dependent on physical distance, and eventually stays co
with increasing distance between two blocks [68].

Frequency Planning

The issue of frequency planning for a transmitter is quite different from receiver
quency planning, in that disturbing signals are not coming from the outside world
are generated on-chip or on-board. A critical issue is the coupling of the high-p
PA signal to the VCO, especially if they operate at the same frequency. In ord
prevent oscillator pulling in the transceiver, a frequency plan must be desig
where both transmitter and receiver signals are taken into account. If the syst
TDD the receiver and transmitter may share one VCO. However, for a system
as UMTS/FDD the transmitter and receiver may be operating simultaneously,
the possible result of having two VCO signals and one PA signal on at the same

Several strategies may be used to circumvent this problem, for instance us
two-step transmitter with a relatively highIF1 andIF2 (see Fig. 3.3). If a direct con-
version transmitter architecture is used, the LO signal may be composed by m
two VCO signals (so-called offset LO [6]), or by frequency multiplication [44]-[48
Another alternative is to have the VCO operate at twice the desired LO freque
and then use a divider to create the desired LO frequency. An additional advanta
this strategy is that quadrature signals may easily be generated [6].

In Paper V the issue of oscillator pulling is addressed by utilizing a PA with inte
frequency doubling.
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CHAPTER 4

RF CMOS TECHNOLOGY ASPECTS

4.1. INTRODUCTION

The utilization of CMOS VLSI technologies for RF applications is becoming m
and more established. It is made possible mainly by the channel length decreas
submicron sizes, providing an opportunity to increase the cut-off frequencyfT and
maximum oscillation frequencyfmax.

The advantages of scaling down the transistor dimensions are apparent in d
design, where a steady decrease is seen in the power-delay product [69], [71].
ever, in analog design some disadvantages appear. One disadvantage is th
breakdown voltage decreases with reduced physical dimensions, so that lowe
ply voltages must be used and stacking of transistors is less efficient.

In this chapter CMOS technology and MOSFET operation are briefly discus
[69], [70], [71]. An overview will be given of the influence of scaling, and som
problems related to deep-submicron technology are described. Finally inductor
be treated, since they are important for the performance of RF circuits such as L
VCOs, and PAs.

4.2. BASIC MOSFET CHARACTERISTICS AND MODELS

4.2.1. BASIC OPERATION

For most modern standard CMOS technologies a p-type substrate is used. Th
heavily doped substrate (bulk), with a resistivityρ < 0.1 Ω−cm, covered with a
lightly doped epitaxial layer with a thickness of 5 to 15µm. The heavily doped sub-
strate is utilized to reduce the risk for so-calledlatch-up, the malfunctioning or
destruction of a CMOS circuit through parasitic bipolar transistors forming a thy
tor structure [69]. Other measures to prevent latch-up can be found in [69]. The
taxial layer will be neglected further in this chapter.
61
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In Fig. 4.1 the two basic MOSFETs - n-channel and p-channel - are shown
p-type substrate. The gate lengthL is the so-called drawn gate length, which
reduced during manufacturing to the effective gate lengthLeff [70]. Due to the sym-
metry of the devices the source and drain are not defined until terminal voltage
applied.

Typically the p-type substrate is connected to the lowest supply voltage,
keeping the NMOS source- and drain junction in reverse bias condition, while e
n-well is generally connected toVDD, but they could theoretically be biased at diffe
ent voltages.

The n-channel MOSFET will be considered in more detail. The PMOSF
shows similar behaviour, but is not used as often in RF circuits. Depending on
gate-to-source voltage1, vGS, the MOSFET is said to operate in different ’inversio
regions’:

• vGS > VH: strong inversion region

• VM < vGS< VH: moderate inversion

• vGS < VM: weak inversion

where V,VM < Vth < VH, andVth is the threshold voltage. This
will not be explained further; for a more thorough description see [71]. Assum

, the NMOSFET shows two basic regions of operation dependent on
drain-to-source voltage,vDS, andvGS:

• vDS < Veff: triode (or linear) region

• vDS > Veff: saturation region

1. Each terminal voltagevIJ may consist of a constant bias voltage,VIJ, and a time-varying signal
voltage,vij : . For small signals the bias point and region of operation may be
considered constant, but for large signals the bias point and region of operation may become si
nal-dependent.

polysilicon

gate oxide

n-well

p substrate

G

n+

S/DS/D S/D S/D
G

epitaxial layer

L

Leff

W

Fig. 4.1.  An NMOS (left) and PMOS (right) transistor in a p-type
substrate.

B
p+

p-

vIJ VIJ vij+=

VH VM– 0.5 0.6–≈

vDS 0>
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whereVeff is the overdrive voltage ( ). For the most relevant regio
of operation expressions can be derived for the drain currentID and transconduct-
ancegm. These expressions have been derived under certain ideality assump
such as constant carrier mobility in the channel, no reverse leakage current
bulk-source voltagevBS=0. Some of these second-order effects will be covered
section 4.2.2.

The Triode Region

Starting fromvDS= 0, if vGSis large so thatVeff > 0 andVeff > vDS, the MOSFET is in
triode region and an inversion layer is formed as shown in Fig. 4.2a. If a smallvDS is
applied, drain current can flow:

 (4.1)

where
Leff = the effective gate length (see Fig. 4.1)

µn = mobility for electrons

Cox = oxide capacitance (see section 4.2.3)

W = transistor width (see Fig. 4.1).

The transconductancegm, defined as , then becomes

 (4.2)

In this region of operation the MOSFET can be seen as a voltage controlled r
tance, controlled byVeff, where the resistanceRON is given by [70]

Veff vGS Vth–=

I D µnCox
W

Leff
---------VeffVDS≈

p substrate

n+ n+

- ----- -----

vG

vS vD

a. b.

depletion region

inversion layer

p substrate

n+ n+

- - -- -- ----

vG

vS vD

inversion layer

Fig. 4.2.  Schematic representation of charges in the channel for a).
triode, b). saturation region.

vB vD

I D∂ vGS∂⁄

gm µnCox
W

Leff
---------vDS=
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Note that only in deep triode region, i.e.vDS<< Veff, the MOSFET can be expected t
behave as a linear resistance. A simple triode region MOSFET model is show
Fig. 4.3. For largervDS, but with the MOSFET still in triode region, the drain curren
is given by

 (4.4)

The Saturation Region (strong inversion)

If the drain-source voltagevDS is increased so that , the MOSFET wi
enter the saturation region and the channel will be pinched off (see Fig. 4.2b). R
ing VDS further moves the pinch-off point slightly towards the source. In this reg
the drain current can be approximated as

 (4.5)

which appears to be independent ofvDS, assuming the effective channel length to b
constant. In this region the transconductancegm is given by

 (4.6)

In reality the channel length is not constant, but is dependent onvDS. This so-called
channel length modulation will be considered in the next section. For small sig
and constant bias point,gm is constant. The most basic small-signal model for t
MOSFET in saturation is the hybrid-π model shown in Fig. 4.4.

The MOSFET can achieve higher gain in the saturation region than in the tr
region. Therefore, in gain stages MOSFETs are usually biased in the satur
region.

RON
1

µnCox
W

Leff
---------Veff

-----------------------------------=

Ron

S D

G

Fig. 4.3.  A MOSFET in triode, modeled as a resistance Ron.
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The Weak-Inversion Region

In the weak-inversion region, whereVeff is slightly below 0 V, the drain current
shows exponential behavior and may be expressed as:

 (4.7)

whereVT is the thermal voltage defined as , which is about 26 mV at ro
temperature (T=300K).ζ is a factor larger than 1. The expression for the transc
ductancegm becomes:

 (4.8)

and is similar to the expression forgm in a BJT except for the factorζ.
This region is not suitable for high-frequency operation, but is of use in so

low-power/low-frequency applications such as hearing aids. The weak-inver
region points to a problem apparent in digital circuits, which is leakage current
drain current is not cut off abrubtly forvGS< Vth, but decreases exponentially. This
one of the main reasons for keeping the threshold voltageVth at a relatively high
level instead of scaling down with the technology (see paragraph 4.2.4).

4.2.2. SECOND-ORDER EFFECTS

Two important second-order effects are thechannel length modulationand thebody

effect. As was already indicated in the previous paragraph, the effective cha
length in the saturation region can not be assumed constant, but is dependent ovDS.
The drain current including channel length modulation may be given by [70]

 (4.9)

with λ ∝ 1/L. A typical value forλ is 0.1. For short-channel MOSFETs this linea
approximation is inaccurate [70].

gmvgs

+

-

vgs

G

S

D

Fig. 4.4.  Basic small-signal hybrid-π model of a MOSFET in satura-
tion.
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In the previous paragraph it was assumed that the bulk - source voltagevBS= 0.
However, this approximation is not always valid. If the source voltagevS is varied
such thatvBS< 0 while all other voltage differences are kept constant- alternativ
decreasingvB while keeping all other voltages constant - it can be seen that
depletion region will become larger and thus the threshold voltage for creatin
inversion layer will increase. This phenomenon is referred to as thebody effect[70].
It is dependent on the substrate dopingNsub and the oxide capacitanceCox, two
important parameters in device scaling of modern technologies. An analysis b
on charges can be found elsewhere [70], [71] and will not be given here.

Modeling of Second-Order Effects

In the small-signal model the body effect can be represented by an additional cu
source controlled byvbs, parallel to the current source controlled byvgs (see Fig.
4.5). The body small-signal transconductancegmbis [70]

 (4.10)

whereφF is the Fermi potential andγ is the body effect coefficient. The channe
length modulation can be modeled as a resistancerds at the output [70] with

 (4.11)

Both the body effect and channel length modulation are taken into account in
small-signal model shown in Fig. 4.5.

A MOSFET quality parameter isgmrds, which is the intrinsic gain of the transis
tor, or the maximum voltage gain that can be achieved in an amplifier using a s
MOSFET1. This is given by

1. Ignoring the body effect; otherwise this is only valid for a CS configuration.

gmb gm
γ

2 2φF vSB+
-------------------------------⋅=

r ds

qNsub

2εSi
-------------- L

vDS Veff–( )
I D

---------------------------------⋅ ⋅≈

+

-

vgs

G

S

D

vbs
+

-

B

gmbvbs

gmvgs

rds

Fig. 4.5.  A small-signal model where the body effect and channel
length modulation are modeled with gmbvbs and rds, respectively.
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and is usually larger than 10 for modern technologies [70]. It is bias dependen
can be seen from the above expression.

4.2.3. FREQUENCY DEPENDENT OPERATION

In this paragraph device capacitances and microwave parameters such asft andfmax

will be considered. It must be stressed that short-channel effects are still not
into account.

Device Capacitances

Based on a quasi-static analysis of the NMOSFET, the major capacitances i
device are shown in Fig. 4.6 (after [70]).Cox is the capacitance between the chann
and the polysilicon gate, given by

 (4.13)

with

 (4.14)

whereεr is the relative permittivity of the silicon dioxide (about 3.9),ε0 is the per-
mittivity of free space, andtox is the oxide thickness.Leff can be approximated as

, whereLD is the overlap of the gate on the source- and drain regions
Fig. 4.6).

The overlap capacitancesCov are due to the physical overlap between t
source- and drain areas and the gate:

 (4.15)

where  is the overlap capacitance per unit width.

gmrds

2qNsub

εSi
------------------ L

vDS Veff–( )
Veff

---------------------------------⋅ ⋅=

Cox W LeffCox'=

Cox' ε0εr tox⁄=

L 2LD–

p substrate

CovCov

CjdCjs

Cox

L

LD

D

Fig. 4.6.  An NMOSFET with parasitic capacitances.

Cov WCov'=
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Cjs and Cjd are junction capacitances between the n-doped source and
regions and the p-doped substrate. Both the bottom-plate and side-walls contrib
the capacitance:

 (4.16)

whereVrev is the reverse voltage across the junction. The value ofm depends on the
doping profiles, and is typically in the range 0.3-0.4 [70]. The bottom-plate cap
tanceCj,bottom has the unit of capacitance per unit area, and the total bottom-p
area is the transistor width multiplied by source- or drain- lengthD. The side-wall
junction capacitanceCj,side is given in capacitance per unit length, and the total sid
wall length is equal to the transistor widthW. This gives

 (4.17)

It is not straightforward to calculate the zero-bias capacitanceCj0 for small dimen-
sions. Thus, its value for both the side-wall and the bottom-plate junction cap
tance is commonly determined by measurements. If the transistor is placed in
well (see Fig. 4.1) the junction capacitance of the well must also be taken
account.

If the device is on, the inversion layer acts as a shield between the gate and
[70]. Moreover, the capacitance between source and drain is very small and is
ally neglected. The capacitances for the device in saturation can now be written

 (4.18)

The basic model for a MOSFET in saturation may thus be extended to the m
shown in Fig. 4.7.

In the triode region, the capacitances as shown in Fig. 4.8 are given by

Cj side/bottom,
Cj0 side/bottom,

1 Vrev 2ΦF⁄+( )m side bottom,( )-----------------------------------------------------------------------=

Cj s d,( ) WDCj bottom, WCj side,+=

CGS
2
3
---W LeffCox' WCov'

CGD WCov'

CSB CDB≈ WDCj bottom, WCj side,+=

=

+=

CGD

CDB

CSB

CGS

Fig. 4.7. Model of a MOSFET in saturation with device capacitances.
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Since the channel is not pinched off, it is assumed that the oxide capacitance (Cox in
Fig. 4.6) is equally divided between source and drain, so thatCGS= CGD.

MOSFET Microwave Characteristics

A semiconductor technology can generally be characterized by parameters su
fT, the cut-off frequency, andfmax, the maximum frequency of oscillation for a devic
[71], [72], [73]. The cut-off frequencyfT is defined as the frequency at which th
small-signal current gain of the transistor with shorted output is equal to 1. Usin
or H parameters, this can be written as

or  (4.20)

For CMOS,fT can be calculated as [72]

 (4.21)

which is independent of the transistor widthW. Hereµeff is the effective mobility,
influenced by velocity saturation (see paragraph 4.3).

The maximum oscillation frequencyfmax is defined as the frequency at whic
the available power gain of the MOSFET is reduced to 1 [72], thus

 (4.22)

so that

CGS CGD
1
2
---Cox WCov'

CDB CSB WDCj bottom, WCj side,+≈=

+= =

Ron

S D

G
CGDCGS

CDB
CSB

Fig. 4.8. A MOSFET in triode modeled as a resistance Ron with para-

sitic capacitances.
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whereRg,i is the intrinsic gate resistance which can be expressed as

 (4.24)

The factor of 3 is due to the distributed nature of this resistance and is
sheet resistance of the polysilicon gate [72]. If the gate is contacted at both end
factor will be 12. In many analog CMOS designs the gate resistance is negle
However, it will not only affectfmax but will also add noise and will influence the
input impedance of the device. It can be shown thatfmax is inversely proportional to

 [72].
The model described above is useful for relatively low frequencies. For hig

frequencies non-quasi-static effects must be considered. Firstly, in strong inve
the inversion layer will not be able to respond directly to fast changes in the term
voltages. Thus, a change in the source or drain voltage will cause a delayed c
in gate charge. Moreover, the drain current will not respond immediately to cha
in the gate voltage. Similar notions are valid for the substrate (the back-gate).
ondly, distributed effects in the extrinsic part may be modeled by using severaRC

sections [71]. In the model shown in Fig. 4.9 both intrinsic and extrinsic effects
taken into account. The latter have the subscripte. τ represents a certain delay. Fo
the model parameters see [71] and [72]. It must be noted that calculating the m
parameters from the physical behaviour of the MOSFET is difficult. Typically th
parameters are fit to measurement results, which reduces the general validity
model.

f max

f T

8πRg i, CGD
----------------------------=

Rg i,
Rpoly, W

3L
-------------------------=

Rpoly,

W L⋅
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-
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D
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B
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gm(τ)vgs
rds

CBD+CBD,e

CGS

CGB+CGB,e
CBS

CGD,e

RGS
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Fig. 4.9. A small-signal high-frequency model for a MOSFET in satu-
ration.
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4.2.4. SHORT-CHANNEL EFFECTS

There is an ongoing drive to shrink the channel length of MOSFETs [77]. Digital
cuits benefit most, since total chip size shrinks for equal functionality and the po
delay product decreases. RF CMOS design benefits from this trend as well, d
improved high-frequency properties. Typical RF circuits that used to be design
technologies such as silicon bipolar or gallium arsenide (GaAs) [74], [75] can
be implemented in CMOS [10], [15], [17], [20].

Scaling

In order to maintain similar performance or even increase it with decreased ch
lengths, ideal MOSFET scaling (so-called constant field scaling) has been prop
[76], [77], [78] as presented in the table below, whereK is a scaling factor larger than
1.

The two parameters that deviate the most from ideal scaling are the supply vo
VDD and the threshold voltageVth. ScalingVth increases the leakage current in dig
tal circuits (see paragraph 4.2, weak-inversion region). Therefore neitherVDD can be
scaled down as much as suggested in table 12.

The main problem with scaling down MOSFETs is the increased electric fiel
the devices [71]. Several problems arise. First of all, velocity saturation occur
lower voltages. This can be modeled as a mobility reduction, where the effe
mobility, µeff, depends on the field strength [71]:

TABLE 12. IDEAL SCALING OF SHORT-CHANNEL DEVICES

parameter scaling

L, gate length 1/K

W, gate width 1/K

tox, gate oxide thickness 1/K

xj, junction depth 1/K

Nsub, substrate dopant concentration K

VDD, supply (drain) voltage 1/K

ID, drain current 1/K

Vth, threshold voltage 1/K
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whereEcrit is the critical field strength, above which the velocity has saturated. T
cal values forEcrit are 8x103 - 3x104 V/cm for electrons and 2x104 - 105 V/cm for
holes [71]. As was seen in Eq. (4.21),fT is related toµeff, so for decreasing channe
lengthsfT will gradually lose its dependence onVeff and will be inversely propor-
tional toL rather thanL2. A second effect of the high field strengths is punchthroug
where, somewhat simplified, the source and drain depletion region are extend
that they touch each other [71]. This can be prevented by increased doping i
channel. A third problem is the hot-carrier effect. In the case of an NMOSFET, e
trons in the channel gain enough energy to enter the gate oxide and thus cha
This will eventually degrade the device, asVth increases andgm decreases. More-
over, some electrons may cross the gate oxide, resulting in a gate current.
impact ionization may exist, resulting in more electron/hole pairs close to the d
(so-called ’weak avalanche’). The holes will be transported to the substrate, resu
in a drain-to-substrate current. Two possible remedies to prevent the hot carrier
are alightly doped drainarea (LDD) and adouble doped drainarea (DDD) [69].
Fourthly, the depletion region is extended deeper into the substrate, and espec
VDS > 0 the depletion region around the drain will extend towards the source de
tion region (see Fig. 4.10). This causes barrier reduction, and is known asdrain-

induced barrier lowering(DIBL) [30], [71]. As a consequence the threshold voltag
Vth is reduced and becomes dependent onvDS. It affects the output impedance.

The gate oxide may break down if the electric field across it becomes too h
The reduction of oxide thickness has led to a lower breakdown voltage, which i
turn has forced a reduction ofVDD, although this reduction does not follow the sca

µeff

µ0

1 Veff
1

L E⋅ crit
-------------------⋅+

-------------------------------------------=

p substrate (bulk)

n+ n+

VG

VS VD

depletion region

Fig. 4.10.  Illustration of the depletion region in a short-channel
MOSFET.
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ing presented in table 12. For even thinner gate oxides direct tunneling may be
a problem [77].

4.3. NOISE SOURCES IN A MOSFET

In this section noise sources in a MOSFET will be discussed as well as a MOS
noise model.

4.3.1. MOSFET NOISE SOURCES

Since the channel resistance is in fact a physical resistance, a thermal noise c
of

 (4.26)

can be associated to it [29], wheregd0 is the channel conductance forVDS=0, and
is the spectral noise power density in [A2/Hz]. T is the absolute temperature andk is
Boltzmann’s constant. For a high-resistivity substrate one can assumegd0=gm, but
for a low-resistivity substrate the ratio will become larger than 1 [29], imp
ing an increased noise current for equalgm.

In the triode regionγ is equal to 1, so that with Eq. (4.26)

 (4.27)

while in the saturation regionγ can be as low as 2/3 for a long-channel device and
high as 4 for a short-channel device. In addition to channel length, this parame
dependent on biasing conditions. Values ofγ have been deduced from measureme
[79].

The so-calledinduced gate noisealso originates from the random movements
the charges in the channel, but is capacitively coupled from the channel to the
[29], [71]. This noise can be expressed as [29]

 (4.28)

Because of the termω2 in the denominator this noise is a problem mainly for hig
frequencies, but may also be problematic in LNAs where high-Q inductive source
degeneration is used [80].

The gate leakage currentIG tunneling through the reverse-biased source-s
strate junction causes shot noise, which is best represented as a current sourc
gate of value

in
2

4kTγ gd0=

in
2

gd0 gm⁄

in triode,
2

4kTgd0=

in ig,
2

4kT
ω2

CGS
2

3gm
-----------------≈
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Especially for long-channel devices this leakage current is usually quite sm
Therefore this noise source is commonly neglected.

Flicker noise (or1/f noise) is believed to occur due to the Si-SiO2 interface [70],
[29]. Carriers can be trapped in empty bonds at the silicon surface, and rele
again randomly. Since the flicker noise power is dependent on the ‘cleanness’ o
interface, this noise can differ from wafer to wafer and from process to proces
there is no bias current, no1/f noise is seen either. The flicker noise can be mode
as a voltage source in series with the gate as

 (4.30)

whereK is a process dependent constant. This constant is larger for NMOSF
than for PMOSFETs, and the latter thus have a better1/f noise performance.
MOSFETs have more1/f noise than bipolar devices, and the noise is larger for m
ern CMOS technologies than for older ones. Even though this is a low-frequ
phenomenon, it is important in RF circuits, because in non-linear circuits suc
VCOs and mixers the noise is transformed to higher frequencies. Moreover, th
noise may disturb the downconverted signal, as was pointed out in chapter 2. T
cumvent the1/f noise problem passive CMOS mixers may be used.

Noise is also generated in the gate resistance, according to

 (4.31)

Note that this noise source is highly dependent on the layout: a multi-finger stru
will reduce the gate resistance and thereby the noise voltage as well.

4.3.2. MOSFET NOISE MODEL

In the MOSFET noise model the noise sources mentioned in paragraph 4.4.
taken into account: thermal noise due to the channel resistance, induced gate
1/f noise (modeled as a current source), the gate leakage current noise and gate
tance noise (see Fig. 4.11). The thermal noise of the resistancesrs andrd (see Fig.
4.9) are neglected here. The power spectral densities of the noise source
repeated here:

 (4.32)

 (4.33)
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 (4.35)

 (4.36)

The flicker noise can be modeled as a voltage source in series with the gat
previous section), but is more often modeled as a current noise source from dr
source. To indicate the power of the flicker noise relative to the thermal nois
flicker noise corner frequency is defined as the crossing point of the spectral de
curves, see Fig. 4.12. Using Eq. 4.32 and Eq. 4.33, this corner frequencyfc can be
expressed as:

 (4.37)

From Eq. 4.32, Eq. 4.33 and Eq. 4.6 it can be seen that MOSFET design pa
etersW andL may be used to decrease the1/f noise while keeping the channel the
mal noise constant, by increasing the productWL and keeping the ratioW/L

constant. The reduced1/f noise will, however, come at the cost of increased paras
capacitance (Eq. 4.18).

vn g,
2

4kT Rg=

in leak,
2

2qIG=

in ig,
2

4kT
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2

3gm
-----------------≈
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-
vgs
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S

D
gmvgs

rdsCGS

CGD
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in,d in,1/fin,ig
in,leak

Fig. 4.11.  A simplified MOSFET noise model.
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Fig. 4.12.  The flicker noise corner frequency.
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4.4. MONOLITHIC INDUCTORS IN CMOS TECHNOLOGY

Monolithic inductors are crucial elements in RF integrated circuits, where they t
cally are used in frequency selective circuits such as tuned LNAs, VCOs, PAs
possibly mixers. High quality factors(Q) are hard to achieve in a standard CMO
technology. In this section the physical background will be discussed as well as
inductor modeling.

4.4.1. MONOLITHIC INDUCTOR PHYSICS

Inductors may be realized in integrated circuits by a simple metal wire on a mo
less insulating layer. The main problems of integrated inductors are the limited q
ity factor (Q) that may be achieved in CMOS technologies, limited inductance
ues, as well as the relatively large area they consume. Moreover, modelin
inductors is not straightforward, as will be shown in the next paragraph.

The inductance andQ depend on various factors such as frequency, geometr
the metal wire, properties of the metal and the insulating layer, and properties o
substrate. In a CMOS VLSI technology the Si substrate generally is heavily do
i.e. lossy compared to a more lightly doped Si bipolar substrate [81]. This typic
limits the Q to be less than 10, while discrete inductors can reach aQ of 100 and
bondwires between 25 and 50.

The most common geometry for an integrated inductor is depicted in Fig.
[81], [30]. Between closely positioned segments with a current flow in the sa
direction, e.g. no. 1 and 5 in Fig. 4.13a, positive mutual inductance exists, w
adds to the total inductance, while between segments with opposite current flow
no. 1 and 3 in Fig. 4.13a, negative mutual inductance exists which decreases th
inductance [82]. However, since segment 1 and 3 are quite far apart, the neg
mutual inductance will be quite small. The inner turns of a planar inductor ha

S

W=width
S=spacing

oxide

substrate
underpass
(metal)

windings (top metal)
1

2

3

4

5

a. b.

Fig. 4.13. A typical inductor layout, a). top view, b). through-cut view.

(through-cut)
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contribute to the total inductance, while they add to the parasitics. Therefore
called hollow spiral inductors are generally used [84].

The most important non-idealities are loss resistance in the metal wire, ca
tance between the metal wire and the substrate, and finite substrate resistance
may cause ohmic losses in the substrate. Moreover, so-called eddy currents
counteract the magnetic field and cause more losses, thus reducing the indu
and theQ. The skin effect, i.e. concentration of current in the outer region of the c
ductor, causes an increasing resistance at high frequencies approximately p
tional to .

Several techniques have been used to increase theQ of integrated inductors:
• Etching the substrate [83] - the capacitance and the substrate losses are red

• Placing a patterned grounded shield underneath [85] - substrate losses an

image current are reduced;

• Using copper wires instead of aluminum [81] - the series resistance of the wi

reduced;

• Using shunted multilayer inductors [86] - the series resistance is reduced; H

ever, the capacitances increase.

• Using stacked (series) multi-layer inductors [89], [87] - the mutual inductanc

increased and the area for a certain inductance value is decreased; Howev

capacitances increase.

• Using an extra thick top metal layer - the series resistance is reduced;

• Adding a BCB (Benzocyclobutene) layer [88] - substrate losses are reduced.

Some of these techniques require extra processing steps, which is undesirable
feasible.

In recent years, CMOS processes have developed in order to provide bett
performance, for instance by having an extra thick top metal layer and a more lig
doped substrate. Inductors withQ factors as high as 15 may then be designed.

4.4.2. MONOLITHIC INDUCTOR MODELING

For the circuit designer it is desirable to have a simple and accurate lumped-ele
inductor model, so that circuit simulations will not become too time-consum
Moreover, a scalable model would give the designer flexibility in inductance va
and other properties. However, as it is now, for each technology models are typ
only available for a few inductor structures. These models are provided by th
foundry, not chosen by the designer.

f
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A suitable lumped-element inductor model is shown in Fig. 4.14. Several m
ods may be used to arrive at this model from the structure shown in Fig. 4.15. Fi
electromagnetic field solvers may be used to simulate properties of wires or
complicated structures. Simulation time and memory requirements limit the a
racy of the simulation and the complexity of the structures that may be simula
The parameters of a lumped-element model may then be fitted to the field s
result, or alternatively to measurement results. Secondly, the properties and d
sions of the metal wire, insulating layer and substrate may be used to estima
model parameters. This will be discussed below.

For the planar rectangular inductor shown in Fig. 4.13, one way to estimate
total inductanceLs is to add the inductances of all segments

 (4.38)

whereLi is the inductance of segmenti, Z is the total number of segments, and
and are the total positive and negative mutual inductance between all
ments, respectively [82].Li (in nH) is given by

 (4.39)

whereli is the length of segmenti in mm. This is the self-inductance of a metal wir
at low frequency, and a relative magnetic permeabilityµr of 1. For the mutual induc-
tance equations can be found in [82]. Other equations to calculate the total in
tance have been presented as well (see [30], [82]). The inductance value is depe
on the total wire lengthl, the spacings between the windings, the widthW of the
wire, the thicknessd of the metal layer, the number of turnsN and the radiusr of the
inductor.

Csub,2

Rs LS

Cp

Cox1 Cox2

Rsub,1

R12

Rsub,2Csub,1

Fig. 4.14.  A standard lumped-element inductor model.
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Some simple equations will now be given to complete the model in Fig. 4
These equations do not take into account all aspects, but give an idea of how ma
properties and inductor dimensions influence the parasitic elements. For more e
rate inductor modeling see [90], [91], [92] and [93].

The series resistanceRs is the physical resistance of the wire, and is thus dep
dent on the widthW, the lengthl, the metal thicknessd, and the type of metal:

 (4.40)

whereσ is the conductivity of the metal. If the skin effect is included, this resistan
can be expressed as

 (4.41)

where the (frequency dependent) skin depthδ is

 (4.42)

and µ is the magnetic permeability. In Eq. 4.41 it is assumed that  and
The capacitanceCP from port 1 to port 2 is related to the physical capacitan

between the two ports, i.e. the underpass to take out the signal at the inner nod
Fig. 4.13):

 (4.43)

wheretox1 is the oxide thickness between the two metal layers (see Fig. 4.15).
parasitic fringe capacitance [70], which often is larger than the capacitance o
underpass, is neglected here.

The two parasitic capacitancesCox1andCox2are mainly due to the oxide capac
itance between metal and substrate, which may be approximated by

RS 0,
l

σWd
------------=

RS
l

2σδ W d+( )
------------------------------=

δ 1
πfµσ
-------------=

δ d« δ W«

Cp N 1–( )W2
εox

tox1
---------⋅=

oxide

substrate

W S

Fig. 4.15. Detailed through-cut view of a planar rectangular inductor.

tox1tox

tsub

d

tox2
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and

 (4.45)

whereAspiral is the area of the top metal wire,tox is the oxide thickness between th
top metal and the substrate,Aunderpassis the area of the underpass andtox2 is the
oxide thickness between the underpass and the substrate. Thus

and .  (4.46)

The substrate is modeled as:

 (4.47)

 (4.48)

whereεsub and tsub are the permittivity and the thickness, respectively, of the s
strate, andρsub is the resistivity of the substrate. If an epitaxial layer is present
substrate parameters should be replaced by the parameters of the epitaxial lay

The losses due to eddy currents are not part of the model. They can be inc
by adding a mutual inductance coupled to a resistor, with a value dependent o
inductor geometry and substrate conductivity.

Quality Factor and Self-Resonance

The inductorQ (see for example [85]) is determined by the metal losses and by
substrate losses. The plot ofQind versus frequency shows a peak at a frequencyf0,
which can be tuned to the desired operating frequency, if the inductor is desi
with care.

The self-resonance frequencyfSR is determined by the total capacitance at t
inductor nodes andLS. OftenfSRmust be a factor 2 to 3 higher than the operating fr
quency of the circuit, in order to allow for other parasitic capacitances, or in case
VCO, to allow for a certain tuning range. This requirement may contradict the de
to have maximum inductorQ at the operating frequency. For applications in the lo
GHz range, such as GSM, Bluetooth, UMTS, et cetera, it is hard to get highQ values
for inductors larger than 10 nH.

Cox tot,
εox

tox
------- Aspiral⋅=

Cunderpass

εox

tox2
--------- Aunderpass⋅=

Cox1
1
2
---Cox tot, Cunderpass+= Cox2

1
2
---Cox tot,=

Csub 1 2,( )
εsub

tsub
--------- 1

2
--- Aspiral⋅⋅=

Rsub 1 2,( ) ρsub

2tsub

Aspiral
----------------⋅=
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the rapid development of mobile communication systems in the
GHz range and the high-frequency capabilities of modern CMOS technology, i
est in CMOS transceiver front-ends is increasing, and building blocks that previo
were made in other technologies are now more and more realized in CMOS.
level of integration is increasing, and the move towards true systems-on-chip (
is clear. This brings about disturbance issues, as building blocks on the same
may influence each other. Moreover, the use of high-quality external filter
avoided, which may lead to increased interference both from other transceiver b
ing blocks and from external signals. In this work a brief overview was given
receiver and transmitter architectures, and the impact of system specification
choice of architecture on building blocks was analyzed.

One of the most challenging building blocks in a CMOS transceiver is the po
amplifier. A brief overview of PA issues such as efficiency and linearity was giv
Transistor modeling is a critical aspect of RF CMOS design. The drive towards
smaller devices complicates this, especially for analog, high-frequency and l
signal design. Also, in inductor modeling a more designer-friendly model is de
able.

The papers included in this work relate to many of the above aspects. Paper I,
III are focused on receiver front-ends. Paper I describes the design of a DCS re
with LNA, mixer and VCO integrated on the same chip. Paper II addresses
design, implementation and measurement of a low-IF GSM receiver front-en
paper III an analysis is presented of spurious signals in a receiver and the effe
choice of intermediate frequency (IF).

Paper IV and V both deal with transmitter aspects. In paper IV the design
class AB power amplifier with power control is presented, and in paper V the de
81
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and measurement of a class C power amplifier with internal frequency doubling
on-chip VCO is described.

FUTURE WORK

The development of mobile communication systems is towards higher frequen
as well as more broadband systems. On the other hand, old and new communi
systems will coexist for quite some time. For CMOS transceiver design this impli
targeting of higher frequencies, facilitated by technology development, and im
mentation of flexible transceivers so that a user may have one device to commu
in various systems.

The decreasing supply voltage will demand new solutions for well-known pr
lems. This process is, of course, on-going, and includes technology developm
new system specifications, and new design solutions for architectures and bu
blocks.

Transistor and inductor modeling remain challenging; good and reliable mo
are a necessity for the RF designer, even though architecture solutions such as
back loops and control signals may alleviate some problems. However, this inc
in complexity does not always come for free.
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SUMMARY OF INCLUDED PAPERS

In this section a short summary will be given of each paper, and the author’s co
bution to each paper is listed.

I. In this paper the design of a CMOS receiver front-end is presented that mee
DCS requirements. It includes a low-noise amplifier, a mixer and a fully in
grated voltage controlled oscillator.

Contribution: Design, manuscript.

II. This paper addresses the design and measurement of a fully integrated
receiver front-end, which performs image rejection, channel selection,
resists GSM blocking signals. a controllable gain of more than 100 dB
achieved.

Contribution: Design of some blocks (PGA, 2nd downconversion mixer), so

analysis (interfering signals).

III. An analysis is made of the impact of spurious signals in a receiver. It leads t
optimal choice of intermediate frequency for a fully integrated receiver, an
supported by measurement results on a GSM receiver front-end.

Contribution: Analysis, most of the manuscript.

IV. The design of a fully integrated CMOS power amplifier is described. The am
fier uses parallel output stages in order to optimize the efficiency for both
and low output power levels.

Contribution: Design, manuscript.

V. In this paper the design and measurement results are presented of a fully
grated CMOS power amplifier, suitable for direct-conversion transmitters
low-IF upconversion. The amplifier uses internal frequency doubling.

Contribution: Design, measurements, manuscript.
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A 0.35µm CMOS DCS Front-end with Fully Integrated
VCO

Abstract

The design of a 0.35µm CMOS front-end is presented which meets the DC
requirements. The front-end consists of a low-noise amplifier operating at 1.85 G
a mixer downconverting the RF signal to an IF of up to 250 MHz, and a fully in
grated voltage controlled oscillator with a tuning range of 460 MHz. The total po
consumption is 34 mW with a 2.5V supply, and the simulated maximum RF to
gain is 26.6 dB.
99

Based on: E. Cijvat, “A 0.35µm CMOS DCS Front-end with Fully Integrated
VCO”. © 2004 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, fromProceedings of the 8th
IEEE International Conference on Electronics, Circuits and Systems (ICECS)
2001, pp. 1595 - 1598. Malta, September 2001.
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1. Introduction

Recently the market for wireless applications has shown tremendous growth, r
ing in an increase in research and development of low-cost RF integrated circu
has been shown previously [1 - 4] that CMOS has the potential to be used for
GHz cellular communication applications. The advantage of CMOS compare
other technologies, such as for instance silicon bipolar (Si BJT) or III - V based tech-
nologies, is that a higher level of integration can be achieved by having the radio
quency (RF), intermediate frequency (IF) and baseband part of a transceiver
single chip.

An important aspect for a handset is battery lifetime. To extend this, ove
power consumption must be minimized. Since external components weigh he
on the costs of a handset, one of the goals of this design is to reduce the num
external components.

In this paper a CMOS downconversion front-end is described that meets
DCS-1800 specifications [5] for a handset receiver, which are to a large extent
lar to the ones for GSM-900. Differences are for example the frequency ban
operation (1805 to 1880 MHz for a DCS handset receiver) and details in the bloc
specification.

The front-end comprises a low-noise amplifier (LNA), a downconversion mi
and a fully integrated CMOS voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). An 1850 M
LNA with switchable gain is described, as well as a Gilbert-cell type mixer t
downconverts the RF (radio frequency) signal to an IF (intermediate frequenc
up to 250 MHz. The third block described is a VCO with a tuning range of 460 M
which provides the local oscillator (LO) signal to the mixer. According to simu
tions this VCO meets the DCS phase noise requirements. A 0.35µm BiCMOS tech-
nology, of which only CMOS transistors are used, is utilized for the design.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 system aspects will be expla
briefly, as well as their implications for the front-end subcircuits. In Section 3
design of the LNA, mixer and VCO will be discussed. Simulation results will be p
sented in Section 4, and Section 5 contains the conclusions.

2. System Aspects

The channel bandwidth for the DCS system is 200 kHz. With direct downcon
sion, the1/f noise of the mixer would impair the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). W
dual downconversion, more gain can be implemented before downconversio
baseband, alleviating this problem. A second advantage of dual downconvers
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that it facilitates gain distribution over the full receiver chain [6], so that noise a
linearity can be better optimized and stability problems can be reduced.

To reduce the number of external components, no filter is used between the
and mixer. This implies that neither the output impedance of the LNA or the in
impedance of the mixer needs to be matched to the impedance of a discrete fil
discrete band pass filter (BPF) following the antenna is assumed to be present

To achieve sufficient image rejection a quadrature mixer in combination wi
polyphase filter can be used [1], as indicated in Fig. 1. The VCO quadrature s
can be generated by using a polyphase network [2, 3] as well.

Since the DCS noise requirements are stringent, high gain in the RF part o
receiver is important. This includes the mixer, which therefore should be ac
However, a high gain in the RF part can compromise the total linearity of
receiver. System simulations have shown that a switchable LNA gain (5 or 20
gain) and a limited mixer gain (5 dB) are sufficient for the receiver to meet the D
noise and linearity requirements, assuming reasonable noise and linearity p
mance of subsequent blocks.

High-side injection is chosen for the downconversion, so that the VCO mus
tunable from roughly 1.95 to 2.15 GHz, leaving some flexibility to choose the IF

The choice for high-side injection is based on two arguments. Firstly, if a GS
DCS dual-mode receiver is designed, the VCO can be used for the downconve
of the GSM signal as well by increasing the tuning range beyond 2.15 GHz
using a divide-by-2 circuit. An advantage of this strategy is that the phase noise
formance of the divided signal will improve with approximately 6 dB [6]. Second
since no filter is present between the LNA and mixer, interferers will not be s
pressed except by the discrete BPF and the roll-off of the LNA. Thus the interfe
may be downconverted with harmonics of the LO, possibly distorting the des
signal. High-side injection moves these LO harmonics to higher frequencies.

The front-end was modeled to analyse the effect of interferers and harm
downconversion [7], taking into account the DCS interferer (blocker) spectrum,

Fig. 1. Receiver architecture
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and LNA roll-off, building block linearity, LO harmonics etc. It was found that for a
IF of 235 - 250 MHz, using high-side injection, the desired signal will not be d
torted significantly, i.e. the required bit error rate (BER) for DCS will be met.

3. Circuit Design

3.1. The LNA
The LNA consists of a single-ended, cascoded, inductively degenerated com
source stage, with an off-chip input tuning network to achieve a 50Ω input imped-
ance [3, 4]. Parasitics at the input node (originating from bonding wire, pad, pin
are included in this network. Assuming certain boundary conditions a trade-off e
between the noise figure and linearity of the LNA with respect to the quality factoQ

of this network, since a highQ yields a better noise figure but decreases the I3

assuming equal biasing conditions.
The LNA is loaded with an integrated inductor, tuning the maximum gain

1.85 GHz. The parallel capacitor in Fig. 2 is formed by parasitic capacitances a
output node. A voltage gain of around 20 dB is pursued. A resistor, controlled
switch, can be used to change the gain to a lower setting of about 5 dB (see Fi

Two parallel bondwires at the source of M1 provide inductive source degenerat

3.2. The mixer
Two mixers have been compared: a single-balanced and a double-balanced G
cell type mixer. The main advantage of a double-balanced mixer is a first-order
cellation of LO feedthrough. Depending on the sensitivity of the IF building blo
for an undesired signal atfLO, a double-balanced mixer - with one input AC
grounded - may be preferable over a single-balanced mixer.

The main advantage of the single-balanced mixer is that a lower power
sumption is needed to achieve similar gain, linearity and noise performance.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the 1.85 GHz LNA
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However, since no filter is present after the mixer, a double-balanced mix
utilized in this front-end (see Fig. 3).

3.3. The VCO
The VCO consists of a differential switching NMOS pair with a tail current sou
(see Fig. 4). Issues of1/f noise vs. thermal noise, while considering the DCS pha
noise requirements, have guided the choice for this architecture. The VCO is
coupled to a buffer, which drives the LO ports of the mixer and provides some is
tion between the VCO core and the mixer.

The inductive load is a differential octagonal inductor with a polysilic
grounded shield used to prevent the occurrence of image currents in the substra
With the available technology and careful layout a quality factor as high as 10 ca
achieved.

Tuning is achieved partly by a varactor, partly by switch-controlled capacit
the latter for discrete steps in carrier frequency. Thus the relative amount of var
capacitance is kept small, so that the degradation in phase noise performance,
degradation in quality factor of the total capacitance, will be small as well. The t
tuning range is 460 MHz utilizing 4 discrete steps.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the double-balanced mixer
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the VCO
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4. Simulation Results

Both the complete front-end and the individual building blocks have been simul
using SpectreRF. With a mixer IIP3 of 10 dBm (see Fig. 5), an LNA IIP3 of 0 dBm
and 21 dB of voltage gain preceding the mixer, the front-end IIP3 is expected to be
somewhat below -11 dBm. This was confirmed in front-end simulations.

Assuming the BPF has an insertion loss of 2.5 dB, this will result in a total fro
end IIP3 of -6.3 dBm. Using the low-gain LNA setting will result in a higher tota
IIP3.

The VCO meets the phase noise requirements for the DCS system, as is
trated in Fig. 6.

The maximum gain for the total front-end is 26.6 dB. Some loss occurs du
the capacitive coupling between the LNA and mixer. The total power consumptio
34 mW. The results for the front-end building blocks are summarized in table 1

A layout of the front-end (see Fig. 7) will be sent to fabrication. For the purp
of measurements an open-drain buffer is added at the output of the mixer.

Fig. 5. Simulated IIP3 of double-balanced mixer
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5. Conclusion

A 0.35 µm CMOS front-end has been described, meeting the requirements
DCS receiver according to simulations. The front-end consists of a low-noise am
fier operating at 1.85 GHz, a mixer that downconverts the RF signal to an interm
ate frequency of up to 250 MHz, and a voltage controlled oscillator with a tun
range of 460 MHz. Moreover, the VCO is fully integrated and meets the DCS ph
noise requirements.

TABLE 1. FRONT-END SIMULATION RESULTS

LNA gain (voltage)
NF
IIP3
S11
power cons.

22/8 dB
1.8 dB (high gain)
0 dBm (high gain)
< -12.7dB
8.8 mW

mixer gain (voltage)
NF (SSB)
IIP3
power cons.

5.6 dB
14 dB
9.9 dBm
10.5 mW

VCO tuning range
phase noise
power cons.

460 MHz (1940-2400)
-138.6 dBc/Hz @3MHz
14.8 mW (incl. buffer)

Fig. 7. Layout of the front-end
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This front-end does not entail a - generally discrete - filter between LNA
mixer. Thus, the number of external components is reduced while dual downco
sion is utilized.
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A 900 MHz Dual Conversion, Low-IF GSM Receiver in
0.35 um CMOS

Abstract

A low-power fully integrated GSM receiver is developed in 0.35-um CMOS. T
receiver uses dual conversion with a low IF of 140 kHz. This arrangement lessen
impact of the flicker noise. The first IF of 190 MHz best tolerates blocking sign
The receiver includes all of circuits for analog channel selection, image rejec
and more than 100-dB controllable gain. The receiver alone consumes 22 mA fr
2.5-V supply, to give a noise figure of 5 dB, and input IP3 of -16 dBm. A single f
quency synthesizer generates both LO frequencies. The integrated VCO wit
chip resonator and buffers consume another 8 mA, and meet GSM phase-noise
ifications.
111

Based on: S. Tadjpour, E. Cijvat, E. Hegazi and A. Abidi, “A 900 MHz Dual Con-
version, Low-IF GSM Receiver in 0.35µm CMOS”. © 2004 IEEE. Reprinted,
with permission, fromIEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits,Vol. 36, No.12, pp.
1992 - 2002, Dec. 2001.
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1. Introduction

Mobile wireless transceivers face relentless pressure for low cost, low power
small size. A highly integrated CMOS realization is therefore of interest. It is ge
ally ac–cepted that RF-CMOS circuits are good for short-range communicators
as DECT or Bluetooth, but whether CMOS can ever deliver a fully integra
receiver with competitive performance for a challenging cellular standard suc
GSM continues to be debated. Previous bipolar or CMOS GSM transceivers us
chip components to reject the image and large blocking signals [1]-[3], or defer t
tasks to the baseband sections [4].

This paper describes a fully integrated CMOS GSM receiver, which we bel
is the more challenging half of the transceiver. The circuit includes on-chip im
rejection and channel selection filter. It meets the requirements of GSM, yet
sumes a power comparable to the lowest numbers reported in prior art. Sect
describes the GSM system requirements and briefly discusses three different re
architectures. Section III explains the proposed architecture and the rationale b
it. The circuit design is covered in detail in Section IV, and finally, the experime
results and the layout issues are presented in Section V.

2. System Description

The 900-MHz GSM standard [5] requires receive sensitivity of 102 dBm fo
GMSK modulated signal that occupies a 200-kHz-wide bandwidth. To obtain a
nal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 9 dB at the demodulator at the target bit-error rate (B
the noise figure (NF) at the antenna output must be at most 10 dB. Assuming
insertion loss, and therefore NF, for the RF bandpass filter prior to the receiver i
this yields an upper limit of 7 dB for NF of the receiver itself.

What distinguishes GSM from other well-known cellular standards is
required receiver immunity to very large in-band signals, called blockers. Fi
shows the blocking profile for the GSM standard. The receiver must function a
target BER when the wanted channel is 3 dB above sensitivity level, and is acco
nied by blockers as strong as 100 dB larger. Receiver LO phase noise, image
tion, and 1-dB compression point all may be deduced from the blocking profile
pass the intermodulation test, a GSM signal 3 dB above the sensitivity level mu
detected by the receiver in the simultaneous presence of two blockers: a static
wave, and a GMSK modulated signal at -49 dBm. With 9-dB SNR and a 3-dB m
gin, this means that receiver IIP3 must be at least -21 dBm. At the preselect
input, this corresponds to an IIP3 of about -18 dBm.
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Any assessment of candidate architectures for integrated receivers should
with direct conversion to zero IF. The direct conversion receiver eliminates im
reject and off-chip IF filters. Instead, two integrated active low-pass filters inI andQ

paths select the wanted channel. However, the narrow 200-kHz GMSK-modu
GSM channel at zero IF contains significant energy at very low frequency, and th
fore cannot tolerate LO leakage, dc offset or second-order distortion product
without elaborate means to sense and remove these artifacts prior to demodula

Alternatively, downconversion to some low IF, such as 140 kHz, positions
signal above dc, obviating most of the aforementioned problems [4]. DC offset
be simply removed by a high-pass filter, and second-order distortion is not impo
since blockers only generate components near dc, which will fall below the do
converted signal spectrum. As in direct conversion, low-power active bandpass fi
can still select the wanted channel. However, unlike direct conversion, the imag
the downconverted adjacent or alternate channels can now dominate the chan
interest (Fig. 2). GSM limits the adjacent channel to be 9 dB larger than the de
signal, and the alternate channel to be 41 dB larger. The spectral tail of the G
modulated alternate channel dominates the image at this low IF, requiring an im
rejection of 26 dB. Fortunately, this can be easily realized on-chip.

If low IF is attractive for a GSM receiver, what is the best frequency plan
downconversion? Single conversion from RF to low IF is certainly the simplest
However, an important though not well-appreciated limitation of this plan ari
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from noise in the downconversion mixer. When translating a signal from a very
to a very low frequency, a current-commutating CMOS mixer always suffers f
large flicker noise at its output [7]. This can submerge the weak received si
which lies at low IF at the mixer output. Flicker noise at the output is inversely p
portional to the productSx T, whereS is the slope of the LO waveform at the instan
of commutation, andT is the LO period. Therefore, to lower flicker noise, the L
period should be large and its waveform square-wave-like [7].

This favors adual-conversionreceiver. The entire GSM band is first downco
verted to a first IF of, say, about 100 MHz. In a conventional receiver, an off-chi
filter would partly suppress the in-band blocking signals to relax the required lin
ity in the following stages. On a single-chip receiver, this is not a viable option. N
strong blockers, only mildly suppressed by the antenna preselect filter, prop
through the receiver circuits until finally attenuated in a baseband channel-sele
ter. This poses some problems previously unknown to superheterodyne rece
and ignored in previous work.

Consider, for example, dual conversion to zero IF. This suffers from seco
order distortion products at dc due to the blockers. For the GSM receiver, wher
in-band blocker 3 MHz away from the desired signal is 76 dB larger than the re
ence channel, this requires an IIP2 of at least 82 dBm in the baseband circuits

Blockers may also translate to the IF through circuit nonlinearity and mix
with LO harmonics [9]. This is important in GSM, which allows large blockers. F
example, a blocker lying at , subject tokth-order nonlinearity in the
front end mixes with thenth LO overtone and downconverts to IF. Front-end linea
ity, antenna filter selectivity, and the tuned load of the low-noise amplifier (LNA)
determine how important this effect will be (Fig. 3). Depending onn andk the choice
of IF, the troublesome blockers might lie very close to the GSM band, in which c

Fig. 2. Downconverted GSM channel, images of adjacent and alternate channel
and flicker noise.

frequency

nωLO ωIF+( ) k⁄
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preselect filtering before the receiver does not help. On the other hand, the corr
guarantees that all troublesome blockers lie far away from the GSM band. The
cal preselect filter and the dominant second- or third-order distortion in the front
blocks imply that the combinationsk = 2,n = 3 andk = 3,n = 5 are most problematic
with low-side LO injection, andk = 3, n = 2 for high-side LO injection. It follows
that with high-side LO injection, IF in the range 260-370 MHz is unsafe [10].

Incidentally, if the receiver front-end were perfectly linear, blockers
could still mix with LO overtones and downconvert to IF. The case on

= 1 arises when the blocker lies at the image frequency. Nonlinearity in baseban
cuit blocks prior to channel selection is also important. A blocker at
downconverts to the IF subharmonic, and after sufferingmth-order circuit nonlinear-
ity appears at IF. At low IF, this set of blockers may lie within the GSM band a
pass through the antenna preselect filter unattenuated. This enforces a minimu
earity on the IF circuit blocks. For high-side LO injection, an IF higher than 1
MHz prevents this from occurring, and for low-side injection an IF higher than 2
MHz.

Based on these various considerations, with high-side LO injection the IF sh
lie between 170-260 MHz to best suppress spurious downconversion of bloc
There is no such safe region for low-side LO injection [10].

3. Receiver Architecture

Fig. 4 shows the proposed receiver, a dual conversion to low-IF architecture. The
nal after low-noise amplification downconverts to a first IF (IF1). There, a progr
mable gain amplifier (PGA) boosts the wanted signal and close-in blockers, w
downconvert to a second, low IF (IF2) for most of the amplification and filtering
the receiver.

Fig. 3. Harmonic mixing and front-end nonlinearity translate the blocker (ωint) to
the same frequency as the desired signal.

nωLO ωIF+−

ωLO ωIF+ m⁄
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The receiver is considerably simplified if the two LO frequencies driving mix
at the first and second IF are derived from a single frequency synthesizer. With
chosen at 140 kHz, this consideration narrows down IF1 to 190 MHz if it is to lie
the safe region described above. Then, according to Fig. 1, the first image 380
away from the desired signal must be attenuated by 110 dB. A typical antenna p
ter for GSM will suppress this image by about 55 dB in its stopband, which me
that an IF1 polyphase filter and the tuned load of the LNA must suppress i
another 55 dB.

The gain of the single path (not quadrature) IF1 PGA is chosen so that bloc
do not overload the subsequent circuits and desensitize the receiver. Next,I andQ

mixers downconvert the GSM channel to IF2. Dual conversion improves rece
NF, first by providing larger gain before the high-noise baseband section, and se
by driving the second mixers at a lower frequency, which reduces their output fli
noise. An active polyphase filter at the IF2 serves the dual purpose of selection
desired channel, and rejection of the adjacent and image signals. This filter de
the wanted channel alone at its output in differential quadrature format. Variable
in the filter adjusts the signal level to lower dynamic range of the following sim
A/D converter. Analog channel selection as described here contrasts with most
published GSM receiver ICs, which defer this task to a digital filter.

A high IF2 will lessen the impact of flicker noise in the baseband circuits,
the image signal will be very large. Also, the channel-select filter at high IF2
consume more power. The second IF of 140 kHz is chosen as the best compr
between image rejection, flicker noise, and power dissipation.

The two LO frequencies are ganged. A divide-by-6 circuit generates the
frequency from the RF VCO. As the receiver tunes across the GSM band, IF 1 v

Fig. 4. Architecture of this GSM receiver prototype.
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by ±2.5 MHz in order for the wanted channel at IF2 to fall into the fixed passban
the channel-select filter. This varying IF is only possible when the receiver does
depend on a fixed off-chip filter. To tune across the 25-MHz-wide GSM band,
first LO frequency varies by 30 MHz.

In this frequency plan, it is possible for the fifth overtone of LO2 to couple to
receiver input through wirebond inductors, the substrate, or otherwise poor re
isolation. This overtone lies next to the desired signal, and comprises another s
blocker at the input. As long as it is not so large as to desensitize the receiver
overtone downconverts to dc and along with other dc offset is rejected by the cha
select filter.

Gain is distributed between the various blocks to maintain the cascade NF b
6 dB at minimum detectable signal, and the cascade input IP3 below -15 dBm
large blocking signal at the input can potentially drive the receiver into compress
lowering average gain, and raising receiver NF. On detecting a blocker, the rec
gain is lowered to improve linearity. The circuits are designed so that cascad
degrades by no more than 2.5 dB at low gain, which is better than the 3-dB degr
tion allowed by the GSM standard.

4. CIRCUIT DESIGN

All circuits described here operate from a 2.5-V power supply.

A. Low-Noise Amplifier

The low noise amplifier is a single-ended inductively degenerated common-so
stage (Fig. 5). A large voltage gain in the reactive input matching network overco
FET noise, enabling low NF at low currents. The input impedance is sensitive to
package and parasitic capacitors to ground. Stray capacitance at the gate of th
transforms down the input resistance as follows:

whereR is the real part of the LNA input impedance to the right of the parasitic, a
Cgs is the gate-source capacitance. The larger theCgs, the less the sensitivity toCp.
Therefore, the input FET W/L is chosen to be a large 350/0.35 um, whoseCgs is
about 350 fF. With a wire-bond inductance of 2 nH, the real part of at the gate is
Ω. The estimated total parasitic capacitance to ground is about 1 pF, which lo
the input re–sistance to 17Ω. An off-chip LC matching circuit serving as a narrow
band transformer restores this to 50Ω. The large FET must be biased at low (Vgs -

Re Zin[ ]
Cgs

2

R
2
Cgs

2
Cp

2ω2
Cgs Cp+( )2

+
----------------------------------------------------------------- R

2⋅≈
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Vt) to limit the LNA current, but too low a value will lead to smallfT and IP3. A bias
current of 4.5 mA gives a satisfactory compromise between these quantities.

An on-chip single layer metal-4 spiral inductor tunes the FET drain load t
GHz. InductorQ at this frequency is about 6. Three switch-selectable resis
placed across the inductor can vary the gain from 12 to 24 dB. The pMOS
switches of 160/0.35 um give low ON resistance and also improve load linea
This high-Q load inductor and the high-input matching network partly suppress
image 380 MHz away.

The cascode FET M2 lowers Miller multiplication of the input FETsCgd and
improves LNA reverse isolation. At high frequencies, junction capacitorCdb of M1
raises the high frequency output noise due to M2. This capacitance is lowere
merging the drain of the input device and the source of the cascode transisto
deleting metal contacts which are not required [11]. To lower noise due to sprea
resistance, the substrate is contacted close to the FET source junction.

The minimum LNA noise figure of 1.4 dB in the GSM band is obtained at a g
of 25 dB. It rises to 1.6 dB when gain is lowered to 20 dB. Measured LNA IIP3 is
dBm.

B. RF Mixers

The RF mixers downconvert the input signal to 190 MHz. It is most straightforw
to drive a single-balanced mixer with the single-ended output of the LNA. A sin
balanced mixer realized by a standard differential pair suffers from LO feedthro

Fig. 5. Common-source LNA circuit.
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at the output. The feedthrough tone is larger than the downcon–verted RF sign
the ratio , wherevRF is the RF input to the mixer (tens of microvolts
andVgs - Vt is the gate overdrive on the mixer input FET (hundreds of millivolts).
low-order on-chip filter cannot adequately suppress large LO feedthrough at
GHz while passing the desired signal at 190 MHz. One possibility is to use cur
boosting [12], which lowers, although does not eliminate, LO feedthrough by st
ing bias current away from the switching differential pair; however, this is at
expense of linearity.

A double-balanced mixer does not suffer from LO feedthrough, but needs a
ferential input. A differential LNA was not considered because it requires a ba
prior to the receiver, whose insertion loss directly adds to the RX noise figure. A
natively, two RF phase splitting buffers can follow the LNA, but they consu
power and degrade linearity. Instead, we chose to ac couple the single ended
of the LNA to one input each of two double-balanced mixers, whose other inputs
at ac ground (Fig. 6). Although each mixer’s single-ended noise figure is 3 dB hi
and the bias current is twice that of a single-ended mixer, this arrangement null
feedthrough and additive noise on the LO signal lines. Long-channel groun
source FETs at the mixer input improve linearity. Each mixer consumes 4 mA,
its double-side-band (DSB) noise figure is 10 dB with respect to the noise in 5Ω.
The subsequent polyphase filter rejects image noise in the mixer.

C. Polyphase Filter

Following the quadrature mixers, a passive RC polyphase filter passes the de
signal with an insertion loss of 9 dB, and rejects the image by more than 40 dB
tive to the de–sired signal. Three stagger-tuned stages (Fig. 7) are required to g

Vgs Vt–( ) 2vRF⁄

Fig. 6. Double-balanced mixer circuit.
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tee this image rejection across the GSM band, with a safety margin of±30% to cover
process spreads. The resistors in this filter are unsalicided polysilicon with the
cal sheet resistance of 133Ω/❏ and±20% process variation, and capacitors are MI
with 30-nm-thick oxide, which gives a density of 1 fF/um. The capacitor value va
by about±15% due to process spreads.

Passband loss in the polyphase filter is lowered by tapering up the resistan
the last stages [13]. Resistance of 2 kΩ in the last stage trades off noise and sign
loss. The first stage uses a 2-kΩ resistor to prevent loading of the first mixer.

To reject the image by 40 dB, the components in the four branches of the
must match to 1%. Capacitors of 200 fF or larger, and resistors occupying an ar
at least 70 um2 will match to this accuracy.

The LO commutates the RF signal current with a square wave. While the m
harmonic of LOQ lags LOI in phase, the third harmonic of LOQ leads LOI. Cert
out-of-band blockers will mix with LO harmonics and downconvert on top of t
desired signal. The polyphase filter passes those mixer products possessing th
sequence [17] as the desired signal, but rejects mixer products with the opp
sequence, of which the image signal is the most obvious one. Specifically, with h
side LO injection, the polyphase filter rejects the image at and also blo
ers at , . The additional suppression of this subset of blo
ers is a welcome bonus.

D. Programmable Gain Amplifier

A programmable gain amplifier (PGA) at IF1 adjusts receiver gain to limit the sig
level driving the second mixers. The PGA must be a wideband amplifier at the
IF of 190 MHz, which as a practical matter can provide a few coarse steps of
Fig. 8 shows the PGA circuit. The input FETs are sized as 120/0.35 um to lighte
capacitive loading on the polyphase filter. The PGA should be very linear at

Fig. 7. Three-stage passive RC polyphase filter.

ωLO ωIF+

3ωLO ωIF– 5ωLO ωIF …+
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intermediate nominal gain of 10 dB. At this gain, the input differential pair is deg
erated with linear resistors. Resistor loads further improve linearity and lower n

To step up gain to 20 dB, nMOS switches bypass the degeneration resistors
current is steered away from the loads to improve headroom. A pMOS switch in
allel with the 400-Ω load resistor steps down gain to 10 dB. For 0-dB gain, switch
short the differential input to the differential output, while another switch opens
connection toVDD. The input switch FET size of 12/0.35 um limits capacitor loadi
on the polyphase filter, yet gives an acceptably low ON resistance of 180Ω. The
PGA NF is 6 dB at maximum gain of 20 dB. For 8-dB gain, the PGA NF is 9 dB a
IIP3 is +19 dBm. The circuit drains 3 mA. The outputs of the PGA are ac couple
the next stage by two picofarad capacitors.

E. Second Mixers

Quadrature double-balanced second mixers downconvert the wanted GSM ch
to the IF2 of 140 kHz (Fig. 9). The 12-pF capacitor at each mixer’s output remo
high-frequency blockers as well as the signals upconverting to 380 MHz. The i
FETs are biased at a gate overdrive of 450 mV to handle amplified blocking sig
without gain compression. The outputs directly couple into the subsequent activ
ter.

A square-wave LO waveform switches the mixers to lower their output flic
noise. The mixer is laid out to minimize parasitic capacitance at the tail of each
ferential pair, which also helps to lower flicker noise [7]. The DSB noise figure is
dB relative to noise in a differential 100-Ω resistor, and flicker noise corner is below
40 kHz. The following active polyphase filter cancels image noise. Long-cha

Fig. 8. Programmable gain amplifier circuit.
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grounded source input FETs improve input IIP3 of the mixer to +15 dBm. E
mixer drains 1.5 mA, and gives a conversion gain of 6 dB.

F. Active Polyphase Filter

At IF2, the image signal is only 280 kHz away from the wanted signal. After qua
ture downconversion, both lie at the second IF of 140 kHz but in opposite seque
The image consists of the lower adjacent and alternate channels, folded over an
set in frequency relative to the desired signal. Based on the modulated spectru
image must be rejected by 26 dB (Fig. 10).

A single passivepolyphase filter stage can notch the image by 20 dB or m
across a bandwidth as wide as 30% of the null frequency. Therefore, image reje
from 20 to 260 kHz which spans one GSM channel centered at 140 kHz and

Fig. 9. Second mixer circuit.

Fig. 10. GSM reference channel downconverted to IF of 140 kHz, and images of
left adjacent and left alternate channels that overlap it.
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safety margin requires more than seven or eight stagger-tuned stages in cascad
raises the passband insertion loss to more than 10 dB, which is unacceptable.

An alternative is theactivepolyphase filter [14]. This filter’s frequency respons
is defined by a linear shift of a low-pass characteristic along the frequency
resulting in a bandpass filter with an arithmetically symmetric passband. A shif
ω0 is obtained by transforming the Laplace variables to (s - jω0). At the circuit level,
this means that each capacitor in a low-pass activeRC prototype is replaced by the
composite structure shown in Fig. 11 to realize an admittance (s - jω0)C. This
requires quadrature signal paths.

In practice, component mismatch in the filter branches, or phase and ampl
mismatch at the input of the filter, will limit image rejection. Any signal at the inp
of the filter can be decomposed into two set of quadrature signals with opp
sequences. The filterpasses one sequence and rejects the opposite sequence.
quency response to the wanted sequence is the shape of the filter passband
positive frequency axis, while to the unwanted sequence, it is the transition band
stopband on the negative frequency axis. In case of quadrature errors in the inpu
nals, theimagesignal can be decomposed into the unwanted sequence and a
wanted sequence. The frequency response to the image is now a linear superp
of the original filter response on the positive and negative frequency axes, weig
by the ratio of the two sequences.

Active RCand switched-capacitor filters are realized with high-gain opamps
linear resistors and capacitors, which makes them more linear thangm-C filters. The
activeRCrealization is chosen here to avoid an antialiasing filter. The sharper th
ter transition band, the greater the image rejection 280 kHz away. Actual im
rejection will also be limited by imbalance in the quadrature mixers, and compo

Fig. 11. Method to synthesize active bandpass polyphase filter from conventiona
low-pass prototype.
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mismatch in the two branches. The fifth-order Chebychev type-I filter constella
gives 1-dB passband ripple, rejects the adjacent channel by 30 dB, and adeq
suppresses image frequencies falling in its transition band. The filter is realize
cascading five stages of the type shown in Fig. 11.

Two-stage opamps drive the resistor loads (Fig. 12). Large FETs in the i
stage lower flicker noise. A Miller capacitor and series resistor compensate
opamp to a unity-gain frequency of 33 MHz. The common-mode feedback (CM
cir–cuit is also shown in Fig. 12. The two nMOS transistors sense the output vol
and the mirror forces equal current in the two pMOS transistors and drives the
mon-mode of the output nodes to the reference voltage. Long-channel pMOS
give high gain. Each branch drains a current of 15 uA. The 1.2-pF capacitors
pensate the feedback loop consisting of the main opamp and CMFB amplifier.

The filter is tuned by a 5-bit array of switchable capacitors in parallel wit
fixed capacitor, which gives±50% tuning range with 3% accuracy. Interleaving ga
and filtering in the cascade give the best results for the dynamic range. The a
able gain before each stage can trade off filter noise and signal-induced overlo
switch-selectable array of resistors at the input of each stage scales filter gain
prototype does not include an AGC loop, but makes available three pins for ext
gain control. The resistors are weighted to produce linear-in-dB gain. Total fi
gain, determined by process-independent resistor ratios, varies by 60 dB. The
has a minimum noise figure of 26 dB at maximum gain. At intermediate gain
input IP3 to out-of-band tones which produce in-band intermodulation is +25 dB

Fig. 12. Two-stage opamp used in filter, and accompanying common-mode feedb
circuit.
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G. Voltage Controlled Oscillator

A single voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) generates both LO frequencies,
complies with GSM phase noise requirements. The VCO is a tail-biased differe
LC oscillator (Fig. 13). MOS varactors tune the VCO frequency by 10%. The va
tors are laid out as 160 fingers of 2/0.35-um nMOSFETs. The inductors are oc
nal spirals with patterned polysilicon shields, giving aQ of 8 at 1140 MHz. The
inductor is designed with a fast simulator that accurately captures all metal and
strate losses [15]. The oscillator circuit is optimized for best phase noise at
power consumption using an understanding of the physical mechanisms of p
noise [16]. To lower flicker noise, the tail current sourceW x L is scaled up while
keepingW/L constant. FETVgs-Vt is large for low transconductance, which lowe
thermal noise in the drain current. The FET is laid out as an array of nine ann
transistors in parallel to reduce the capacitance at the tail, which lowers flicker n
upconversion gain [15]. The circuit consumes 3.4 mA from 2.5 V, and its phase n
as simulated on Spectre-RF is -142 dBc/Hz at 3-MHz offset from 1.1 GHz.

Quadrature differential phases are needed to driveI andQ mixers. A quadrature
VCO [19] automatically creates all these phases. For the same phase noise, th
the quadrature VCO must be biased at 12 mA. In this receiver, a passive polyp
filter follows the VCO to split the differential output into differ–ential quadratu
phases. Unlike VCOs biased at high currents [4], here, the polyphase filter resis
significantly loads the oscillator, and its 1-pF input capacitance strongly pulls os
lation frequency. Lowering resonator inductance to restore the frequency r
power consumption.

Two grounded source FETs with inductive loads buffer the differential VC
output. A narrowband T-section capacitive transformer boosts the filter’s in

Fig. 13. 1.1-GHz VCO.
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impedance (Fig. 14). The inductor load of the buffer resonates with the capac
input of the passive polyphase filter (PPF) at 1.14 GHz to give a gain of 6 dB.
buffer drains 2.7 mA. The polyphase filter attenuates the LO amplitude by abou
dB. Two sets of buffers, consisting of inductively loaded differential pairs with
nH series stacked inductors, boost the differential quadrature outputs of
polyphase filter to drive the mixers. The inductors yield 1 kΩ impedance at 1140
MHz to lower bias current to 0.9 mA. The entire LO generator consumes 7.9 m

5. Experimental Results

Fig. 15 shows SPECTRE-RF simulations of the entire receiver. The receiver
from single-ended input to differential output is as high as 100 dB, and the cas
noise figure is below 5 dB. Flicker noise was simulated throughout the design e
tion using the following expression for gate-referred noise voltage:

Fig. 14. VCO buffer with capacitive impedance transformer.

Fig. 15. Simulated frequency response and noise figure of receiver.
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In this technology, for nMOS is 8.2E -24 V2F, and for pMOS is 1.9E-24 V2F, and is
assumed constant at all bias voltages [18].

A receiver prototype is fabricated in 0.35-um CMOS in the STMicroelectron
BiCMOS6M process. The chip (Fig. 16) consumes an area of 2.2 x 4 mm, the chan-
nel-select polyphase filter consuming almost half of this. Separate supply lines l
interaction between the LNA and the rest of the receiver. Several ground pad
down bonded to the package to lower stray inductance. Electrostatic disch
(ESD) protection comprises two reverse-biased diodes connected to each pin
chip. The small diodes add little capacitance to the sensitive RF nodes, and are
rated by ground and rings to reduce the possibility of latchup. Symmetric lay
throughout the receiver guarantees required matching between and paths. Se
tine metal lines of variable pitch equalize interconnect capacitance between m

Fig. 16. Chip photograph.

Fig. 17. Measured input reflection coefficient versus frequency.
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outputs and filter inputs, and inside the LO circuits. The back side of the ch
attached with conductive epoxy to a 40-pin surface-mount alumina/glass packa

The measured input return loss is 12 dB in the GSM band (Fig. 17). The f
end comprising the LNA, first mixers, and the polyphase filter is first evaluated s
rately through test points. Front-end insertion gain is 20 dB in the GSM band, a
rejects the image on-chip by more than 55 dB (Fig. 18).

Next, receiver noise is measured up to the channel-select filter input usin
HP8870B noise-figure meter. This instrument only operates at IF of 10 MHz
higher, but is the most accurate way to measure noise. It is used to calibrate a
trum analyzer for noise measurement at IF of 140 kHz and below. In the white-n
region, measured receiver NF is 3.8 dB up to the second mixers. The channel-
filter degrades cascade NF by less than 0.5 dB. Due to onset of flicker noise, re
NF at 240 kHz IF is 4 dB, rising to 5.7 dB at 40 kHz. The extrapolated 3-dB flic
corner frequency is below 20 kHz, where the spectral density of the wanted cha
is down by more than 10 dB and the higher noise no longer matters (Fig. 19).

To test the immunity of the receiver to blockers, a single tone at each frequ
listed in Table I is applied to the receiver input, and the output at IF2 is measu
The receiver gain to a -99 dBm tone in the wanted channel is also measured. Th
ference between the two is the blocking rejection. All major blockers, including
image at the first IF, are rejected by more than 110 dB. As explained earlier
polyphase filter additionally attenuates a subset of blockers.

The channel-select filter gives the main amplification in the receiver. Its g
may be swept from about -2 dB to 58 dB, as shown in Fig. 20. The filter maintain
shape at all gain settings. The passband ripple is within 1 dB, and it rejects the
cent channel 100 kHz away by more than 35 dB. The measured frequency res
of the entire receiver at IF2, shown in Fig. 21, plots gain to the image at the se

Fig. 18. Measured on-chip image rejection at first IF.
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IF. At frequencies up to 70 kHz, the image response follows the folded-over fi
transition band. At midchannel, quadrature inaccuracy in the second mixers l

TABLE I. MEASUREDREJECTION OFLIKELY BLOCKING SIGNALS

Physical Effect RF Input Frequency
(MHz)

On-chip
Rejection(dB)

Rejection
Incl. Prefilter

1st Image (fLO+fIF1) 1328 56 111

Half IF (2fLO+fIF1)/2 1233 81.5 131

(2fLO-fIF1)/2 1043 72 114

(3fLO+fIF1)/2 1802 >91 141

(3fLO-fIF1)/2 1612 >109 159

Half IF (4fLO+fIF1)/2 2371 >93 148

(4fLO-fIF1)/2 2181 >93 148

HD3 in balanced (2fLO+fIF1)/3 822 97 142

IF1 circuits (2fLO-fIF1)/3 695 71 126

(3fLO+fIF1)/3 1201 76 126

(3fLO-fIF1)/3 1075 56 106

(5fLO+fIF1)/3 1960 >116 171

(5fLO-fIF1)/3 1833 >116 171

(3fLO+fIF1) 3604 106 161

(3fLO-fIF1) 3224 >103 158

Fig. 19. Measured receiver cascode
noise figure.

Fig. 20. Measured frequency response and
gain range of channel select filter.
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image rejection; as explained earlier, the image response now resembles a s
down version of the passband. At 40 kHz, the image at IF2 is suppressed by 2
and at 70 kHz by 37 dB. This is good enough.

The measured VCO phase noise at 1140 MHz is shown in Fig. 22. The V
meets the GSM phase-noise requirements at all offset frequencies by some m
At 3-MHz offset, the measured phase noise is -142 dBc/Hz and the flicker corn
the VCO is about 150 kHz. The measured results matches well with Spectre-RF
ulations. The VCO tuning range is about 10%. The phase noise changes by les
2 dB across the tuning range.

Fig. 21. Measured cascade frequency response of receiver to desired signal and
ond image.

Fig. 22. Measured VCO phase noise.
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6. Conclusion

A fully integrated dual-conversion to low-IF RX is implemented in 0.35-um CMO
process. Dual conversion to low-IF lowers the impact of baseband noise. The
choice of IF for first downconversion substantially lowers the impact of the block
This IF also allows use of a single VCO to synthesize both LOs. A multifunct
active polyphase filter selects the desired GSM channel and rejects the image
by more than 27 dB across the filter passband. Table II summarizes receiver p
mance. The image signal at first IF is rejected by the LNA and three-stage polyp
filter by more than 40 dB. The minimum cascade noise figure is 5 dB and the cas
input IP3 is -16 dBm. The receiver consumes 22 mA from a 2.5-V power supply.
VCO and buffers drain another 8 mA.

This work illustrates the power of evolving a radio architecture with cogniza
of the strengths and limitations of circuits. This design approach has enabl
highly integrated all-CMOS solution to the difficult GSM receiver problem with
power consumption among the lowest to date.
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Spurious Mixing of Off-Channel Signals in a Wireless
Receiver and the Choice of IF

Abstract

Circuit nonlinearity and LO harmonics can cause large interferers to translate
the same intermediate frequency as the desired channel. The mechanisms re
ble for spurious mixing, which are distinct from intermodulation distortion, are a
alyzed and catalogued. The analysis leads to an optimal choice of IF for a fully
grated 900 MHz GSM receiver that resists all blockers.
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1. Introduction

It is clear that today’s wireless transceivers for mobile communication, espec
those operating in the range of 1 to 5 GHz, increasingly must be more integrate

A higher level of integration requires the circuit designer to eliminate off-c
filters: for instance, the passive image-reject filter after the low-noise ampl
(LNA), and the intermediate frequency (IF) filter used to suppress adjacent and
of-band signals [1]-[3]. Now much stronger adjacent channels, variously ca
interferers or blockers, will traverse the receiver after only mild attenuation in
antenna preselect filter, eventually to be suppressed at IF or baseband. The bl
disturb the receiver in a number of well-known ways, through reciprocal mix
gain desensitization and intermodulation distortion. These problems are less
with low phase noise oscillators and more linear amplifiers, and are roughly inde
dent of the numerical choice of IF. Unfortunately this is not all. Due to circuit non
earity and harmonic mixing, blockers may translate to exactly the same IF a
desired channel. This problem of spurious mixing is known only qualitatively
receiver experts [4]-[6]. The object of this paper is to clearly delineate all the im
tant mechanisms of spurious mixing, and to relate them to circuit design and rec
architecture.

Investigating these mechanisms, we find that for a given profile of allowa
blockers the problems of spurious mixing go away at certain intermediate freq
cies. At these IFs it becomes possible to remove the customary off-chip filterbet
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Fig. 1. GSM blocking signal template.
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the LNA and mixer. This enables the complete integration of receivers for cell
systems such as GSM that allow very strong blockers. Fig. 1 shows the blocker
plate [7] for the 900-MHz GSM receive band. In a certified GSM receiver, the r
of signal-to-noise and interference with the wanted channel 3 dB above the sen
ity level accompanied by a blocker up to 100 dB larger should be the same as
the wanted channel alone at the sensitivity level.

In Section II, we model the front-end and how it generates harmonics. The
Section III different mechanisms of spurious mixing are described, and the re
are applied to the GSM standard to find a good range for IF. Finally, Section IV
sents the measured blocking tolerance of a fully integrated GSM receiver w
architecture evolved out of this analysis.

2. Modeling Receiver Front-End

Fig. 2 shows a generic front-end for a superheterodyne receiver. The RF presele
ter connected to the antenna passes the band of interest, but suppresses out-
blocking signals. Together with the LNAs tuned input matching network, it s
presses blocking signals by some amountAttBPF(∆f), where∆f is the frequency off-
set from the desired channel. Signals in the preselect filter’s passband inev
suffer a small insertion lossLBPF. The termAttLNA(∆f) refers to how much the tuned
load of the LNA and any image reject filter that follows attenuate blocking sign
Ln signifies how much lower thenth LO harmonic is when compared to the fund
mental.

There are three important nonidealities in a receiver front–end.
1. LNA nonlinearity: This creates harmonics of an incoming RF signal and block

as well as intermodulation products.

2. Mixing with LO harmonics: For highest conversion gain, the mixer must co

pletely commutate the RF signal with a square wave at the LO frequency. Th

fore, the strong odd harmonics of a 50% duty cycle square-wave LO, given b

 Fig. 2. Generic superheterodyne receiver front end.
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BPF

IFblockIRF

LBPF
GLNA Gmixer
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mix with the full span of the RF input spectrum, which in–cludes in addition to

channel of interest, various strong blocking signals.

3. Nonlinearity in IF circuits: This shifts interferers lying at subharmonics of IF on

the wanted channel.

Therefore, an input interferer at this frequency

 (2)

wherek, m, n are integers, after being subject to these three possible imperfectio
the receiver, will coincide in frequency at IF with the desired signal. Herek refers to
the kth-order nonlinearity of the LNA,n is thenth LO harmonic, andm represents
themth-order nonlinearity of the IF circuits after the mixer.

In any circuit withkth-order nonlinearity, the difference∆P between the funda-
mental output signal and the kth-order intermodulated signal in decibels is [5]

 (3)

where IIPk is the kth-order input intercept point andPin is the input power. For a
wide-band receiver, thekth-order harmonic generated by a single-tone can
deduced using a similar definition

 (4)

where the fundamental is located atf1 and thekth-order harmonic atkf1. The rela-
tionship between IIPk andPk,oi is

 (5)

Since it is customary to characterize nonlinearity in RF circuits in terms of in
cept point IIPk, from here on we use this to also represent distortion in single-t
blocking signals.

3. Mechanisms of Disturbance by Spurious Signals

Different mechanisms are distinguished by combinations ofn, k andm. Three sepa-
rate mechanisms may be identified as follows.

Mechanism 1: Harmonic Mixing, m = 1, n & k >1: An interferer lying at subject
to kth-order nonlinearity in the RF frontend, mixes with thenth LO harmonic and
downconverts to IF (Fig. 3). It overlays the desired signal, which has appeared
through the intended undistorted am–plification in the LNA, followed by downc
version by the fundamental frequency of the LO. For the receiver to function pr

sq ωLOt( ) 4
π
--- ωLOtsin

1
3
--- 3ωLOtsin …+ + 

 =

f interf nf LO f IF m⁄±( ) k⁄=

∆P k 1–( ) IIPk Pin–( ) Pfund out, Pk out,–==

∆Ph k 1–( ) Pk oi, Pin–( ) Pfund out, Pk out,–==

Pk oi, IIPk 10 klog+=
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erly, an unintentionally downconverted interferer must lie below the desired si
by some specified carrier-to-interference ratioC/I

 (6)

The wanted channel is amplified in the LNA and mixer by power gains ofGLNA and
Gmxr, respectively. At IF, the desired signal’s power is then

 (7)

On the other hand, the interferer is subject to a different set of gains and losse
interfering signal∆f away from the RF band is first suppressed in the RF prese
filter. Then its kth harmonic atkfinterf, calculated using (4), is additionally sup
pressed in the tuned load of the LNA. The interferer downconverts to IF by mix
with thenth LO harmonic. Finally at the mixer output, its strength in dB is

 (8)

where
Pdes Minimum power of desired signal

Pinterf power of interfering signal (from the antenna) according to the blo

ing profile

LBPF insertion loss of the band pass filter in the RF band

AttBPF(∆f) attenuation of the antenna pre-select filter and the LNA input mat

ing network at an offset frequency∆f

∆f distance of interferer to the RF receive band

AttLNA(∆f) attenuation by the tuned load of the LNA and/or the image reject

ter at an offset frequency∆f

∆fk distance ofkth order harmonic of blocker at LNA output to the R

receive band

fLO

finterf

5fLO3fLO

kfinterf

fIF
fIF

P

f

Fig. 3.  Harmonic mixing with mechanism 1.

Pinter f IF, Pdes IF,
C
I
----–<

Pdes IF, Pdes Lbpf– GLNA Gmxr+ +=

Pinter f IF, k Pinterf LBPF– AttBPF ∆f( )–( ) GLNA k 1–( ) IIPk 10 klog+( )–+=

AttLNA ∆f k( )– Ln– Gmxr+
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Ln loss ofnth LO harmonic relative to the LO fundamental.

By inserting (7) and (8) into (6), we arrive at the minimum of the LNA that lea
to the required carrier-to-interfer–ence ratio for a certain BER [7]

 (9)

If the circuit properties are known but unalterable, the equation may be rearrang
determine the required selectivity of the RF preselect filter

 (10)

Next, let us find the values of IF which satisfy this inequality for a GS
receiver. To start with, we must know the characteristics of the prefilter. Fig. 4 sh
the frequency response of a typical commercially available 947-MHz SAW fi
intended for the GSM receive band. Then, based on previous experience wit
CMOS circuits, we assume that in a well-designed LNA the IIP3 is 0 dBm, and IIP2
is +12 dBm. As defined by the relationship , the most troub
some interferers susceptible to third-order nonlinearity(k = 3, n = 3) lie in the fre-
quency range 890 MHz <finterf < 1025 MHz, and due to second-order nonlinearity(k

= 2, n = 2) lie in the range 890 MHz <finterf < 1020 MHz. After downconversion by
the mechanisms described above, if the interferer is tonot coincide at IF with the

IIPk LNA,
k

k 1–
-----------Pinterf LBPF–

k
k 1–
-----------AttBPF ∆f( )–

1
k 1–
----------- AttLNA ∆ f k( ) Ln+( )⋅–>

10 k( )log–
1

k 1–
----------- Pdes

C
I
----– 

 –

AttBPF ∆f( ) Pinterf
k 1–

k
-----------L

BPF

1
k
--- AttLNA ∆ f k( ) Ln+( )

k 1–
k

----------- IIPk 10 klog+( )
1
k
--- Pdes

C
I
----– 

 ––

––>

Fig. 4.  Typical RF prefilter.
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desired signal, the following must hold, respectively, for low-side LO injecti
wherefLO = fRF - fIF, and for high-side LO injection wherefLO = fRF + fIF:

    or  (11)

By stepping through all GSM channels in the range 935 MHz MHz, this lead
undesired ranges of fIF shown in Table I for variousn andk.

The undesired responses invoked by the special case of have
called "Able-Baker spurs" [6].

Mechanism 2: Mixing of Interferer With LO Harmonic,m = k = 1, n > 1: Even
if the RF front-end is perfectly linear, LO harmonics in the mixer will downconv
interferers lying at to IF (Fig. 5). For the receiver to functio
normally in the presence of these interferers, the following inequality must hold

 (12)

TABLE I. UNDESIREDFIF REGIONS(MEGAHERTZ) DUE TO MECHANISM 1

Low-Side Injection High-Side Injection

k=2 k=3 k=2 k=3

n=2 13 - 47
40 - 140

- 13 - 57
40 - 170

265 - 292
340 - 377

n=3 171 - 285 15 - 53
30 - 105

- 15 - 68
30 - 135

n=4 340 - 376
382 - 412

148 - 180
199 - 225
247 - 300
332 - 375

- -

n=5 - 269 - 310
322 - 355

- -

f IF

n f RF k f interf–

n 1±
-------------------------------------≠ f IF

k f interf n f RF–

n 1+−
-------------------------------------≠

n k– 1=

f interf n f LO f IF+=

fRFfLO

fIF

f

in
te

rf
er

er

fIF

nfLOP

Fig. 5. Harmonic Mixingm=k=1, n>1 (mechanism 2).

Pinterf AttBPF ∆f( ) AttLNA ∆f( )– Ln–– Pdes
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In this case, since the interferers of concern lie far away from the freque
band to which the receiver is tuned, they are subject to the full stopband loss o
RF prefilter and then further attenuation in the LNAs tuned load. GSM allows ou
band interferers to be as large as 0 dBm at the antenna; that is, 102 dB larger th
minimum detectable desired signal. Assuming that a practical preselect filter (F
offers a stopband loss of 55 dB at best, the interferers must be suppressed roug
another 55 dB on chip. The tuned input matching network and LNA load will e
be partly responsible for this attenuation. For example, forn = 3 and an LO of 1 GHz
with a reasonable IF of, say, 100 MHz, an LNA tuned by an on-chip inducto
moderateQ and impedance-matched at its input suppresses the interferer in que
by more than 20 dB relative to the wanted signal. Then the interferer mixes with
third LO harmonic, which is one third the amplitude of the LO fundamental, and
translates the interferer to IF with one third (-10 dB) the conversion gain seen b
desired signal. Another 25 dB of attenuation is still needed. If this is not forthc
ing, the interferer will jam the desired signal, and then can only be tolerated as o
the exceptions granted by GSM [7]. However, more than a few such interferers
soon exhaust the quota of exceptions.

With high-side LO injection, the interferers in question will lie yet further out
frequency. However, the filters described above will attenuate them by almos
same amount because, in practice, far away stopband loss tends to flattens
some maximum value. In a superheterodyne receiver which uses off-chip filters
problem is solved by placing an image reject filter, which is identical to the prese
filter, after the LNA. Now the cascaded stopband loss of the two filters pushes d
all out-of-band interferers by more than 100 dB relative to pass-band signals.

It is clear that unless the IF is exceptionally high, mechanism 2 is largely in
pendent of IF. Also that the classic image in wireless reception is a special ca
this mechanism, whenn = m = k = 1.

Mechanism 3: Subharmonics of IF, k = n = 1, m > 1: Interferers may be shifted
onto the desired signal because of nonlinearity in the IF circuits. An interfere

mixes with the LO and downconverts tofIF/m. Then, subject to IF cir-
cuit nonlinearity, itsmth harmonic appears atfIF (Fig. 6).

Depending onm, if the interferers in question initially lie in the RF filter’s tran
sition band they are only slightly attenuated before entering the receiver. For no
operation, the minimum linearity in the receiver’s IF section, as characterized
intercept point, is

f LO f IF m⁄+
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 (13)

This expression imposes lower bounds on the IF. Once again, let us see how
mechanism works with GSM blocking signals. The IF circuits are usually fully d
ferential; as a result they will largely suppress even-order harmonics. Based o
cuit simulations, we assume an IIP3 of +10 dBm at the IF input to the receiver, an
supposing a 3% FET mismatch an IIP2 of +40 dBm in the IF differential circuits.
Then with 935 MHz <fRF < 960 MHz, Table II presents the lower bounds on whe
the receiver is immune to this mechanism.

Note that a blocker at can be subject to spurious mixing by the fi
mechanism withn = k, that is whenm (mechanism 3) replacesk (mechanism 1).
However, in the two cases the blocker appears at IF by entirely different proce
In the first mechanism, RF circuit nonlinearity shifts the interferer to a higher
quency, where it is attenuated by the tuned LNA load. In mechanism 3, howeve
interferer is close to the RF band, and downconverts to a subharmonic of the IF

The well-known half-IF interferer [3], , is a special case of mech
nisms 1 and 3.

With this background, let us study some previously published GSM receive
understand their vulnerability to the spurious mixing of large interferers. It should
noted that the authors of these works make no mention of what steps they to
any, to lessen their receivers’ exposure to these vulnerabilities.

TABLE II. UNDESIREDFIF REGIONS(MEGAHERTZ) DUE TO MECHANISM 3

Low-Side Injection High-Side Injection

m=2 0 - 150 0 - 160

m=3 0 - 113 0 - 105

IIPm IF,
m

m 1–
-------------Pinterf LBPF–

m
m 1–
-------------AttBPF ∆f( )–

m
m 1–
------------- AttLNA ∆f( )⋅–>

10 m( )log–
1

m 1–
------------- Pdes

C
I
----– 

 – Gmxr GLNA+ +

fRF
fLO

fIF

f

in
te

rf
er

er

2nd 3rd

fIF

P

Fig. 6.  Downconverted interferer appears at a subharmonic of IF (mechanism 3)

f LO f IF m⁄±
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A. Example: GSM Receiver With IF of 71 MHz

This receiver [1] uses a passive RF filter before and after the LNA to cascad
stopband losses, and therefore strongly suppress out-of-band blockers from en
the mixer. Suppose that in the interest of higher integration, we remove the filter
the LNA. First consider mechanism 1. Assume the desired signal lies at 935 M
and that the LO is high-side injected at 1006 MHz. Withn = 3, k = 3, IIP3,LNA = -7.5
dBm,L3 = 10 dB,Pdes= -99 dBm,Pinterf = 0 dBm, LBPF = 3 dB,C/I = 12 dB, and
an approximate attenuation of 15 dB at 3finterf due to the LNA load, it follows from
(10) that the RF prefilter must attenuate an interferer at 983 MHz ( )
at least 28 dB. This is not possible with today’s prefilters (Fig. 4).

Next consider mechanism 3 withm= 3. An interferer at 997 MHz suffers almos
no attenuation through the LNA. Using (13) withAttBPF = 26 dB,AttLNA = 0 dB,
GLNA = 15.3 dB andGmxr = 10 dB, the required IIP3,IF > +34 dBm. This is too high
for a practical on-chip IF circuit, which means that the receiver is also vulnerab
blocking by this interferer.

These calculations show that with a 71 MHz IF a post-LNA filter is mandato
and a GSM receiver using this IF cannot be fully integrated.

B. Example: GSM Receiver With Low IF of 100 kHz

Suppose the low-IF receiver for DCS-1800 [9] is re-tuned to 900 MHz GSM. T
blocking templates for both standards are very similar. With the desired signal a
MHz, and assuming high-side injectionfLO = 950.100 MHz, mechanism 3 expose
the receiver to an interferer at , for example, withm = 2, at 950.150
MHz or 950.050 MHz. However GSM limits the strength of interferers within 6
kHz of the desired signal to less than -43 dBm. The resulting downconverted blo
on to the desired channel is inconsequential.

If mechanism 1 is at work, and assumingn = k, the candidate interferer lies a
. This amounts to merely replacingm above byk, and again the perti-

nent interferers pose no threat. For example, assuming comparable IIPk of the LNA
as the one used in the receiver described in [8], the ranges of undesired IF are s
to the ones in Table I, and therefore the low IF is safe.

However, for mechanism 2 and withn = 3, an interferer 0 dBm strong at roughl
2850 MHz + 100 kHz ( ) might overwhelm the desired signa
As it propagates through the receiver, this interferer is attenuated in the presele
ter by, say,AttBPF = 60 dB. It is further attenuated in the tuned load of the LNA.
this load is a parallel LCR circuit with quality factorQ and assuming thatfIF << fLO,

f LO f IF 3( )⁄+

f LO f IF m⁄+

f LO f IF k⁄±

f interf n f LO f IF+=
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it follows that its gain to an interferer close tonfLO compared to its gain to the
wanted signal close tofLO is in the ratio1 : nQ. With aQ of, say, five this amounts to
AttLNA = 23 dB. In mixing with the third LO harmonic whoseL3 = 10 dB, the left-
hand side of (12) amounts to -93 dBm while the right-hand side may add up to
dBm. This violates the inequality in (12), exposing a vulnerability.

4. Experimental Validation on a Receiver with Optimal IF

The results of the analysis above were used to develop the frequency plan of a
integrated 900-MHz CMOS GSM receiver [8]. The prototype receiver was fa
cated in 0.35-um CMOS. Considerations of flicker noise at the output of the
mixer lead to the choice ofdual conversion to low-IF. Given the GSM template of
allowed channel strengths, it is relatively easy to choose the second IF close t
kHz because now the image need only be rejected by about 20 dB. However, w
the first IF? This is where the analysis above gives guidance.

According to the analysis, with high-side LO injection a first IF in the range
170-265 MHz is immune to interference caused by mechanisms 1 and 3 (Tab
and II). It turns out that for lowside LO injection there is no "good" IF. Interes
ingly, Rohde and Bucher in their textbook [4] have come to the same conclusion
page 112, they note that generally "the difference mixer with high-side oscill
provides fewer spurious responses."

Mechanism 2 remains a problem. The responsible interferers cannot be
quately rejected by the prefilter alone, and must be additionally suppressed b
frequency-dependent gain in the LNA. As was explained earlier in the examp
the low IF receiver, the antenna prefilter and the LCR tuned load of the LNA do
adequately suppress the interferers that GSM allows at 3 x the frequency o
receive band (3420 x 190 MHz in this case). Therefore, a notch in the LNA
quency response must be realized at these frequencies. The most convenient
do so is by resonating a capacitor in parallel with the LNA FETs source degener
inductor at the desired notch frequency (Fig. 7). This inductor is realized wi
bondwire [8], which resonates at around 3 GHz with the capacitance of the bon
and PN junction present at the source terminal. Simulations suggest that wit
high Q of the bondwire inductance, the notch may be as much as 100 dB below
gain peak.

The receiver uses a high-side LO and a first IF of about 190 MHz [8]. The s
ond IF is selected to be 120 kHz. This choice of IFs gives a simple integer ratio
x between the required LO frequencies at the two stages of downconversion
allows both to be synthesized with a single VCO and a simple divider.
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The prototype receiver circuit was subjected to a comprehensive range of
blockers. The test consists of applying a tone at each of the frequencies list
Table III, accompanied by a reference signal 3 dB above the sensitivity level in
middle of the GSM receive band. The amplitude of the interferer tone is raised

TABLE III. M EASUREDBLOCKING SIGNAL REJECTION FOR AGSM RECEIVER[8]

Physical Effect RF Input Frequency
(MHz)

On-chip
Rejection(dB)

Rejection
Incl. Prefilter

1st Image (fLO+fIF1) 1328 56 111

Half IF (2fLO+fIF1)/2 1233 81.5 131

(2fLO-fIF1)/2 1043 72 114

(3fLO+fIF1)/2 1802 >91 141

(3fLO-fIF1)/2 1612 >109 159

Half IF (4fLO+fIF1)/2 2371 >93 148

(4fLO-fIF1)/2 2181 >93 148

HD3 in balanced (2fLO+fIF1)/3 822 97 142

IF1 circuits (2fLO-fIF1)/3 695 71 126

(3fLO+fIF1)/3 1201 76 126

(3fLO-fIF1)/3 1075 56 106

(5fLO+fIF1)/3 1960 >116 171

(5fLO-fIF1)/3 1833 >116 171

(3fLO+fIF1) 3604 106 161

(3fLO-fIF1) 3224 >103 158

Fig. 7.  LNA circuit with notch filter to suppress third harmonic, and associated
frequency response.
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its in-band spurious response overtakes the reference signal. Measurements
that the receiver rejects all potential interferers, including the image signal, by m
than 105 dB. An on-chip circuit in this receiver attenuates the image chan

, at the first IF. It also suppresses image channels downconverted b
LO harmonics, of which the principal one is - the sign reversal is due
the fact that the quadrature sequence is reversed for the third harmonic of the 

These results show the practical outcome of the analysis in the design of an
grated receiver robust to interferers.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a systematic and comprehensive analysis of how circuit im
fections cause adjacent and out-of-band signals incident on a wireless receiv
translate to the same frequency as the desired signal. The comprehensive an
reveals mechanisms in wireless receivers other than the well–understood interm
lation distortion, whereby adjacent and out-of-band signals become "interfer
Some of these signals, although initially distant from the wanted channel but
merically related in frequency, mix via spurious mechanisms on to it at IF and in
fere with its detection.

Knowing the profile of adjacent channel strengths, characteristics of the ant
filter, and the typical nonlinearity in the RF circuits, we can predict the strength
spurious mixing products. In some cases, such as mechanism 1 and 3, the onl
to counter the resulting problems is by proper choice of intermediate frequenc
Mechanism 2 is often most important, since here, blocker suppression dep
exclusively on filter attenuation and LO harmonics.

In a fully integrated receiver which dispenses with fixed external filters to s
power and physical volume, the problems of spurious mixing are particularly pr
ing. Based on this analysis, a fully integrated GSM receiver with a unique freque
plan was developed. Measurements on the prototype, which uses only one of
filter for RF preselection, verify that it suppresses all blockers by more than 105

We expect that an awareness of spurious mixing will add yet another crite
that guides the choice of receiver architectures in the future.
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A Fully Integrated 2.45 GHz 0.25 um CMOS Power
Amplifier

Abstract

A fully integrated differential class-AB power amplifier has been designed i
0.25um CMOS technology. It is intended for medium output power ranges suc
Bluetooth class I, and has an operating frequency of 2.45GHz. By using two pa
output stages that can be switched on or off, a high efficiency can be achieve
both high and low output power levels. The simulated maximum output powe
22.7 dBm, while the maximum power-added efficiency is 22%.
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1. Introduction

With the recent emergence of short-range communication standards such as
tooth, the research interest for highly integrated power amplifiers (PAs)
increased [1-13]. For frequencies up to several GHz and low to medium ou
power, CMOS may be an alternative to stand-alone power amplifiers, offerin
higher level of integration in a relatively cheap technology, in exchange for less
ciency and a lower maximum output power.

In most communication systems transmitter output power control is require
order to increase the battery lifetime, it is important to have a relatively high e
ciency over the whole PA output power range, i.e. for both lower and higher ou
power, since the PA is more likely to operate at lower  than higher output powe

For the Bluetooth standard the highest output power is 20 dBm (class I, [
which is feasible for CMOS implementation (see [1-13]). Moreover, a constant e
lope modulation scheme is used, implying that linearity of the PA is not a crit
issue for this standard.

In this work a class-AB power amplifier is described that consists of two sta
with the output stage comprising two parallel blocks that may be switchedon or off

(see fig. 2). In this way the efficiency may be optimized for different output po
settings. The output impedance transformation network is fully integrated.

The paper is structured as follows: First some PA theory is described, the
design itself is presented. Simulation results are shown in Section 4, and finally
clusions are presented.

2.  Analysis

In fig. 1 a current source with impedance transformation networkT is shown. This
serves as a model for an ideal output stage, where the transistor operates as
trolled current source drivingRopt, the transformed load impedanceRL. The maxi-
mum signal amplitude isVDD, and the ideal maximum output power is given by

(1)

out

RLRopt

T

VDD

Figure 1. Principle of impedance transformation.

Pout max ideal,,
VDD

2

2Ropt
-------------=
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Thus, for a givenVDD, Ropt determines Pout,maxassuming a maximum voltage swing
ForPout,max= 22 dBm andVDD = 3.3 V, the optimum load resistanceRopt is equal to
34 Ω.

The power added efficiency (PAE) is defined as

(2)

wherePDC is the power supplied by the battery, which is signal-dependent for m
types of PAs. The PAE typically is maximum for an output power close to Pout,max

and decreasing fast for lower output powers [5]. Therefore, for a high average
ciency, the PA may be designed to have differentPout,maxby changingRopt or VDD.
In this work the former strategy is used.

Non-idealities

For high voltage swings the transistor will enter the linear region, and no lon
behave as an ideal current source. This is commonly modeled with the knee vo
Vknee[15]. The output voltage swing is reduced toVDD - Vknee, and the maximum
output power may be written as

(3)

Assuming an output stage with an integrated current-supplying inductor a
switch at VDD, allowing the whole stage to be turnedon or off, other non-idealities
may be identified such as the series resistance of the inductor and the on-resi
of the supply switch, both reducing the bias voltage at the drain. Moreover, the fi
output impedance of the transistor and the finite quality factorQ of the passives in
the matching network will cause power loss. To compensate for these losses, a
generally designed for a higherPout,max by reducingRopt in Eq. 3.

3.  Design

A fully integrated 2.45 GHz PA was implemented in a 0.25um CMOS technology
order to implement different output power settings and increase the average
ciency, two parallel output blocks were used (see fig. 2). Due to die size cons
ations the number of parallel blocks was limited to two.

The matching network was chosen so that a maximum output power of 22
was achieved with both blockson. When one stage isoff, the matching network pro-
vides a higherRopt and thus a lowerPout,max. In this way a relatively high average
efficiency over the total PA output power range can be achieved.

PAE
Pout Pin–

PDC
-----------------------=

Pout max,
VDD Vknee–( )2

2Ropt
-------------------------------------=
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For the output stage no cascode transistors are used, since this would inc
the knee voltage and thus decreasePout,max. A switch in the signal path at the outpu
would also have a negative impact on the output power and thus on the effici
and was therefore avoided as well.

The input capacitance of the output stage forms a large part of the total ca
tance at the drain ofM2 which is parallel toLD, see fig. 2. When switchingoff one
stage (by changing the gate bias toVDD and opening theVDD switch), the input
capacitance will change significantly. In order to decrease the impact on input
tuning, a rather small AC coupling capacitance is used between the input- and o
stage.

By connecting the two output nodes as shown in fig. 2, the two parallel st
shareL1, C3 andLbw. Only C1, L2 andC2 are available to separately designRopt for
each stage. Moreover, due to numerous parasitic capacitances and size restrict
integrated passives, the impedance transformation ratio cannot be varied over a
range.

Generally when parallel output stages are used, power combining is im
mented either through a transformer [3] or transmission lines [5]. In this des
however, the two stages are not isolated, meaning that the network of one stag
an impact on the impedance transformation of the other.

The matching network for one output stage may be drawn as shown in fi
The two output stages are connected at pointP.

When for example the lower stage in fig. 2 is switchedoff, FET Mb is brought
into the linear region, thus providing a low impedance. Assuming this to be a s
one can see from fig. 2 that the equivalent capacitance parallel toC3 will be larger.

Ma
LG

VDD

in

out
L2

+

- Vs

Rs

C1
C2

M1

Vb M2

LD

Mb

VDD

L1 C3
RL

Figure 2. Simplified single-ended schematic of the PA with two parallel output
stages.

Lbw

LS
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This decreases the transformation ratio for the upper stage, thus increasingopt,
which is desirable when only one stage ison.

The two stages are unequal, having different FET widths and different cap
tance and inductance values, and thus different transformation ratios and gains

Comparing fig. 2 with fig. 3 one can see that the matching network includes
asitic capacitance at the drain of the FET (incorporated inC2), as well as the on-chip
output node (inC3).

The 5M1P 0.25um CMOS technology offers thick-metal inductors with qua
factors ranging from approximately 5 to 15. ForL2 andLS inductors provided by the
manufacturer were used.LD and L1 were designed using Fast Henry [16] an
ASITIC [17]. For the integrated matching network, MOM (metal-oxide-met
capacitors with highest quality (Q) factor available in this technology were used. Th
FETsMa andMb in fig. 2 do not have minimum gate length, but 0.32µm, and have a
higher breakdown voltage.

out
L2

C1

C2

L1 C3
RL

Ropt

P

Figure 3. The matching network for one stage, with the FET represented as an ideal 
rent source.

Lbw

Figure 4. Plot of the PA layout.
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4.  Simulation Results

The above described design was simulated using SpectreRF, with BSIM3v3 mo
Post-layout parasitics were taken into account. The layout is shown in fig. 4. A l
area is occupied by the integrated passives, and a substantial area saving m
achieved by using differential inductors [18].

In fig. 5 some simulation results are shown. The maximum PAE (22 %
achieved forPout slightly belowPout,max(which is about 23 dBm, see fig. 5.b). Th
center frequency for both cases (stage 1+2 and stage 1 only) is approxim
2.45GHz. The simulation results are summarized in table 1.

From table 2 a comparison can be made between this PA and previously
lished work. It can be seen that the PA presented in this work performs quite
given the limitations of an on-chip matching network and class-AB. Moreover,
PA includes measures to improve the average efficiency.

TABLE I. SIMULATION RESULTS, SUMMARY

PAEmax 22%

Pout (differential) 22.7 dBm @2.45GHz
@PAEmax

power gain 28 dB @PAEmax

total die area 6.25 mm2 including pads

Pout (stage1 only) 17.2 dBm PAE=15.8%

Pout (stage 2 only) 12.4 dBm PAE=6.1%

Figure 5. Simulation results, a). Frequency response, b). Pout as a function of Pin.

a. b.

stage 1+2

stage 1

stage 1

stage 1+2
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output
matching

power
control

class

off-chip steps, 5dB C

off-chip - AB

on-chip - E/F3

off-chip - AB

off-chip
(transm. lines)

3 parallel
stages

F

off-chip - F

off-chip - AB

on-chip - F?

off-chip - F?

partly on-chip - A

off-chip - AB

partly on-chip - E

partly on-chip - AB?

on-chip - C

on-chip 2 settings AB
TABLE II. COMPARISON OF MEDIUM POWE

Pout (dBm)
frequency

(GHz)
efficiency (max) technology

[1] 15 (@P-1dB) 0.9 <30% (η) 1um CMOS

[2] 23.5 (max) 1.9 35% (PAE) 0.35 um (Bi)CMOS

[3] 33.4 (@max PAE) 2.4 31% (PAE) 0.35um (Bi)CMOS

[4] 28.2 1.9 30% (PAE) 30GHz BiCMOS

[5] 24.8 (max) 1.4 49% (PAE) 0.25um CMOS

[6] 31.8 (max) 0.9 43% (PAE) 0.2um CMOS

[7] 30 (@max. PAE) 1.8 45% (PAE) 0.35um CMOS

[8] 20 (max) 1.9 16% (η) 0.8um CMOS

[8] 22 (max) 2.4 44% (η) 0.25um CMOS

[9] 17.5 (max) 2.4 16.4% (PAE) 0.35um CMOS

[10] 23 (max) 2.4 42% (PAE) 0.18um CMOS

[11] 30 (max) 0.7 62% (PAE max) 0.35um CMOS

[12] 9 (@P-5dB) 2.4 16% (P-5dB) 0.18um CMOS

[13] 18.6 (@max PAE) 0.9 30% (PAE max) 0.6um CMOS

this
work

22.7 (@max PAE) 2.45 22% (PAE max) 0.25um CMOS
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5.  Conclusions

A 2.45 GHz power amplifier has been designed in a 0.25um CMOS technology.
PA is fully integrated, including output matching network. Simulations show tha
output power of 22.7 dBm may be achieved with a maximum PAE of 22%. The a
age efficiency has been improved by using two parallel output stages.
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A Fully Integrated CMOS RF Power Amplifier with
Internal Frequency Doubling

Abstract

The design and measurement results of a fully integrated 0.18µm 1P6M CMOS
power amplifier with internal frequency doubling are presented. Two designs w
measured, one stand-alone PA and one PA with a VCO on the same chip. Sin
PA and VCO operate at different frequencies, this configuration is suitable for di
conversion transmitters or low-IF upconversion as oscillator pulling will be reduc
The maximum output power is 15 dBm, and the maximum drain efficiency is 10
at an output operating frequency of 2.4 GHz. An analysis of the efficiency is giv
167

Based on: E. Cijvat, N. Troedsson and H. Sjöland, "A Fully Integrated CMOS RF
Power Amplifier with Internal Frequency Doubling". Submitted toAnalog Inte-
grated Circuits and Signal Processing.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the wireless communications market has grown significantly.
tems such as GSM have matured, and new systems such as UMTS, Bluetoo
IEEE802.11 are now commercially available. In handsets the level of integration
increased, in order to reduce the number of chips per handset as well as the n
of external components. In many cases CMOS is the technology of choice fo
parts except the power amplifier.

However, for frequencies up to several GHz and low to medium output po
the research interest for highly integrated CMOS power amplifiers (PAs)
increased [1-7]. They may be an alternative to stand-alone power amplifiers, off
a higher level of integration in a relatively cheap technology, generally in excha
for less efficiency and a lower maximum output power.

When having the PA on the same chip as a VCO (voltage controlled oscilla
one of the problems occurring is oscillator pulling, i. e. the VCO oscillation f
quency changes due to the PA output signal. This is a problem if the PA and VCO
operating at nearly equal frequencies. for instance in a direct-conversion or lo
transmitter. Several strategies can be used to alleviate this problem, such as co
ing the LO signal from two VCOs in a direct conversion transmitter or by upconv
sion in several steps [8]. The approach used in this work is to have a bu
upconverter in the power amplifier by cancelling the fundamental signal and utili
the second harmonic, thus making sure that the VCO and PA are operating at d
ent frequencies.

In mixers, so-called even-harmonic conversion has been widely used [9
especially for millimeter-wave or receiver applications. With regard to power am
fiers the technique has been described and used previously [11-13], but has
authors’ knowledge not been used in CMOS integrated PAs.

For fully integrated power amplifiers, which include the output impedance tra
formation network, the limited quality factor of the integrated passives diminis
the efficiency. An efficiency analysis of the PA with transformation network as p
sented in this work will be given.

Since many wireless communication systems operate with an output pow
the 10 - 20 dBm range for the handset, this PA was designed for an output pow
that range, aiming at a high efficiency. Moreover, linearity was not considered to
critical issue since many wireless systems use a constant envelope modu
scheme. Therefore the PA was biased in class C.
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2. Power Amplifier Analysis

One of the frequency components automatically generated in a PA biased in
class A is the second-order harmonic. Thus, internal frequency doubling ma
achieved if this harmonic is large enough compared to other output harmonics. W
the drains of two stages are tied together to the same load, as shown in Fig. 1
odd harmonics are cancelled if the inputs are driven with a differential signal. T
may be referred to as a push-push configuration [11].

An important issue when using frequency doubling in the PA is signal conte
A narrowband FM input signal can be written a

, where . The second orde
output signal is given by:

 (1)

As can be seen, the 2nd order harmonic carries the same signal information a
fundamental. This approximation is valid for most current commercial mobile co
munication systems such as for instance GSM, DECT and Bluetooth. From
above equation it can also be seen that a phase shift in the input signal will resu
double phase shift in the output signal. Thus, if a quasi-differential amplifier is u
in order to get a differential output signal, the second stage must be driven with a°
phase shift relative to the first stage, as shown in Fig. 1b. The PA is thus driven
quadrature signals.

Ideal PA response

Assuming that the output stage of the PA can be modeled as an ideal current s
with a maximum voltage swing of 2VDD at the drain node, the DC, fundamental an

Fig. 1. a). A single-ended PA stage with cancelled odd harmonics, b). differential ver
sion.

Vin-Vin+

Vout

Vin∠90°Vin∠180°Vin∠0° Vin∠270°

Vout+ Vout-

a. b.

x t( ) A ωctcos Am ωct( ) xBB t( ) td∫sin–= m xBB t( ) td∫ 1«

x
2

t( ) A
2

DC
1
2
--- 2ωct( )cos m 2ωct( ) xBB t( ) td∫sin–+≈
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2nd order response of the PA depend on the conduction angle or class in whic
PA is biased [14]. The DC current is given by

 (2)

whereImaxis the maximum output current andα is the conduction angle (in radians
The magnitude of the second order harmonic may be written as

 (3)

This results in a maximum efficiency for the second order harmonic of

 (4)

For this ideal PA both the fundamental and second order responses (outpu
rents normalized to the maximum output currentImax), as well as the efficienciesη1

[14] andη2 are depicted in Fig. 2, as a function of the conduction angleα.
From Fig. 2 it can be seen that the 2nd order response is approaching the fund

mental for small conduction angles, i.e. for a PA biased deep in class C. More
the efficiency is high in that region, also for the 2nd order output signal. A disadvan
tage of deep class C is, however, that the maximum output power is relatively l
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Fig. 2. a). Ideal normalized DC, fundamental and second order output current as functio
the conduction angle, b). drain efficiency for the fundamental and second-order output.
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In this deduction it is assumed that the PA does not have a so-called knee vo
Vknee[14], that only the relevant harmonic is seen at the output, and that the
resistanceRopt is always optimized for maximum voltage swing (2VDD) with maxi-
mum current swing Imax.

Maximum output power

The maximum linear output power for an ideal PA, modeled as a current source
a certain drain bias voltageVDD, is given by

 (5)

whereRopt, the impedance seen at the drain, is the load resistance transformed
transformation network (see Fig. 3) designed to achieve maximum current and
age swing simultaneously.

The MOSFET DC current is supplied throughL1. The section formed byLbw

(the output bondwire inductance) andC3 can be seen as a low-pass up-transform
tion L-section, and the sectionC1 andC2 as a down-transformation stage. In theo
this provides us with enough degrees of freedom to ensure sufficient bandw
while being able to freely choose the transformation ratio. However, both paras
and size limitations for integrated passive components limit the impedance tran
mation ratio. Parasitic capacitances from the pad may be included inC3, while para-
sitic capacitances at the drain are included inC1. For the PA with internal frequency
doubling the network must be tuned so that the desired impedance transformat
achieved at twice the PA input frequency.

Assuming all passive components are ideal, the output power will be the sam
the power at the drain. For a linear output power of around 15 dBm (32 mW) a
supply voltage of 3.3V,Ropt becomes 172Ω, implying an upward impedance trans

Pout max,
VDD

2

2Ropt
--------------=

Fig. 3. a). A PA with transformation network (shaded area), b). an ideal model.

out

RLRopt

T

VDD

a. b.

Lbw

C3

C2

C1

L1
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formation with respect to the standard 50Ω load. However, this is highly dependen
on both the desired output power and the supply voltage. Due to non-idealities i
PA and transformation network,Ropt must be chosen with some margin for pow
loss, i.e. a lowerRopt is chosen. In the next session we will look more into non-ide
ities of the transformation network.

3. Implementation

The quasi-differential PA as described in the previous section was implemented
0.18µm 1P6M CMOS technology with the option of 3.3V supply. Since we aimed
output powers of 15 - 20 dBm, this supply voltage was chosen, and thus non-
mum length MOSFETs were used in the final stage. One test chip included a pa
polyphase filter, a pre-amplifier and the PA, as shown in Fig. 4, while a second
chip included both a quadrature VCO and the PA (consisting only of a final stage
shown in Fig. 5.

The motivation for the circuit in Fig. 4 was to test the concept of internal f
quency doubling, as well as the output power and efficiency of the final PA st
The polyphase filter provides the driving stage with I- and Q- signals, but has a
nificant signal loss. The driving stage then amplifies the signal again.

For the VCO core in the circuit of Fig. 5 PMOSFETs were used, so that
VCO output voltage swings around ground, the desired bias voltage of the PA i
The two blocks can then be connected without buffers or coupling capacitors; a
advantage is that this fixes the PA input bias voltage, while an advantage is th

Fig. 4. Simplified schematic of the stand-alone PA including polyphase filter and driving st

Vo+ Vo-

Vi+ Vi-

Vi+

Vi-

Vo+
Vo-

Vi+

Vi-

Vo+
Vo-

Vout+ Vout-
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signal degradation will take place between the VCO and PA. The switched tunin
the varactor as shown in Fig. 5 has been described earlier [15].

Non-idealities of the PA implementation

The equation for the maximum output power, Eq. 5, is valid under the assu
tion that the transformation network is ideal (i.e. lossless), and that the PA trans
does not have a knee voltageVknee. First we will look into the non-idealities of the
final stage of the PA.

One of the most crucial non-idealities in any PA implementation is the k
voltage, i.e. the minimum drain voltage necessary to have the PA operating a
amplifier.Vkneewill reduce the maximum voltage swing and thus the maximum o
put power, according to

 (6)

Fig. 5. Schematic of the VCO and PA, including the varactor with continuous and disc
tuning.

Vout+ Vout-

Vctrl

-+

vctrl
M1 M2

VaractorVi+ Vi- Varactor

Vq- Vq+

Pout max,
VDD Vknee–( )2

2Ropt
-------------------------------------=
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For deep submicron CMOS technologiesVkneemay be up to 50% ofVDD, using the
common definition for the knee voltage [14]. This may be considered too high;
in the triode region the final stage may still operate as an amplifier. The knee vo
reduces the efficiency with a factor of

 (7)

Non-idealities of the transformation network

The integrated passives that make up the impedance transformation network, in
ing the “RF choke” inductorL1, all have a limited quality factor. In this design bot
poly-insulator-silicon and metal-insulator-metal capacitors are used. The indu
are differential, saving area and yielding a higherQ factor. One of the inductors is a
so-called stacked inductor with 3 metal layers, while for the other one only the
layer is used. The inductor design and modeling was done in-house [16]. The t
formation network was designed to transform the 50Ω antenna impedance to
approximately 90Ω at the frequency of operation.

For the transformation network of Fig. 3 with suitable capacitor and induc
values, including aQ factor of 12 for the inductorL1, MATLAB simulations show an
efficiency of the transformation network of 75%, i.e. the power loss from drain
output will be about 1.2 dB. Moreover, in a real impedance transformation netw
also capacitor non-idealities and interconnect parasitics will cause power losse

Combined efficiency example

With a conduction angleα=2.1 (giving the maximum 2nd order output current, see
Fig. 2),Vknee/VDD=0.1 and aQ factor of 12 for inductorL1, the combined efficiency
following from Eqs. 4 and 7 becomes:

 (8)

In the above analysis the impact of FET non-linearity (apart from the knee volt
and efficiency was not taken into account.

4. Results

In Fig. 6 the chip micrograph of the PA with VCO is shown. For the measurem
both the stand-alone PA and the PA with VCO were packaged in an LCC pac
and attached to a PCB.

ηknee

VDD Vknee–

VDD
------------------------------=

ηtot η2ηkneeηQ 0.64 0.9× 0.75× 0.43 43%= = = =
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The stand-alone PA

The purpose of this circuit was to verify that the internal frequency doubling work
and to characterize the final stage. Due to the on-chip polyphase network us
generate the quadrature phases the gain is low. In the measurements the circu
therefore preceded by a Mini-Circuits amplifier.

In Fig. 7 measurement results for the stand-alone PA are shown,. compensat
the power loss in output cables which added up to approximately 1.8 dB at 2.3 G

Fig. 6. A chip micrograph of the PA with VCO.
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Parasitics related to the bondwires, package and board were estimated and tak
account in the design. S22 measurements showed a phase difference between the
nals at Vout+ and Vout-, caused by inequality in bondwire parasitics for the symme
cal differential output. This problem was more prominent when the PA w
operating with large signals. The mismatch in S22 was largely corrected by adding
discrete components at the outputs Vout+ and Vout-. The measurement results ar
shown in Fig. 8.

The correction resulted in a slight decrease in maximum output power and
efficiency.

The PA with VCO

The differential outputs of this circuit were corrected in order to have approxima
equal S22 and suitable Ropt at the frequency of operation. The matching was wo
than for the stand-alone PA, mainly due to the discrete values of the external co
nents.

In Fig. 9 the output power and efficiency as function of Vdd,vco is shown.
Increasing Vdd,vco is equivalent to increasing the input power of the PA stage. T
maximum output frequency was 3.27 GHz. The VCO used in this circuit was
optimized for the purpose. Therefore, it could not drive the PA sufficiently which
a negative impact on the efficiency and output power. Moreover, the oscillation
quency was not in agreement with the optimum PA operating frequency. There
passive off-chip components were used to tune the PA output to the desired
quency.

Fig. 8. Results for uncompensated and compensated outputs, a). output power, b). d
efficiency.
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In Fig. 10 the output frequency vs. control voltage is shown, as well as the
put power and drain efficiency.

The output frequency was measured for a VCO control word of (1111). Ma
mum VCO oscillation frequency was 1.637 GHz, the minimum oscillation freque
1.522 GHz, resulting in a VCO tuning range of 115 MHz or 7.3% for one con
word setting.

Fig. 10b shows that the output power and thus drain efficiency is varying w
Vctrl. This is partly due to the PA frequency response, as shown in Fig. 11, and p
to the dependence of the VCO tank quality factor on Vctrl. The output power is
almost constant in the frequency range 3.05-3.23 GHz with a variation of 0.7
while decaying for higher frequencies. For this measurement the VCO drive wa
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Fig. 10. Measurements for varying Vctrl, a). output frequency, b). output power and drain
efficiency.
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Fig.

low
low
l for

-

than

f the
maximum, thus the output power is lower than for the measurements shown in
9.

Fig. 12 shows the output power as function of Vdd,PA, illustrating the knee
effect, and the drain efficiency. The maximum efficiency occurs for relatively
supply voltages; this illustrates the fact that for equal driving power, the PA with
supply voltage has a clipped output voltage waveform, which may be beneficia
the efficiency [14]. For even lower supply voltages (Vdd,PA< 0.6 V, see Fig. 12b) the
MOSFET will be in triode and thus have a lowergm, resulting in a decreasing effi
ciency.

Measurements of both circuits showed that the gain in each block is less
expected from simulations. This may be due to a lower transistorgm or lower induc-
tor Q value. This has a large impact on the total gain, but also on the efficiency o
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PA and power consumption of the VCO. In Table 1 the measurement results are
marized.

In table 2 this work is compared to other fully integrated CMOS power amp
ers. It must be noted that this is the only PA with internal frequency doubling.
explained in Section II, the efficiency and the output power are degraded sinc
2nd harmonic is taken instead of the fundamental.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A fully integrated class-C power amplifier with internal frequency doubler has b
designed and measured. A 0.18µm 1P6M CMOS technology was used. The circuit
suitable for a direct-conversion or low-IF transmitter, since the PA and VCO do
operate at the same frequency. Thus, VCO pulling will be reduced. The maxim
output power is 15 dBm, with a maximum drain efficiency of 10.7%. The concep
internal frequency doubling was tested both in a stand-alone PA and a PA with V
on the same chip.

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF MEASUREMENT RESULTS

maximum PA output power 15 dBm

maximum PA drain efficiency 10.7%

VCO frequency range 1.522-1.637GHz

active area: stand-alone PA
VCO + PA

1.44 mm2

2.25 mm2

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF FULLY INTEGRATEDCMOS PAS

Pout (dBm) freq.
(GHz)

η (max) technology
output

matching
other class

[2] 33.4 (@PAEmax) 2.4 31% (PAE) 0.35um (Bi)CMOS on-chip - E/F3

[3] 20 (max) 1.9 16% (η) 0.8um CMOS on-chip - F?

[4] 17.5 (max) 2.4 16.4% (PAE) 0.35um CMOS partly on-chip - A

[5] 9 (@P-5dB) 2.4 16% (P-5dB) 0.18um CMOS partly on-chip - AB?

[6] 18.6 (@PAEmax) 0.9 30% (PAEmax) 0.6um CMOS on-chip - C

this
work

15 (max) 2.4 10.7% (η) 0.18um CMOS on-chip freq. dou-
bling

C
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	Fig. 1.2. A general transceiver architecture.


	1.3. Structure of the thesis
	The thesis is divided in two parts: a general introduction in part I and a selection of relevant ...
	Part I: General Introduction
	In part I, basic aspects of communication systems are revised, divided in receivers, transmitters...
	Much of the contents in chapter 2 and 4 has already been presented in [1]. However, the author ha...

	Part II: Included Papers
	The papers included in part II cover many of the aspects described in part I. Papers I, II and II...
	Papers IV and V both describe issues related to fully integrated CMOS transmitters. In paper IV t...



	Chapter 2 Receivers for Mobile Handsets
	2.1. Introduction
	In this chapter an overview is given of the most common receiver architectures, such as the direc...

	2.2. Receiver Architectures
	As shown in Fig. 1.2, the function of the receiver front-end is to convert the incoming RF signal...
	2.2.1. Heterodyne Receivers
	One of the most common architectures is the heterodyne receiver (see Fig. 2.1). The radio frequen...
	Fig. 2.1. A heterodyne receiver architecture, a). architecture, b). downconversion in the frequen...
	The RF signal is downconverted in the mixer, which is also provided with a local oscillator (LO) ...
	Often fLO and fRF are so far apart that the signal is not downconverted to baseband but to a rela...

	Fig. 2.2. A double-conversion heterodyne receiver architecture, a). architecture, b). downconvers...
	If then the IF signal will be at negative frequencies. If no special measures such as complex mix...
	An advantage of double-conversion heterodyne receivers is that the total gain in the receive path...
	The main disadvantage of the double-conversion heterodyne receiver is its complexity, including t...


	Image Frequency
	One of the main problems of the heterodyne receiver is the presence of an undesired signal at the...
	A downconversion block converts the desired signal at wRF to . For convenience it is assumed that...
	Fig. 2.3. The problem of the image frequency.
	Two possible solutions for this problem exist: Firstly, the undesired signals can be prevented fr...
	The former is highly dependent on filter characteristics, e.g. selectivity, in combination with t...
	In order to get substantial image suppression from filtering, two conditions must be fulfilled (s...

	Fig. 2.4. A band pass filter utilized to provide image rejection.
	The filter requirements generally lead to the use of higher-order (> 4th) band pass filters. A di...
	Using a discrete filter between the LNA and the mixer has severe disadvantages. Both the output o...

	2.2.2. Direct Conversion Receivers
	A direct conversion receiver has a single downconversion stage, as depicted in Fig. 2.5. In order...
	The baseband signal can be filtered with a low pass filter (LPF). Depending on the amount of adja...
	Fig. 2.5. A direct conversion receiver, a). architecture, b). direct downconversion in the freque...
	The main advantage of direct conversion is the simple structure, since it has no image frequency ...
	Some serious drawbacks exist for this architecture [6], [17]. If the desired signal will be corru...


	2.2.3. Image Rejection Receivers
	As explained in section 2.2.1, the image constitutes a severe problem in heterodyne receivers. Be...
	In any image reject architecture, mismatch in the I and Q signal paths is a crucial issue. Genera...


	Hartley and Weaver Image Reject Architectures
	A Hartley downconversion architecture is depicted in Fig. 2.6. The RF input signal, after passing...
	Fig. 2.6. The Hartley image reject receiver architecture.
	After the RF signal has passed the mixer, the desired frequency component is selected by means of...
	Assuming ideal components and an ideal phase shift network, the image is rejected completely. The...
	For a Weaver architecture, the phase shifting block in the Hartley architecture is replaced by a ...
	A special case of image reject receivers, the ‘double-quadrature downconverter’, was presented in...

	Fig. 2.7. The Weaver image reject receiver architecture.

	Polyphase Filters
	The low pass filters, phase shifters and adder of the Hartley architecture can be replaced by a s...
	Fig. 2.8. An unloaded two-stage polyphase filter.
	Fig. 2.9. Schematic polyphase characteristic, a). one stage, b). two stages.
	2.2.4. Subsampling Receiver
	Since most of the receive bands in communication systems are narrowband, the principle of subsamp...
	Fig. 2.10. Principle of subsampling: a). The RF input signal, where fc >> fs, b). Ideal sampling ...
	In the case of ideal sampling, the bandlimited RF signal at the carrier frequency fc is multiplie...
	After sampling the RF signal, filtering can be used to select the desired frequency component, wh...

	Fig. 2.11. A subsampling receiver architecture.
	An advantage of the subsampling downconverter, compared to for instance the heterodyne downconver...
	(2.1)

	where Df is the frequency offset from the RF carrier frequency fc. It is then obvious that for la...
	The major disadvantage of the subsampling mixer is that noise and interfering signals that reach ...




	2.3. Receiver Requirements
	The system parameters used in the various communication system specifications (e.g. [7], [8] and ...
	2.3.1. Total Receiver Noise Figure and IIP3
	The description of noise and linearity performance in terms of the total noise figure (NF) and i-...
	Fig. 2.12. Representation of a system as consisting of m building blocks.
	According to Friis’ equation [29] the total noise figure of this chain can be expressed as:
	[dB] (2.2)

	with the noise factor Ftot as
	(2.3)

	If the input- and output impedance of each block are matched, then Av [dB] is equal to Ap [dB], t...
	The input-related 3rd order intercept point IIP3 is defined as the input amplitude A0 of two inpu...

	Fig. 2.13. The fundamental and 3rd order output signal for a non-linear block.
	From the plot one can find two ways to extract the IIP3:
	If the IIP3 of each block in the receiver chain is known, the total IIP3 can be calculated as:
	(2.4)

	where Avi is the voltage gain of block i (not in dB). For a receiver with a BPF, LNA, IRF, a mixe...
	(2.5)

	where it is assumed that the filters are perfectly linear. Under the assumption that Avi and Api ...

	Fig. 2.14. A possible receiver front-end architecture.

	2.3.2. System Specifications vs. Receiver Requirements
	In this section the GSM system is used as an example to illustrate the relation between system sp...
	A GSM mobile receiver must, under various specified test conditions such as the presence of block...
	Fig. 2.15. In-band and out-of-band blocking levels for GSM.
	Fig. 2.16. Co-channel and adjacent channel blocking signals
	The blocking signals can disturb the desired signal in a number of ways, such as through intermod...


	Desensitizing
	One of the problems in existing circuits is gain compression, i.e. a reduction of the gain for la...
	For RF circuits a 1-dB compression point is usually characterized, i.e., the input power for whic...
	(2.6)

	so that if the compression point is known, the IIP3 can be estimated. Deviation from this relatio...
	Fig. 2.17. Gain compression for large input signals.
	If a small desired signal is accompanied by a large blocking signal, the blocking signal can caus...

	Fig. 2.18. Desensitizing due to a large blocking signal, a). input, b). gain compression for the ...

	Harmonics and Intermodulation
	Another effect of non-linearities in building blocks is the generation of spurious components. If...
	In Paper III an analysis is made of internal spurious signals, applied to a GSM receiver.
	Intermodulation is defined as the generation of spurious components when two or more signals are ...
	Fig. 2.19. Intermodulation in a non-linear element.
	Fig. 2.20. Non-linear system with a single tone input signal.
	The third-order intermodulation is generally considered to be the most harmful, because the resul...
	Only one intermodulation test is specified in the GSM specifications [7]: the intermodulation pro...
	[dBm] (2.7)

	where DP is the difference in power [dBm] between the fundamental component and the intermodulati...
	The single intermodulation test may appear to be somewhat superficial, since larger blocking sign...
	For third order intermodulation the difference DP between the fundamental component and the inter...
	(2.8)

	where Pin is the input power and Pfund,out and P3,out are the fundamental and third order output ...
	(2.9)

	For single-tone interferers a definition analog to IIPk may be deduced, namely the input-related ...
	. (2.10)

	The relationship between IIPk and Pk,oi is given by
	. (2.11)

	Since it is more customary to characterize a building block’s linearity through IIPk, this will b...


	Receiver Noise Figure
	The noise figure of a receiver determines how much noise it contributes, and is specified at the ...
	. (2.12)

	Here Pdes is the power of the desired signal in dBm, C/(N+I)min is the minimum necessary carrier-...
	Eq. 2.12 gives
	[dB]. (2.13)


	Phase Noise Requirements
	The mechanism that causes in-channel interference due to phase noise is called reciprocal mixing....
	From the blocking and adjacent channel specifications the phase noise requirements for the LO sig...
	[dBc/Hz] (2.14)

	where L(Df) is given in [dBc/Hz] and is defined relative to the power of the carrier, i.e. the LO...
	Fig. 2.21. Reciprocal mixing due to phase noise in the LO signal.
	The blocking specifications as a function of the offset frequency as shown in Fig. 2.15, and the ...
	Table 1. GSM Receiver Phase Noise Requirements

	The requirements for Df > 3 MHz and out-of-band are considered to be the most critical for a full...


	Image Rejection
	Image rejection can be seen as a special case of blocking signals, since the strength of the imag...
	From the GSM specifications it follows that an image rejection of 110 dB is necessary, assuming t...

	Cross Modulation
	If two signals are fed into a non-linear system, amplitude variations of one signal can appear in...
	The influence of system specifications on design parameters is summarized in table 2.
	Table 2. System specifications vs. receiver design issues



	2.4. Frequency Planning
	Receiver frequency planning related to intermodulation problems [20], [12], [13], [35], [36], [37...
	2.4.1. A Front-End Model
	A typical receiver front-end was depicted in Fig. 2.14. The IF block may consist of a programmabl...
	The above described sources of non-linearity are illustrated in Fig. 2.22. If the following equat...
	or (2.15)

	where finterf is the frequency of an interfering signal, and k, m and n are integers representing...
	Fig. 2.22. Generation and mixing of harmonics in a receiver front- end.
	In Fig. 2.23 a more extended model of the basic front-end is shown. The LNA input matching networ...

	Fig. 2.23. Block schematic of a receiver front-end incorporating gain, attenuation and non-linear...

	2.4.2. Main Mechanisms for Disturbance from Spurious Signals
	Different mechanisms can be distinguished for different combinations of n, k and m as defined in ...
	Various combinations of mechanisms can occur as well. However, the effect of these combinations w...
	If n=k=m=1 in Eq. 2.15, it follows that and the interferer is either a co-channel interferer or a...
	Fig. 2.24. Illustration of the ‘half-IF’ problem.

	Mechanism 1: Mixing of LO Harmonics with Interferer Harmonics
	For mechanism 1 the intermodulation products originating from the LNA non-linearity are multiplie...
	(2.16)

	The desired signal at the output of the mixer is given by:
	(2.17)

	where GLNA and Gmixer are the power gain of LNA and mixer, respectively. The interfering signal, ...
	Fig. 2.25. Illustration of mechanism 1.
	(2.18)
	where
	More generally, for kth order intermodulation the interfering signal at the mixer output is
	(2.19)

	An expression can now be derived for mechanism 1 giving a criterion for IIPk of the LNA:
	(2.20)

	where C/(N+I)min is 9-12 dB for GSM. For a single-ended LNA, IIP2 and IIP3 are generally consider...
	If the circuit parameters such as IIPk are known, Eq. 2.20 can be used to determine the required ...
	(2.21)

	If all circuit parameters including the BPF attenuation are known, the distance in frequency Df c...
	This is elaborated further in Paper III.


	Mechanism 2: Mixing of an Interferer with an LO Harmonic
	An interferer, located at a relatively high frequency, may be downconverted with a harmonic of th...
	(2.22)

	or
	. (2.23)

	The ability to deal with these interferers is dependent on the ideality of the frequency synthesi...
	Fig. 2.26. Mechanism 2 illustrated.

	Mechanism 3: Harmonics of Downconverted Interferers
	An interferer that is downconverted to fIF/m, suffers from mth-order non-linearity after the mixe...
	Fig. 2.27. Schematic representation of mechanism 3.
	For this mechanism a similar expression as for mechanism 1 has been derived, expressing the requi...
	(2.24)

	The IF blocks generally are fully differential (see for example [10]) so that even- order non-lin...


	Mechanism 4: An Interferer Located at a Subharmonic of the Desired Signal
	This mechanism describes the case when the interferer is located at a subharmonic of the desired ...
	For this mechanism it has been derived that:
	(2.25)

	Df will be larger for this mechanism than for mechanism 1 or 3, resulting in a larger attenuation...
	Fig. 2.28. Mechanism 4 depicted.
	Practical calculation examples including representative BPF and IRF and building block characteri...


	Summary
	The mechanisms discussed above lead to distortion of the desired signal at different points in th...
	If an image-reject filter is used, then mechanism 1 and 2 will hardly play any role and mechanism...
	In Paper III the above theory is described and applied to a GSM receiver, supported by measuremen...



	Chapter 3 Transmitters for Mobile Handsets
	3.1. Introduction
	In this chapter an overview is given of the most common transmitter architectures as well as some...

	3.2. Transmitter Architectures
	The main task of a transmitter is to submit a signal to the antenna at a certain frequency, with ...
	3.2.1. Direct Conversion Transmitters
	A direct conversion transmitter has a single upconversion stage (see Fig. 3.1 and [6]). The baseb...
	Fig. 3.1. A direct conversion transmitter, a). architecture, b). direct upconversion in the frequ...
	In most communication systems the baseband signal is double side band and asymmetrical around 0 H...

	Fig. 3.2. A direct conversion transmitter with quadrature modulation.
	The main advantage of a direct conversion transmitter is its simple structure, which makes it sui...


	3.2.2. Two-step Transmitters
	In analogy to heterodyne receivers, also in transmitters an architecture with two mixer stages ma...
	Fig. 3.3. A two-step transmitter architecture.
	An advantage of this architecture is that the PA output is not operating at the same frequency as...


	3.2.3. Direct-Modulation Transmitters
	In some communication systems such as GSM [40], [41] and Bluetooth [42], constant-envelope modula...
	Fig. 3.4. A direct modulation transmitter architecture.
	If a frequency synthesizer (FS) is used to stabilize the VCO output frequency, the direct modulat...


	3.2.4. Harmonic Transmitters
	Instead of using the fundamental LO signal and amplifying the resulting fundamental RF signal, hi...
	Another strategy is to use frequency multiplication in the PA. Since the multiplication occurs in...
	(3.1)

	Thus, for a narrow-band system the 2nd order harmonic carries the same signal information as the ...
	If an amplifier is used to generate the higher-order harmonic, then direct modulation may be used...
	Fig. 3.5. A direct modulation transmitter with frequency multiplication.
	In Paper V a CMOS power amplifier with internal frequency doubling is described.



	3.3. Transmitter Requirements
	Important communication system specifications for the transmitter, such as adjacent channel leaka...
	3.3.1. Transmitter Noise and Non-linearity
	Linearity Requirements
	Power amplifier (PA) non-linearity largely determines the out-of-band emission of the transmitter...
	(3.2)

	In case of the transmitter the output related intercept point is of more interest:
	(3.3)

	where Avi is the voltage gain and IIPi the input-related 3rd order intercept point of block i. Fr...

	Output Noise
	Transmitter output noise can be described as a composition of thermal noise and phase noise, wher...
	Fig. 3.6. Transmitter, a). common architecture, b). the output signal spectrum including noise.
	The transmitter output noise requirements are mainly bound by emission requirements, but also by ...

	3.3.2. System Specifications vs. Transmitter Requirements

	Adjacent channel / spectral mask requirements
	In constant-envelope systems such as GSM the transmitter power emission is generally limited by t...
	The ACLR is simply defined as
	(3.4)

	where Pchannel is the power in a channel of a certain bandwidth according to the communication sy...
	Spectral mask requirements limit the transmitter output signal spectrum close to the desired sign...
	Fig. 3.7. a). Adjacent Channel Leakage Power Ratio illustration, b). spectral emission mask illus...

	Out-of-band emissions
	Besides limited disturbance to adjacent channels, the disturbance from the transmitter to other c...
	A mobile user may be disturbed by a neighboring handset, for instance when handset 1 is transmitt...
	Because of the separation in frequency between the transmit and receive bands for GSM, this mecha...
	Fig. 3.8. a). The transmitted signal of handset 1 is disturbing the received signal of handset 2,...
	In analogy to the receiver phase noise requirements, which are largely determined by blocking spe...


	Transmitter Feedthrough
	Another problem of transceiver design is transmitter feedthrough: a high-power TX signal leaks th...
	Fig. 3.9. Feedthrough of the transmitter signal into the receiver.
	The influence of system specifications on transmitter design parameters is summarized in Table 3....
	Table 3. System specifications vs. transmitter design aspects


	3.3.3. Transceiver Calculation Examples

	Noise and Distortion Related to Receiver Noise Floor
	The effect of all noise and distortion related to the receiver noise floor will be shown by means...
	Table 4. Key UMTS Receiver/Transmitter specifications

	Taking into account receiver noise, leakage of transmitter output noise to the receiver input and...
	(3.5)

	where FRX is the noise factor of the receiver, NTX-RX is the noise leaked from the transmitter to...
	Fig. 3.10. The noise and distortion signals seen at the receiver input.
	NTX-RX is dependent on the isolation of the duplex filter, ISOdupl, and may be expressed as
	(3.6)

	where (in V2/Hz) is the noise at the transmitter output in the receiver frequency band. If it is ...
	The transmitter to receiver leakage is problematic for systems where transmitting and receiving o...


	Transmitter Phase Noise Requirements to meet the Spectral Emission Mask
	The spectral emission mask limits the emission close to the desired signal, and thus limits the a...
	(3.7)

	where Prel is the relative power to the desired signal power at a certain distance Df from the ca...
	Fig. 3.11. Spectral emission specifications determining the phase noise requirements.
	Table 5. GSM TX phase noise requirements to meet the spectral emission mask specifications [7].
	The spectrum mask and spurious requirements for Bluetooth result in the following close-in phase ...
	Table 6. Bluetooth TX close-in phase noise requirements to meet the spectral emission mask specif...

	However, it must be noted that spectral emissions are mainly due to non-linearities in the PA. Th...


	Transmitter Phase Noise Requirements to meet the Out-of-Band Emission Limits
	As explained before, the transmitter out-of-band emissions are limited especially in the receive ...
	Table 7. GSM TX phase noise requirements to meet out-of-band emission specifications [7].

	If a duplex filter is present, the VCO phase noise requirements are eased according to the attenu...
	For UMTS the out-of-band emissions are even specified in the GSM and DCS bands. Both the resultin...
	Table 8. UMTS TX far-out phase noise and output noise requirements to meet out-of-band spurious e...

	Once again, other noise and distortion are not taken into account.
	The out-of-band emissions are related to the problem of neighboring handsets. Taking GSM as an ex...
	. (3.8)

	Because of the separation in frequency between the transmit band and receive band for GSM and UMT...
	Table 9. GSM RX/TX specifications

	This results in a transmitter phase noise requirement of -160 dBc/Hz at 20 MHz. Without a duplex ...
	Arguably the TX output power used in the equation above may be chosen as 0 dBm, since according t...

	Transmitter Phase Noise Requirements due to TX-RX feedthrough
	Besides the output thermal noise, also the transmitter phase noise may disturb a small received s...
	(3.9)

	where Isodupl is the isolation from transmitter to receiver at receive band frequencies. For UMTS...
	Table 10. Additional UMTS Parameters

	These parameters result in a transmitter far-out phase noise requirement of -141 dBc/ Hz at 135 M...


	3.4. Power Amplifiers
	The power amplifier is one of the most crucial building blocks in a transmitter. Its linearity de...
	In this section a brief overview will be given of basic PA parameters, starting with the PA class...
	3.4.1. PA Classes
	The number of classes for power amplifiers and their properties may seem to be exhaustive, with n...
	Fig. 3.12. A general class A through C power amplifier.

	Class A, AB, B and C
	For the classes A through C the PA structure is the same (see Fig. 3.12), the only difference bei...
	Fig. 3.13. PA input voltage waveforms indicating conduction angle a.
	Equations for the DC current IDC, the fundamental output current I1 and second harmonic I2 may be...
	(3.10)
	(3.11)

	and
	(3.12)

	Here Imax is the maximum current drawn by the MOSFET. The ideal DC, fundamental and second-order ...

	Fig. 3.14. Ideal normalized DC, fundamental and second order output current as a function of the ...

	Class D, E and F
	Fig. 3.15. A class D power amplifier.
	A class D power amplifier (see Fig. 3.15) is based on the use of transistors as switches. The amp...
	In a class E amplifier, a single MOSFET is used as a switch. The output network as shown in Fig. ...

	Fig. 3.16. A class E power amplifier and voltage waveform for one period T.
	The principle behind a class F power amplifier is a boosting of the higher-order harmonics in ord...

	Fig. 3.17. A class F power amplifier with ideal voltage over and current through the MOSFET.
	Also for this PA the MOSFET operates as a switch. The theoretical maximum efficiency is 100%. Not...


	Class S
	A class S PA basically is a class D PA with input pulse width modulation (PWM), where a sigma-del...
	3.4.2. Other PA issues

	The knee voltage
	The knee voltage, Vknee, is the drain-source voltage at which the MOSFET starts to operate as an ...
	Traditionally the knee voltage is taken to be the voltage where the PA has reached 90% of its dra...
	One of the consequences of Vknee is a reduction of the maximum voltage swing at the drain, from 2...

	Efficiency
	A key performance measure for power amplifiers is efficiency. Several definitions exist. First, t...
	(3.13)

	i.e. the ratio of the output power to the DC power. Another definition is power added efficiency ...
	(3.14)

	Here the input power is taken into account as well. For a PA with a high power gain, the drain ef...
	For a class A amplifier the maximum fundamental output power Pout,max is given by
	(3.15)

	where and are the maximum amplitude of the current and voltage swing at the drain. It is assumed ...
	(3.16)

	so that the efficiency h = 0.5 = 50%.
	Similar derivations can be made for all classes. In the table below the theoretical maximum effic...
	Table 11. Theoretical maximum drain efficiency for PA classes

	If the input power of the PA is lower than the input power associated with the maximum output pow...
	(3.17)

	Here the knee voltage is ignored, and thus . For class A amplifiers the DC power is given by Eq. ...
	. (3.18)

	For class B, the DC power is
	(3.19)

	resulting in an efficiency of
	. (3.20)

	In Fig. 3.18 the amplitude-dependent efficiencies for class A and B are shown. Assuming the PA is...
	Fig. 3.18. The amplitude-dependent maximum efficiency for class A and B.
	% and %. (3.21)


	Linearity
	As was described previously, PA non-linearity is an important issue in transmitter design, especi...
	AM-to-PM conversion can be defined as an amplitude-dependent phase shift [6]. It is caused by sig...
	The ACLR for a transmitter was already discussed in section 3.3. Also for power amplifiers the AC...


	3.5. Transmitter Linearization
	Depending on the communication system, the linearity of the transmitter may be a crucial issue. I...
	Predistortion
	If the non-linear characteristic of the PA is known in advance, a ’reverse distortion’ may be add...
	Fig. 3.19. Predistortion linearization technique.

	Feedforward
	In a feedforward system, the difference between the undistorted input signal and a fraction of th...
	Fig. 3.20. Feedforward linearization technique.

	Feedback
	PA linearization feedback loops generally incorporate a downconversion mixer, so that the output ...
	Fig. 3.21. Feedback linearization technique.
	For quadrature modulated baseband signals the feedback loop must be expanded into I- and Q paths;...


	Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EER)
	With EER the RF signal is first split into a phase- and envelope signal. The phase signal drives ...
	This technique does not require a linear PA. However, the performance is limited by non-ideality ...
	Fig. 3.22. Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EER) linearization technique.

	Linear Amplification with Non-Linear Components (LINC)
	LINC is based on the notion that an amplitude- and/or phase modulated bandpass signal may be deco...
	Fig. 3.23. LINC linearization technique, a). architecture, b). signal component vector diagram.

	Combined Analog Locked Loop Universal Modulator (CALLUM)
	A feedback variety of LINC is called CALLUM [64]. Like the Cartesian feedback architecture it inc...
	Advantages of CALLUM compared to LINC are that the signal separator is operating at a lower frequ...
	Fig. 3.24. CALLUM linearization technique.

	Cancellation
	Besides transmitter linearization architectures, some work has been done on the building block le...
	The PA described in Paper IV has a similar structure as the PA described in [65], but is more foc...


	3.6. Disturbance Issues in Transceivers
	One of the main issues in integrated transmitter or receiver design is the isolation between diff...
	The isolation on a chip is limited since there are many paths for disturbances, for example throu...
	3.6.1. Disturbance Mechanisms
	Substrate Coupling
	An important source of disturbance in silicon technologies is coupling through the substrate [74]...

	Bondwire Coupling
	Mutual coupling exists between bondwires, depending on the distance and angle between them, their...
	3.6.2. Effects of Disturbance

	Influence on Devices
	Firstly, MOSFETs may pick up disturbances directly from the substrate through the capacitances to...
	Inductors and other passive devices are mainly exposed to disturbances through capacitive couplin...

	Influence on LNA and VCO
	A transceiver as depicted in Fig. 3.25, with a power amplifier (PA), a duplexer for frequency dom...
	Fig. 3.25. A transceiver with disturbance paths indicated.
	Two sources can be pointed out for high power signals reaching the oscillator, namely a signal or...
	If the interferer has a frequency close to fLO, then fLO will move towards the frequency of the i...

	3.6.3. Methods to Reduce the Effect of Disturbance

	Layout
	On a physical layout level, the placement of sensitive parts is crucial, as is the use of guardin...
	A heavily doped substrate behaves more as a single grounded node. The disturbance is much less de...

	Frequency Planning
	The issue of frequency planning for a transmitter is quite different from receiver frequency plan...
	Several strategies may be used to circumvent this problem, for instance using a two-step transmit...
	In Paper V the issue of oscillator pulling is addressed by utilizing a PA with internal frequency...



	Chapter 4 RF CMOS Technology Aspects
	4.1. Introduction
	The utilization of CMOS VLSI technologies for RF applications is becoming more and more establish...
	The advantages of scaling down the transistor dimensions are apparent in digital design, where a ...
	In this chapter CMOS technology and MOSFET operation are briefly discussed [69], [70], [71]. An o...

	4.2. Basic MOSFET Characteristics and Models
	4.2.1. Basic Operation
	For most modern standard CMOS technologies a p-type substrate is used. This is a heavily doped su...
	In Fig. 4.1 the two basic MOSFETs - n-channel and p-channel - are shown for a p-type substrate. T...
	Fig. 4.1. An NMOS (left) and PMOS (right) transistor in a p-type substrate.
	Typically the p-type substrate is connected to the lowest supply voltage, thus keeping the NMOS s...
	The n-channel MOSFET will be considered in more detail. The PMOSFET shows similar behaviour, but ...
	where V, VM < Vth < VH, and Vth is the threshold voltage. This will not be explained further; for...
	where Veff is the overdrive voltage (). For the most relevant regions of operation expressions ca...


	The Triode Region
	Starting from vDS = 0, if vGS is large so that Veff > 0 and Veff > vDS, the MOSFET is in triode r...
	(4.1)

	where
	Fig. 4.2. Schematic representation of charges in the channel for a). triode, b). saturation region.
	The transconductance gm, defined as , then becomes
	(4.2)

	In this region of operation the MOSFET can be seen as a voltage controlled resistance, controlled...
	(4.3)

	Note that only in deep triode region, i.e. vDS << Veff, the MOSFET can be expected to behave as a...

	Fig. 4.3. A MOSFET in triode, modeled as a resistance Ron.
	(4.4)


	The Saturation Region (strong inversion)
	If the drain-source voltage vDS is increased so that , the MOSFET will enter the saturation regio...
	(4.5)

	which appears to be independent of vDS, assuming the effective channel length to be constant. In ...
	(4.6)

	In reality the channel length is not constant, but is dependent on vDS. This so-called channel le...
	The MOSFET can achieve higher gain in the saturation region than in the triode region. Therefore,...
	Fig. 4.4. Basic small-signal hybrid-p model of a MOSFET in saturation.

	The Weak-Inversion Region
	In the weak-inversion region, where Veff is slightly below 0 V, the drain current shows exponenti...
	(4.7)

	where VT is the thermal voltage defined as , which is about 26 mV at room temperature (T=300K). z...
	(4.8)

	and is similar to the expression for gm in a BJT except for the factor z.
	This region is not suitable for high-frequency operation, but is of use in some low-power/low-fre...
	4.2.2. Second-Order Effects
	Two important second-order effects are the channel length modulation and the body effect. As was ...
	(4.9)

	with l µ 1/L. A typical value for l is 0.1. For short-channel MOSFETs this linear approximation i...
	In the previous paragraph it was assumed that the bulk - source voltage vBS = 0. However, this ap...


	Modeling of Second-Order Effects
	In the small-signal model the body effect can be represented by an additional current source cont...
	(4.10)

	where fF is the Fermi potential and g is the body effect coefficient. The channel length modulati...
	(4.11)

	Both the body effect and channel length modulation are taken into account in the small-signal mod...
	Fig. 4.5. A small-signal model where the body effect and channel length modulation are modeled wi...
	A MOSFET quality parameter is gmrds, which is the intrinsic gain of the transistor, or the maximu...
	(4.12)

	and is usually larger than 10 for modern technologies [70]. It is bias dependent, as can be seen ...

	4.2.3. Frequency Dependent Operation
	In this paragraph device capacitances and microwave parameters such as ft and fmax will be consid...


	Device Capacitances
	Based on a quasi-static analysis of the NMOSFET, the major capacitances in the device are shown i...
	(4.13)

	with
	(4.14)

	where er is the relative permittivity of the silicon dioxide (about 3.9), e0 is the permittivity ...
	Fig. 4.6. An NMOSFET with parasitic capacitances.
	The overlap capacitances Cov are due to the physical overlap between the source- and drain areas ...
	(4.15)

	where is the overlap capacitance per unit width.
	Cjs and Cjd are junction capacitances between the n-doped source and drain regions and the p-dope...
	(4.16)

	where Vrev is the reverse voltage across the junction. The value of m depends on the doping profi...
	(4.17)

	It is not straightforward to calculate the zero-bias capacitance Cj0 for small dimensions. Thus, ...
	If the device is on, the inversion layer acts as a shield between the gate and bulk [70]. Moreove...
	(4.18)

	The basic model for a MOSFET in saturation may thus be extended to the model shown in Fig. 4.7.

	Fig. 4.7. Model of a MOSFET in saturation with device capacitances.
	In the triode region, the capacitances as shown in Fig. 4.8 are given by
	(4.19)

	Since the channel is not pinched off, it is assumed that the oxide capacitance (Cox in Fig. 4.6) ...

	Fig. 4.8. A MOSFET in triode modeled as a resistance Ron with parasitic capacitances.

	MOSFET Microwave Characteristics
	A semiconductor technology can generally be characterized by parameters such as fT, the cut-off f...
	or (4.20)

	For CMOS, fT can be calculated as [72]
	(4.21)

	which is independent of the transistor width W. Here meff is the effective mobility, influenced b...
	The maximum oscillation frequency fmax is defined as the frequency at which the available power g...
	(4.22)

	so that
	(4.23)

	where Rg,i is the intrinsic gate resistance which can be expressed as
	(4.24)

	The factor of 3 is due to the distributed nature of this resistance and is the sheet resistance o...
	The model described above is useful for relatively low frequencies. For higher frequencies non-qu...
	Fig. 4.9. A small-signal high-frequency model for a MOSFET in saturation.
	4.2.4. Short-Channel Effects
	There is an ongoing drive to shrink the channel length of MOSFETs [77]. Digital circuits benefit ...


	Scaling
	In order to maintain similar performance or even increase it with decreased channel lengths, idea...
	Table 12. Ideal scaling of short-channel devices

	The two parameters that deviate the most from ideal scaling are the supply voltage VDD and the th...
	The main problem with scaling down MOSFETs is the increased electric field in the devices [71]. S...
	(4.25)

	where Ecrit is the critical field strength, above which the velocity has saturated. Typical value...
	Fig. 4.10. Illustration of the depletion region in a short-channel MOSFET.
	The gate oxide may break down if the electric field across it becomes too high. The reduction of ...



	4.3. Noise Sources in a MOSFET
	In this section noise sources in a MOSFET will be discussed as well as a MOSFET noise model.
	4.3.1. MOSFET Noise Sources
	Since the channel resistance is in fact a physical resistance, a thermal noise current of
	(4.26)

	can be associated to it [29], where gd0 is the channel conductance for VDS=0, and is the spectral...
	In the triode region g is equal to 1, so that with Eq. (4.26)
	(4.27)

	while in the saturation region g can be as low as 2/3 for a long-channel device and as high as 4 ...
	The so-called induced gate noise also originates from the random movements of the charges in the ...
	(4.28)

	Because of the term w2 in the denominator this noise is a problem mainly for high frequencies, bu...
	The gate leakage current IG tunneling through the reverse-biased source-substrate junction causes...
	(4.29)

	Especially for long-channel devices this leakage current is usually quite small. Therefore this n...
	Flicker noise (or 1/f noise) is believed to occur due to the Si-SiO2 interface [70], [29]. Carrie...
	(4.30)

	where K is a process dependent constant. This constant is larger for NMOSFETs than for PMOSFETs, ...
	Noise is also generated in the gate resistance, according to
	(4.31)

	Note that this noise source is highly dependent on the layout: a multi-finger structure will redu...

	4.3.2. MOSFET Noise Model
	In the MOSFET noise model the noise sources mentioned in paragraph 4.4.1 are taken into account: ...
	(4.32)
	(4.33)
	(4.34)
	(4.35)
	(4.36)

	The flicker noise can be modeled as a voltage source in series with the gate (see previous sectio...
	Fig. 4.11. A simplified MOSFET noise model.
	(4.37)
	From Eq. 4.32, Eq. 4.33 and Eq. 4.6 it can be seen that MOSFET design parameters W and L may be u...

	Fig. 4.12. The flicker noise corner frequency.


	4.4. Monolithic Inductors in CMOS Technology
	Monolithic inductors are crucial elements in RF integrated circuits, where they typically are use...
	4.4.1. Monolithic Inductor Physics
	Inductors may be realized in integrated circuits by a simple metal wire on a more or less insulat...
	The inductance and Q depend on various factors such as frequency, geometry of the metal wire, pro...
	The most common geometry for an integrated inductor is depicted in Fig. 4.13 [81], [30]. Between ...
	Fig. 4.13. A typical inductor layout, a). top view, b). through-cut view.
	The most important non-idealities are loss resistance in the metal wire, capacitance between the ...
	Several techniques have been used to increase the Q of integrated inductors:
	Some of these techniques require extra processing steps, which is undesirable if at all feasible.
	In recent years, CMOS processes have developed in order to provide better RF performance, for ins...


	4.4.2. Monolithic Inductor Modeling
	For the circuit designer it is desirable to have a simple and accurate lumped-element inductor mo...
	A suitable lumped-element inductor model is shown in Fig. 4.14. Several methods may be used to ar...
	Fig. 4.14. A standard lumped-element inductor model.
	For the planar rectangular inductor shown in Fig. 4.13, one way to estimate the total inductance ...
	(4.38)

	where Li is the inductance of segment i, Z is the total number of segments, and and are the total...
	(4.39)

	where li is the length of segment i in mm. This is the self-inductance of a metal wire at low fre...
	Some simple equations will now be given to complete the model in Fig. 4.14. These equations do no...
	The series resistance Rs is the physical resistance of the wire, and is thus dependent on the wid...
	(4.40)

	where s is the conductivity of the metal. If the skin effect is included, this resistance can be ...
	(4.41)

	where the (frequency dependent) skin depth d is
	(4.42)

	and m is the magnetic permeability. In Eq. 4.41 it is assumed that and .
	The capacitance CP from port 1 to port 2 is related to the physical capacitance between the two p...
	(4.43)

	where tox1 is the oxide thickness between the two metal layers (see Fig. 4.15). The parasitic fri...

	Fig. 4.15. Detailed through-cut view of a planar rectangular inductor.
	The two parasitic capacitances Cox1 and Cox2 are mainly due to the oxide capacitance between meta...
	(4.44)

	and
	(4.45)

	where Aspiral is the area of the top metal wire, tox is the oxide thickness between the top metal...
	and . (4.46)

	The substrate is modeled as:
	(4.47)
	(4.48)

	where esub and tsub are the permittivity and the thickness, respectively, of the substrate, and r...
	The losses due to eddy currents are not part of the model. They can be included by adding a mutua...


	Quality Factor and Self-Resonance
	The inductor Q (see for example [85]) is determined by the metal losses and by the substrate loss...
	The self-resonance frequency fSR is determined by the total capacitance at the inductor nodes and...



	Chapter 5 Conclusions
	As a result of the rapid development of mobile communication systems in the low GHz range and the...
	One of the most challenging building blocks in a CMOS transceiver is the power amplifier. A brief...
	The papers included in this work relate to many of the above aspects. Paper I, II and III are foc...
	Paper IV and V both deal with transmitter aspects. In paper IV the design of a class AB power amp...
	Future Work
	The development of mobile communication systems is towards higher frequencies, as well as more br...
	The decreasing supply voltage will demand new solutions for well-known problems. This process is,...
	Transistor and inductor modeling remain challenging; good and reliable models are a necessity for...
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	Part II
	Included Papers
	Summary of Included Papers
	In this section a short summary will be given of each paper, and the author’s contribution to eac...
	I. In this paper the design of a CMOS receiver front-end is presented that meets the DCS requirem...
	Contribution: Design, manuscript.

	II. This paper addresses the design and measurement of a fully integrated GSM receiver front-end,...
	Contribution: Design of some blocks (PGA, 2nd downconversion mixer), some analysis (interfering s...

	III. An analysis is made of the impact of spurious signals in a receiver. It leads to an optimal ...
	Contribution: Analysis, most of the manuscript.

	IV. The design of a fully integrated CMOS power amplifier is described. The amplifier uses parall...
	Contribution: Design, manuscript.

	V. In this paper the design and measurement results are presented of a fully integrated CMOS powe...
	Contribution: Design, measurements, manuscript.

	Paper I



	A 0.35 mm CMOS DCS Front-end with Fully Integrated VCO
	Abstract
	The design of a 0.35 mm CMOS front-end is presented which meets the DCS requirements. The front-e...

	1. Introduction
	Recently the market for wireless applications has shown tremendous growth, resulting in an increa...
	An important aspect for a handset is battery lifetime. To extend this, overall power consumption ...
	In this paper a CMOS downconversion front-end is described that meets the DCS-1800 specifications...
	The front-end comprises a low-noise amplifier (LNA), a downconversion mixer and a fully integrate...
	This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 system aspects will be explained briefly, as wel...
	2. System Aspects
	The channel bandwidth for the DCS system is 200 kHz. With direct downconversion, the 1/f noise of...
	To reduce the number of external components, no filter is used between the LNA and mixer. This im...
	To achieve sufficient image rejection a quadrature mixer in combination with a polyphase filter c...
	Since the DCS noise requirements are stringent, high gain in the RF part of the receiver is impor...
	High-side injection is chosen for the downconversion, so that the VCO must be tunable from roughl...
	The choice for high-side injection is based on two arguments. Firstly, if a GSM/ DCS dual-mode re...
	The front-end was modeled to analyse the effect of interferers and harmonic downconversion [7], t...

	3. Circuit Design
	The LNA consists of a single-ended, cascoded, inductively degenerated common- source stage, with ...
	The LNA is loaded with an integrated inductor, tuning the maximum gain to 1.85 GHz. The parallel ...
	Two parallel bondwires at the source of M1 provide inductive source degeneration.
	Two mixers have been compared: a single-balanced and a double-balanced Gilbert- cell type mixer. ...
	The main advantage of the single-balanced mixer is that a lower power consumption is needed to ac...
	However, since no filter is present after the mixer, a double-balanced mixer is utilized in this ...
	The VCO consists of a differential switching NMOS pair with a tail current source (see Fig. 4). I...
	The inductive load is a differential octagonal inductor with a polysilicon grounded shield used t...
	Tuning is achieved partly by a varactor, partly by switch-controlled capacitors, the latter for d...

	4. Simulation Results
	Both the complete front-end and the individual building blocks have been simulated using SpectreR...
	Assuming the BPF has an insertion loss of 2.5 dB, this will result in a total front- end IIP3 of ...
	The VCO meets the phase noise requirements for the DCS system, as is illustrated in Fig. 6.
	The maximum gain for the total front-end is 26.6 dB. Some loss occurs due to the capacitive coupl...
	A layout of the front-end (see Fig. 7) will be sent to fabrication. For the purpose of measuremen...
	Table 1. Front-End Simulation Results

	.

	5. Conclusion
	A 0.35 mm CMOS front-end has been described, meeting the requirements for a DCS receiver accordin...
	This front-end does not entail a - generally discrete - filter between LNA and mixer. Thus, the n...
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	A 900 MHz Dual Conversion, Low-IF GSM Receiver in 0.35 um CMOS
	Abstract
	A low-power fully integrated GSM receiver is developed in 0.35-um CMOS. This receiver uses dual c...

	1. Introduction
	Mobile wireless transceivers face relentless pressure for low cost, low power, and small size. A ...
	This paper describes a fully integrated CMOS GSM receiver, which we believe is the more challengi...
	2. System Description
	The 900-MHz GSM standard [5] requires receive sensitivity of 102 dBm for a GMSK modulated signal ...
	What distinguishes GSM from other well-known cellular standards is the required receiver immunity...
	Any assessment of candidate architectures for integrated receivers should begin with direct conve...
	Fig. 1. GSM blocker template.
	Alternatively, downconversion to some low IF, such as 140 kHz, positions the signal above dc, obv...
	If low IF is attractive for a GSM receiver, what is the best frequency plan for downconversion? S...
	Fig. 2. Downconverted GSM channel, images of adjacent and alternate channels, and flicker noise.
	This favors a dual-conversion receiver. The entire GSM band is first downconverted to a first IF ...
	Consider, for example, dual conversion to zero IF. This suffers from second- order distortion pro...
	Blockers may also translate to the IF through circuit nonlinearity and mixing with LO harmonics [...
	Fig. 3. Harmonic mixing and front-end nonlinearity translate the blocker (wint) to the same frequ...
	Incidentally, if the receiver front-end were perfectly linear, blockers at could still mix with L...
	Based on these various considerations, with high-side LO injection the IF should lie between 170-...

	3. Receiver Architecture
	Fig. 4 shows the proposed receiver, a dual conversion to low-IF architecture. The signal after lo...
	The receiver is considerably simplified if the two LO frequencies driving mixers at the first and...
	Fig. 4. Architecture of this GSM receiver prototype.
	The gain of the single path (not quadrature) IF1 PGA is chosen so that blockers do not overload t...
	A high IF2 will lessen the impact of flicker noise in the baseband circuits, but the image signal...
	The two LO frequencies are ganged. A divide-by-6 circuit generates the LO2 frequency from the RF ...
	In this frequency plan, it is possible for the fifth overtone of LO2 to couple to the receiver in...
	Gain is distributed between the various blocks to maintain the cascade NF below 6 dB at minimum d...

	4. CIRCUIT DESIGN
	All circuits described here operate from a 2.5-V power supply.
	A. Low-Noise Amplifier
	The low noise amplifier is a single-ended inductively degenerated common-source stage (Fig. 5). A...
	where R is the real part of the LNA input impedance to the right of the parasitic, and Cgs is the...
	Fig. 5. Common-source LNA circuit.
	An on-chip single layer metal-4 spiral inductor tunes the FET drain load to 1 GHz. Inductor Q at ...
	The cascode FET M2 lowers Miller multiplication of the input FETs Cgd and improves LNA reverse is...
	The minimum LNA noise figure of 1.4 dB in the GSM band is obtained at a gain of 25 dB. It rises t...

	B. RF Mixers
	The RF mixers downconvert the input signal to 190 MHz. It is most straightforward to drive a sing...
	Fig. 6. Double-balanced mixer circuit.
	A double-balanced mixer does not suffer from LO feedthrough, but needs a differential input. A di...

	C. Polyphase Filter
	Following the quadrature mixers, a passive RC polyphase filter passes the desired signal with an ...
	Fig. 7. Three-stage passive RC polyphase filter.
	Passband loss in the polyphase filter is lowered by tapering up the resistance in the last stages...
	To reject the image by 40 dB, the components in the four branches of the filter must match to 1%....
	The LO commutates the RF signal current with a square wave. While the main harmonic of LOQ lags L...

	D. Programmable Gain Amplifier
	A programmable gain amplifier (PGA) at IF1 adjusts receiver gain to limit the signal level drivin...
	Fig. 8. Programmable gain amplifier circuit.
	To step up gain to 20 dB, nMOS switches bypass the degeneration resistors. Bias current is steere...

	E. Second Mixers
	Quadrature double-balanced second mixers downconvert the wanted GSM channel to the IF2 of 140 kHz...
	A square-wave LO waveform switches the mixers to lower their output flicker noise. The mixer is l...
	Fig. 9. Second mixer circuit.

	F. Active Polyphase Filter
	At IF2, the image signal is only 280 kHz away from the wanted signal. After quadrature downconver...
	Fig. 10. GSM reference channel downconverted to IF of 140 kHz, and images of the left adjacent an...
	A single passive polyphase filter stage can notch the image by 20 dB or more across a bandwidth a...
	An alternative is the active polyphase filter [14]. This filter’s frequency response is defined b...
	In practice, component mismatch in the filter branches, or phase and amplitude mismatch at the in...
	Fig. 11. Method to synthesize active bandpass polyphase filter from conventional low-pass prototype.
	Active RC and switched-capacitor filters are realized with high-gain opamps and linear resistors ...
	Two-stage opamps drive the resistor loads (Fig. 12). Large FETs in the input stage lower flicker ...
	Fig. 12. Two-stage opamp used in filter, and accompanying common-mode feedback circuit.
	The filter is tuned by a 5-bit array of switchable capacitors in parallel with a fixed capacitor,...

	G. Voltage Controlled Oscillator
	A single voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) generates both LO frequencies, and complies with GSM...
	Fig. 13. 1.1-GHz VCO.
	Quadrature differential phases are needed to drive I and Q mixers. A quadrature VCO [19] automati...
	Two grounded source FETs with inductive loads buffer the differential VCO output. A narrowband T-...
	Fig. 14. VCO buffer with capacitive impedance transformer.


	5. Experimental Results
	Fig. 15 shows SPECTRE-RF simulations of the entire receiver. The receiver gain from single-ended ...
	Fig. 15. Simulated frequency response and noise figure of receiver.
	In this technology, for nMOS is 8.2E -24 V2F, and for pMOS is 1.9E-24 V2F, and is assumed constan...
	A receiver prototype is fabricated in 0.35-um CMOS in the STMicroelectronics BiCMOS6M process. Th...
	Fig. 16. Chip photograph.
	Fig. 17. Measured input reflection coefficient versus frequency.
	The measured input return loss is 12 dB in the GSM band (Fig. 17). The front end comprising the L...
	Fig. 18. Measured on-chip image rejection at first IF.
	Next, receiver noise is measured up to the channel-select filter input using the HP8870B noise-fi...
	To test the immunity of the receiver to blockers, a single tone at each frequency listed in Table...
	The channel-select filter gives the main amplification in the receiver. Its gain may be swept fro...
	Fig. 19. Measured receiver cascode noise figure.
	Table I. Measured Rejection of Likely Blocking Signals


	Physical Effect
	RF Input
	Frequency (MHz)
	On-chip Rejection (dB)
	Rejection Incl. Prefilter
	1st Image
	(fLO+fIF1)
	1328
	56
	111
	Half IF
	(2fLO+fIF1)/2
	1233
	81.5
	131
	(2fLO-fIF1)/2
	1043
	72
	114
	(3fLO+fIF1)/2
	1802
	>91
	141
	(3fLO-fIF1)/2
	1612
	>109
	159
	Half IF
	(4fLO+fIF1)/2
	2371
	>93
	148
	(4fLO-fIF1)/2
	2181
	>93
	148
	HD3 in balanced
	(2fLO+fIF1)/3
	822
	97
	142
	IF1 circuits
	(2fLO-fIF1)/3
	695
	71
	126
	(3fLO+fIF1)/3
	1201
	76
	126
	(3fLO-fIF1)/3
	1075
	56
	106
	(5fLO+fIF1)/3
	1960
	>116
	171
	(5fLO-fIF1)/3
	1833
	>116
	171
	(3fLO+fIF1)
	3604
	106
	161
	(3fLO-fIF1)
	3224
	>103
	158
	Fig. 21. Measured cascade frequency response of receiver to desired signal and second image.
	The measured VCO phase noise at 1140 MHz is shown in Fig. 22. The VCO meets the GSM phase-noise r...
	Fig. 22. Measured VCO phase noise.
	Table II. Receiver Performance Summary


	NF
	5 dB
	IIP3
	- 16 dBm
	On Chip Image Rejection
	>55 dB @ 1st IF
	>35 dB @ 2nd IF
	Input Return Loss
	>12 dB (GSM band)
	AGC
	> 80 dB
	Current Consumption @ 2.5 V
	22mA (RX only)
	8 mA (LO Generator
	Area
	2.2 x 4 mm
	6. Conclusion
	A fully integrated dual-conversion to low-IF RX is implemented in 0.35-um CMOS process. Dual conv...
	This work illustrates the power of evolving a radio architecture with cognizance of the strengths...
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	Spurious Mixing of Off-Channel Signals in a Wireless Receiver and the Choice of IF
	Abstract
	Circuit nonlinearity and LO harmonics can cause large interferers to translate on to the same int...

	1. Introduction
	It is clear that today’s wireless transceivers for mobile communication, especially those operati...
	A higher level of integration requires the circuit designer to eliminate off-chip filters: for in...
	Fig. 1. GSM blocking signal template.
	Investigating these mechanisms, we find that for a given profile of allowable blockers the proble...
	In Section II, we model the front-end and how it generates harmonics. Then in Section III differe...
	2. Modeling Receiver Front-End
	Fig. 2 shows a generic front-end for a superheterodyne receiver. The RF preselect filter connecte...
	Fig. 2. Generic superheterodyne receiver front end.
	There are three important nonidealities in a receiver front–end.
	(1)

	Therefore, an input interferer at this frequency
	(2)

	where k, m, n are integers, after being subject to these three possible imperfections in the rece...
	In any circuit with kth-order nonlinearity, the difference DP between the fundamental output sign...
	(3)

	where IIPk is the kth-order input intercept point and Pin is the input power. For a wide-band rec...
	(4)

	where the fundamental is located at f1 and the kth-order harmonic at kf1. The relationship betwee...
	(5)

	Since it is customary to characterize nonlinearity in RF circuits in terms of intercept point IIP...

	3. Mechanisms of Disturbance by Spurious Signals
	Different mechanisms are distinguished by combinations of n, k and m. Three separate mechanisms m...
	Mechanism 1: Harmonic Mixing, m = 1, n & k >1: An interferer lying at subject to kth-order nonlin...
	Fig. 3. Harmonic mixing with mechanism 1.
	(6)

	The wanted channel is amplified in the LNA and mixer by power gains of GLNA and Gmxr, respectivel...
	(7)

	On the other hand, the interferer is subject to a different set of gains and losses. An interferi...
	(8)

	where
	By inserting (7) and (8) into (6), we arrive at the minimum of the LNA that leads to the required...
	(9)

	If the circuit properties are known but unalterable, the equation may be rearranged to determine ...
	(10)

	Next, let us find the values of IF which satisfy this inequality for a GSM receiver. To start wit...
	Fig. 4. Typical RF prefilter.
	or (11)

	By stepping through all GSM channels in the range 935 MHz MHz, this leads to undesired ranges of ...
	Table I. Undesired fIF regions (Megahertz) Due to Mechanism 1


	n=2
	13 - 47
	40 - 140
	-
	13 - 57
	40 - 170
	265 - 292
	340 - 377
	n=3
	171 - 285
	15 - 53
	30 - 105
	-
	15 - 68
	30 - 135
	n=4
	340 - 376
	382 - 412
	148 - 180
	199 - 225
	247 - 300
	332 - 375
	-
	-
	n=5
	-
	269 - 310
	322 - 355
	-
	-
	The undesired responses invoked by the special case of have been called "Able-Baker spurs" [6].
	Mechanism 2: Mixing of Interferer With LO Harmonic, m = k = 1, n > 1: Even if the RF front-end is...
	Fig. 5. Harmonic Mixing m=k=1, n>1 (mechanism 2).
	(12)

	In this case, since the interferers of concern lie far away from the frequency band to which the ...
	With high-side LO injection, the interferers in question will lie yet further out in frequency. H...
	It is clear that unless the IF is exceptionally high, mechanism 2 is largely independent of IF. A...
	Mechanism 3: Subharmonics of IF, k = n = 1, m > 1: Interferers may be shifted onto the desired si...
	Depending on m, if the interferers in question initially lie in the RF filter’s transition band t...
	(13)

	This expression imposes lower bounds on the IF. Once again, let us see how this mechanism works w...
	Fig. 6. Downconverted interferer appears at a subharmonic of IF (mechanism 3).
	Table II. Undesired fIF regions (Megahertz) Due to Mechanism 3


	m=2
	0 - 150
	0 - 160
	m=3
	0 - 113
	0 - 105
	Note that a blocker at can be subject to spurious mixing by the first mechanism with n = k, that ...
	The well-known half-IF interferer [3], , is a special case of mechanisms 1 and 3.
	With this background, let us study some previously published GSM receivers to understand their vu...
	A. Example: GSM Receiver With IF of 71 MHz
	This receiver [1] uses a passive RF filter before and after the LNA to cascade the stopband losse...
	Next consider mechanism 3 with m = 3. An interferer at 997 MHz suffers almost no attenuation thro...
	These calculations show that with a 71 MHz IF a post-LNA filter is mandatory, and a GSM receiver ...

	B. Example: GSM Receiver With Low IF of 100 kHz
	Suppose the low-IF receiver for DCS-1800 [9] is re-tuned to 900 MHz GSM. The blocking templates f...
	If mechanism 1 is at work, and assuming n = k, the candidate interferer lies at . This amounts to...
	However, for mechanism 2 and with n = 3, an interferer 0 dBm strong at roughly 2850 MHz + 100 kHz...

	4. Experimental Validation on a Receiver with Optimal IF
	The results of the analysis above were used to develop the frequency plan of a fully integrated 9...
	According to the analysis, with high-side LO injection a first IF in the range of 170-265 MHz is ...
	Mechanism 2 remains a problem. The responsible interferers cannot be adequately rejected by the p...
	The receiver uses a high-side LO and a first IF of about 190 MHz [8]. The second IF is selected t...
	The prototype receiver circuit was subjected to a comprehensive range of GSM blockers. The test c...
	Fig. 7. LNA circuit with notch filter to suppress third harmonic, and associated frequency response.
	Table III. Measured Blocking Signal Rejection for a GSM Receiver [8]



	Physical Effect
	RF Input
	Frequency (MHz)
	On-chip Rejection (dB)
	Rejection Incl. Prefilter
	1st Image
	(fLO+fIF1)
	1328
	56
	111
	Half IF
	(2fLO+fIF1)/2
	1233
	81.5
	131
	(2fLO-fIF1)/2
	1043
	72
	114
	(3fLO+fIF1)/2
	1802
	>91
	141
	(3fLO-fIF1)/2
	1612
	>109
	159
	Half IF
	(4fLO+fIF1)/2
	2371
	>93
	148
	(4fLO-fIF1)/2
	2181
	>93
	148
	HD3 in balanced
	(2fLO+fIF1)/3
	822
	97
	142
	IF1 circuits
	(2fLO-fIF1)/3
	695
	71
	126
	(3fLO+fIF1)/3
	1201
	76
	126
	(3fLO-fIF1)/3
	1075
	56
	106
	(5fLO+fIF1)/3
	1960
	>116
	171
	(5fLO-fIF1)/3
	1833
	>116
	171
	(3fLO+fIF1)
	3604
	106
	161
	(3fLO-fIF1)
	3224
	>103
	158
	These results show the practical outcome of the analysis in the design of an integrated receiver ...
	5. Conclusion
	This paper presents a systematic and comprehensive analysis of how circuit imperfections cause ad...
	Knowing the profile of adjacent channel strengths, characteristics of the antenna filter, and the...
	In a fully integrated receiver which dispenses with fixed external filters to save power and phys...
	We expect that an awareness of spurious mixing will add yet another criterion that guides the cho...
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	A Fully Integrated 2.45 GHz 0.25 um CMOS Power Amplifier
	Abstract
	A fully integrated differential class-AB power amplifier has been designed in a 0.25um CMOS techn...

	1. Introduction
	With the recent emergence of short-range communication standards such as Bluetooth, the research ...
	In most communication systems transmitter output power control is required. In order to increase ...
	For the Bluetooth standard the highest output power is 20 dBm (class I, [14]) which is feasible f...
	In this work a class-AB power amplifier is described that consists of two stages, with the output...
	The paper is structured as follows: First some PA theory is described, then the design itself is ...
	2. Analysis
	In fig. 1 a current source with impedance transformation network T is shown. This serves as a mod...
	(1)
	Thus, for a given VDD, Ropt determines Pout,max assuming a maximum voltage swing. For Pout,max = ...
	The power added efficiency (PAE) is defined as
	(2)
	where PDC is the power supplied by the battery, which is signal-dependent for most types of PAs. ...
	Non-idealities
	For high voltage swings the transistor will enter the linear region, and no longer behave as an i...
	(3)
	Assuming an output stage with an integrated current-supplying inductor and a switch at VDD, allow...


	3. Design
	A fully integrated 2.45 GHz PA was implemented in a 0.25um CMOS technology. In order to implement...
	The matching network was chosen so that a maximum output power of 22 dBm was achieved with both b...
	For the output stage no cascode transistors are used, since this would increase the knee voltage ...
	The input capacitance of the output stage forms a large part of the total capacitance at the drai...
	By connecting the two output nodes as shown in fig. 2, the two parallel stages share L1, C3 and L...
	Generally when parallel output stages are used, power combining is implemented either through a t...
	The matching network for one output stage may be drawn as shown in fig. 3. The two output stages ...
	When for example the lower stage in fig. 2 is switched off, FET Mb is brought into the linear reg...
	The two stages are unequal, having different FET widths and different capacitance and inductance ...
	Comparing fig. 2 with fig. 3 one can see that the matching network includes parasitic capacitance...
	The 5M1P 0.25um CMOS technology offers thick-metal inductors with quality factors ranging from ap...

	4. Simulation Results
	The above described design was simulated using SpectreRF, with BSIM3v3 models. Post-layout parasi...
	In fig. 5 some simulation results are shown. The maximum PAE (22 %) is achieved for Pout slightly...
	Table I. Simulation results, summary

	From table 2 a comparison can be made between this PA and previously published work. It can be se...
	Table II. Comparison of medium power PAs


	5. Conclusions
	A 2.45 GHz power amplifier has been designed in a 0.25um CMOS technology. The PA is fully integra...
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	A Fully Integrated CMOS RF Power Amplifier with Internal Frequency Doubling
	Abstract
	The design and measurement results of a fully integrated 0.18mm 1P6M CMOS power amplifier with in...

	1. Introduction
	In recent years, the wireless communications market has grown significantly. Systems such as GSM ...
	However, for frequencies up to several GHz and low to medium output power, the research interest ...
	When having the PA on the same chip as a VCO (voltage controlled oscillator), one of the problems...
	In mixers, so-called even-harmonic conversion has been widely used [9-10], especially for millime...
	For fully integrated power amplifiers, which include the output impedance transformation network,...
	Since many wireless communication systems operate with an output power in the 10 - 20 dBm range f...
	2. Power Amplifier Analysis
	One of the frequency components automatically generated in a PA biased in non- class A is the sec...
	Fig. 1. a). A single-ended PA stage with cancelled odd harmonics, b). differential version.
	An important issue when using frequency doubling in the PA is signal contents. A narrowband FM in...
	(1)

	As can be seen, the 2nd order harmonic carries the same signal information as the fundamental. Th...
	Ideal PA response
	Assuming that the output stage of the PA can be modeled as an ideal current source with a maximum...
	(2)

	where Imax is the maximum output current and a is the conduction angle (in radians).
	The magnitude of the second order harmonic may be written as
	(3)

	This results in a maximum efficiency for the second order harmonic of
	(4)

	For this ideal PA both the fundamental and second order responses (output currents normalized to ...
	Fig. 2. a). Ideal normalized DC, fundamental and second order output current as function of the c...
	From Fig. 2 it can be seen that the 2nd order response is approaching the fundamental for small c...
	In this deduction it is assumed that the PA does not have a so-called knee voltage Vknee [14], th...

	Maximum output power
	The maximum linear output power for an ideal PA, modeled as a current source with a certain drain...
	(5)

	where Ropt, the impedance seen at the drain, is the load resistance transformed by a transformati...
	Fig. 3. a). A PA with transformation network (shaded area), b). an ideal model.
	The MOSFET DC current is supplied through L1. The section formed by Lbw (the output bondwire indu...
	Assuming all passive components are ideal, the output power will be the same as the power at the ...


	3. Implementation
	The quasi-differential PA as described in the previous section was implemented in a 0.18mm 1P6M C...
	Fig. 4. Simplified schematic of the stand-alone PA including polyphase filter and driving stages.
	The motivation for the circuit in Fig. 4 was to test the concept of internal frequency doubling, ...
	For the VCO core in the circuit of Fig. 5 PMOSFETs were used, so that the VCO output voltage swin...
	Fig. 5. Schematic of the VCO and PA, including the varactor with continuous and discrete tuning.
	Non-idealities of the PA implementation
	The equation for the maximum output power, Eq. 5, is valid under the assumption that the transfor...
	One of the most crucial non-idealities in any PA implementation is the knee voltage, i.e. the min...
	(6)

	For deep submicron CMOS technologies Vknee may be up to 50% of VDD, using the common definition f...
	(7)


	Non-idealities of the transformation network
	The integrated passives that make up the impedance transformation network, including the “RF chok...
	For the transformation network of Fig. 3 with suitable capacitor and inductor values, including a...

	Combined efficiency example
	With a conduction angle a=2.1 (giving the maximum 2nd order output current, see Fig. 2), Vknee/VD...
	(8)

	In the above analysis the impact of FET non-linearity (apart from the knee voltage) and efficienc...


	4. Results
	In Fig. 6 the chip micrograph of the PA with VCO is shown. For the measurements both the stand-al...
	The stand-alone PA
	Fig. 6. A chip micrograph of the PA with VCO.
	The purpose of this circuit was to verify that the internal frequency doubling worked, and to cha...
	In Fig. 7 measurement results for the stand-alone PA are shown,. compensated for the power loss i...
	Fig. 7. Measured results for the stand-alone PA for Vddpa=3.3 and 3 V, a). output power, b). drai...
	Fig. 8. Results for uncompensated and compensated outputs, a). output power, b). drain efficiency.
	The correction resulted in a slight decrease in maximum output power and drain efficiency.

	The PA with VCO
	The differential outputs of this circuit were corrected in order to have approximately equal S22 ...
	In Fig. 9 the output power and efficiency as function of Vdd,vco is shown. Increasing Vdd,vco is ...
	In Fig. 10 the output frequency vs. control voltage is shown, as well as the output power and dra...
	Fig. 9. Measured results for the PA with VCO as a function of Vdd,vco, a). output power, b). drai...
	Fig. 10. Measurements for varying Vctrl, a). output frequency, b). output power and drain efficie...
	The output frequency was measured for a VCO control word of (1111). Maximum VCO oscillation frequ...
	Fig. 10b shows that the output power and thus drain efficiency is varying with Vctrl. This is par...
	Fig. 11. Frequency response of the PA output stage.
	Fig. 12 shows the output power as function of Vdd,PA, illustrating the knee effect, and the drain...
	Fig. 12. Results for varying Vdd,PA, a). output power, b). drain efficiency.
	Measurements of both circuits showed that the gain in each block is less than expected from simul...
	Table I. Summary of measurement results



	maximum PA output power
	15 dBm
	maximum PA drain efficiency
	10.7%
	VCO frequency range
	1.522-1.637GHz
	active area: stand-alone PA
	VCO + PA
	1.44 mm2
	2.25 mm2
	In table 2 this work is compared to other fully integrated CMOS power amplifiers. It must be note...
	Table II. Comparison of fully integrated CMOS PAs


	[2]
	33.4 (@PAEmax)
	2.4
	31% (PAE)
	0.35um (Bi)CMOS
	on-chip
	-
	E/F3
	[3]
	20 (max)
	1.9
	16% (h)
	0.8um CMOS
	on-chip
	-
	F?
	[4]
	17.5 (max)
	2.4
	16.4% (PAE)
	0.35um CMOS
	partly on-chip
	-
	A
	[5]
	9 (@P-5dB)
	2.4
	16% (P-5dB)
	0.18um CMOS
	partly on-chip
	-
	AB?
	[6]
	18.6 (@PAEmax)
	0.9
	30% (PAEmax)
	0.6um CMOS
	on-chip
	-
	C
	this work
	15 (max)
	2.4
	10.7% (h)
	0.18um CMOS
	on-chip
	freq. doubling
	C
	5. CONCLUSIONS
	A fully integrated class-C power amplifier with internal frequency doubler has been designed and ...
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